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Attention: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555-(K)01

Subject: Annual 10 CFR 50.59 Report - Supplemental

Reference: FPC to NRC letter, dated January 28,1998, 3F019841, " Final Safety Analysis
Report, Revision 24"

Dear Sir:

Florida Fower Corporation (FPC) is submitting the attached report to supplement the report
provided in the referenced letter, as required by 10 CFR 50.59(b)(2).

Attachment A provides descriptions of changes to the facility as described in the Final Safety
Analysis Report (FSAR) that were implemented pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59 between December
1.1996, and November 30,1997, and which we e not included in the referenced letter. There
were no tests or experiments conducted during this period. Summaries of the safety
evaluations contained in Attachment A for the modifications or procedure changes resulted in
no Unreviewed Safety Question (USQ).

There are no new commitments made in this letter. If you have any questions regarding this
letter, please contact Ms. Sherry L. Bernhoft, Manager, Nuclear Licensing at (352) 563-4566.

Sincerely,
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ATTACHMENT A

SUMMARY OE SAFETY EVALUATIONS 10CFR50.59(b)(2)

This attachment contains a brief description of the changes, together with a summary of the
'supporting safety evaluations, implemented pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59 by FPC between

December 1,1996, and November 30, 1997, and which were not included in the report
submitted along with the FSAR, Revision 24. These changes were evaluated using FPC
procedures current at the time of the activity, Only those requiring a " full evaluation" or
Unteviewed Safety Question Determination (USQD) are summarized.

These changes include fifteen changes to procedures, forty two modifications that did not -

affect the FSAR, seven calculations, five changes to programs, and two improved Technical
Specification Bases changes.

'

FPC significantly upgraded its 50.59 Program requirements and expectations beginning in late
1996. As a result, current safety evaluations (now referred to as USQDs) are more extensive
and thorough. The process change also involved independent review of each USQD by the
Safety Analysis Group (SAG). Previous upgrades of the process included expanding the USQ

'

questions from three (3) to seven (7). The safety evaluation summaries which follow contain
both types, depending upon when they were written.

Consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59(b)(2), the enclosed descriptions are
summaries to convey the fundamental logic of the 50.59 safety evaluation. Should the NRC
require additional details, the coniplete Safety Assessments (SA), along with the USQDs, are
available at Crystal River Unit 3.

In addition,- three changes were made following the guidance in Generic letter 9118,
Revision 1, and which have been addressed in License Amendment Requests (LAR). These
changes are not summarized in this report as the LARs fully describe the issue. The license
amendments are:

LAR 218, Makeup System Letdown Lite Failure Accident Analysis

LAR 222, Control Room Emergency Ventilation and Emergency Filters

LAR 224 Reactor Building Fan Starting Logic Modification
,
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Attachment A

Summary of Safety Evaluations

SA/USQD Subject: Al 504 " Guidelines l'or Mode 5 Outages And Reduced Reactor Coolant $ptem
(RCS) Inventory Operations"

Ducription

Al 504, " Guidelines for Mode 5 Outages and Reduced Reactor Coolant Systems (RCS) Inventory
Operations", establishes criteria for operating the plant in a more conservative fashion than required by
improved Technical Specifications (ITS) by increasing the reliability of clectrical supplies to CR 3 during
shut down conditions. This change involves an enhancement that requires a full safety evaluation of any >

proposed deviation per CP 213; numerous clari0 cations; correction of typos; and a required reduction in
'

the " margin of conservatism" by removing the 500KV backfeed as the primary source to the ES buses.
The 500KV backfeed was reduced in status to being " conditional y available" as an emergency power
source. This does not reduce the reliability of sources considered in the FSAR 8.2.33 which states,"The
500KV substation is not considered as an off site power source for Unit 3 during normal operation. This
source can be considered as an off site power source for Unit 3 during normal operation. This source can
be made available within 8 hours of plant sh,stdown in the event of a loss of both of the other off site
power sources." This procedure revision should be treated as a permanent change pending the engineering
resolution of conditions placed on the use of the 500KV backfeed.

Unreviewed Safetv Ouestion Determination f10 CFR $0_$9)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

This administrative change reflects the outcome of the NRC IPAP where it was found that use of
the 500KV substation to backfeed during shut down operations, Modes 5 and 6, did not have
calculations to certify its adequacy as a qualified source. The 500KV substation is not considered
as an off site power source during normal operation. This change prevents it from being used as a
qualified, primary source to feed the ES Buses. The normal; feed is from the two 230KV
transformers, MTTR 9 Offsite Power Transformer (opt) and MTTR 6 Backup ES Transformer
(DEST). llence, the change does not change the probability of losing Decay 11 eat Removal
capability or a Station Blackout Event. (The Station Blackout Event /l.OOP has been analyzed as
a Mode i event and is not completely applicable to Mode 5 and 6.) [This revision does not
change or degrade any safety system in that the unqualified 500KV backfeed will only be used as
an emergency power source under the conditians specified by Engineering.) In conclusion, since
the normal source of olisite power is the 230KV substation then the loss of the 500KV feed
cannot cause any of the accidents that are initiated by a loss of offsite power. This revision does
not change the probability,

2. Could the proposed activity increase the cor, sequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

The 500KV backfeed was not assumed in any accident analysis; therefore, loss of the 500KV
backfeed cannot affect the consequences of any FSAR accident. The consequences, off site and
control room doses, remain unchanged by this procedure revision in that it: 1. Does not create
any new credible failure modes or operating characteristics The change ensures that the backfed,

l power source whether primary or emergency can met the demands. This procedure and its
! proposed revision do not afTect the " downstream" configuration of the ES Buses and does not

propose Bus alignments that would invalidate the requirements of the ITS: and 2. Does not,

'

impact previously analyzed accidents or events for Mode 5 or 6 The fuel handling accident
would not be exacerbated by the changes to Al 540 in that electrical line ups to the FilCRs do not

I
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Summary of Safety Evaluations

|

contribute to the safety aspects of the equipment which are normally powered through non safety
related buses, llence, effects on the cladding at a lower level and reduction in water level in the
fuel handling areas by this change are not credible. Loss of Decay llent Removal whether
powered from the 230KV sources or the listed emergency sources has the same corisequences.
Removal of the 500KV source as the pritaary backfeed does not increase the chances of releasing
more radioactivity due to more frequent loss of electrical power because the 230KV feeds are
fully qualined, ne consequences of Station Blackout / Loss of Off site power (LOOP) are not
changed by this revision for the same reasons given for Loss of Decay llent Remos al. Ilence, the
consequences remain unchanged by this revision.

3. Csuld the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
,

important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.
!

No equipment related to safety is assumed in the FSAR accident analysis to be powered from the

{ 500KV backfeed, the change to the 500KV backfeed cannot cause the malfunction of any
equipment imponant to safety. This change does not degrade the performance of any safetyi

,

system designed to function in the accident analysis. De fuel handling accident (Fila) depends
upon the depth of the water and the Auxiliary and Reactor Building purge systems to maintain the
radiation doses within the boundaries of the analysis. Change of the 500KV source to a
conditionally available craergency source and using the fully qualified 230KV as the primary
source does not change the probability of a decrease of water level not purge operability. Bis
change does not affect the safety systems assumed to function in the fuel handling accident such
that the safety system performance is degraded below the design basis without compensating
effects. As per above, no safety systems as called upon to mitigate the Fila. Furthermore, the
change does not contain any interfaces with the cladding or the water that absorbs a fraction of the
soluble radioactive gases. In any case the number of off site power sources remains the same with
one being conditionally available for emergency use. llence, the chances for loss of Decay lleat

) Removal from a LOOP is unchanged. Therefore, the probability of malfunction s f equipment
important to safety is not changed.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

This change to Al 504 does not affect the radiological consequences should there be a failure of
safety related equipment. He ES Buses do act experience any new, credible failure modes or
operating characteristics due la changing the 500KV bt.ckfeed from being a primary source to
being conditionally available as an emergency backfeed source. This change does not afTect the
impacvcause any new system failures or impact any previously evaluated system failures because:
Voltage and load handling capability are adequate using the qualified 230KV sources as the
primary sources. llence, the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the FSAR are unaffected by this revision.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

This change does not affect the possibility of having a system upset such as a loss of Decay lleat
or a radiation release caused by a fuel handling accident due to loss of power (LOOP). De
accidents and events analyzed cover the possibilities since the less of power from a quali0ed
source,230KV substation the new primary source, and the unqualiued source,500KV new
conditionally available emergency source, yield the same results. Since the loss of offsite power
is analy ed in the FSAR, the loss of off site powei from either the primary source or backfeede

- cannot cause an accident of a dilTerent type than previously evaluated in the FSAR.

2
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Attachment A
Summary of Safety E aluations

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

This change does not create any different type of malfunction of equipment since: 1. There are
no unanalyzed alignments of circuit breakers called out in the procedure for providing the
backdfeed during Modes $ and 6: 2. The procedure, Al.$04, inclusive of this revision, does not
require any temporary or permanent modifications; 3. The voltage and load carrying capability
of the primary source (230KV substation) are quallued to meet all plant safety related functions
such as decay heat removal and reactor coolant make up; and 4. This procedure establishes

,

i

administrative controls within ITS and FSAR allowed' analyzed boundaries. The 230KV source
; will be the primary source of power (2 redundant feeds). If this is lost (i c. Loop) the Emergency

Diesel Generator (s) (EDO) will start and load the ES Bus (es). If the EDOs fail (i.e. 500), then
t

the 500KV source would be used flowever, this source is not credited for a Station tilackout
event (only the batteries are), Use of the 500KV source will not result in any new malfunctions,
in all cases the malfunction of equipment will rtsult from a loss of offsite power which is

I evaluated in the FSAR. This evaluation remains the sam; regardless of the source of offsite
power, Therefore, use of the 230KV source instead of the $00KV backfeed cannot create the
nossibility of a malfunction of equipment type than previously evaluated in the FSAR.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as denned in the bases for any improved
TechnicalSpecl0 cation? No.

No margins of safety in Mode $ are described in the FSAR. Since offsite power is not relied upon
to protect the integrity of fission product barriers in any FSAR accident analysis (onc diesel
generater is required to be operable by ITS), changes to the backfeed used during Mode $ cannot
affect the parameters upon which margins of safety are based. Therefore, changing the 500KV
backfeed from being the primary source to the back up emergency source cannot reduce the
margin of safety in the bases for any technical specl0 cation.

__ ___ _
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Attachment A
Summary of Safety Evaluationsi

SA/USQD Subjectt Ai.1803 "lient Stress Management"

Descriotion

Procedure Al.1803," Safety Standards for Ladders, Scaffolds, and Ancillary Equipment"' is being revised
to incorporate precautions for crection of scaffold around safety related' vital equipment and to add OSilA
requirements. This procedure change is essentially a total re write because of the signincant number of
changes / comments ridded to the procedure.

1]mnlewed Saferv Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50.59)

1. Could the proposed ac'ivity increase the probability of occurrence of an accideat previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No,

ne erection of scaffold is required to perform maintenance and modification activities. Without
scaffolding, personnel safety may be jeopardized by the methods required to gain access to SSCs.
Maintenance activities, modifkations, inspections, and testing is'are performed to place t)- plant
in a safer, more reliable position. The crection of scaffold introduces a temporary structure in the
plant that could have a direct or indirect affect on plant SSCs. These affects to SSC's may occur
if the ir.stallation of scaffold is not scismically secured. Strengthened administrative controls
including NOE's review and approval of scaffolding in the vicinity of safety related/ vital station
equipraent help assure that proper scalTolding design and usage will not adversely affect plant
systemvoperation.

*
Could the proposed activity increase the coasequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

The SAR address temporary structures that may alTect plant Systems, Structures, and
Components. The design base accidents do not consider the effect of scaffold in the Design Dase
Accidents. The affect on plant SSCs by scaffolds could place a SSC in a limited Operational
Condition. This would be addressed in the technical specifications. The plant systems, structures
and components are designed to preclude failures due to this type of an incident, improperly
trected scaffold may contribute to an accident as a secondary affect or cause an accident such as a
small !oss of coolant accident. Strengthened administrative controls including NOE's review and
approval of scalTolding in the vicinity of safety related \ vital station equipment help assure that
proper scaffolding design and usage will not adversely efTect plant systems \ operations.
Accordingly, SSCs required for accident mitigation will not be alTected and therefore the
consequences of an accident will not be increased.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

Improper controls for the erection, removal, and use of scaffold could cause an increased
probability or malfunction of equipment. Although scaffold does not directly change the
operation of any system structure or component there are seismic consideration. The
implementation of the requirements in Al 1803 for seismic crection of scaffold in the area of
safety related or vital equipnient decreases the probability due to erection of scaffold. The
administrative controls and Engineering involvement in the erection of scaffold provides erected
scafTold which will be seismically restrained and stiffened to reduce the risk of scaffolding
interact!ng with SSCs. The distances from safety related or vital SSCs provides a calculated

_

_ deficction due to a seismic event that _would preclude adverse interaction with SSCs. The
-

intended loading of scaffolding is also limited to reduce the possibility of scaffolding failure thus

t
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Summary of Safety Evaluations

reducing the possibility c' alTecting any SSC. Thus reducing the probability of an occurrence of a
malfunction.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

:-

Access to safety related/ vital plant equipment may be blocked by scaffolding preventing operator
accessibility, whkh generically covers any system. Also, the potential impact of scaffolding on
plant operations and system operability is considered prior to authorizing its erection in the
vicinity of equipment important to safety. Erection of scaffold following the guidelines of Al-
1803 in the vicinity of safety related/ vital equipment does not change the operation of systems.
Areas of SSCs which are required to mitigate an accident - > not be affected by the introduction
of scaffold erected by the criteria established in the procedure guide lines. Erecting scaffold to
seismic standard approved by NOE and scaffold which alloiv access to plant equipment do not
increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment. He system design, functions, and
operability remains the same as previously evaluated in the SAR.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previousiy evaluated in the SAR7 No.

} The changes to Al 1803 incorporated the seismic criteria for the crection of scaffold in the plant.
The criteria set the minimt.m distance that scaffold could be placed next to safety rclated/ vital
equipment. It also established the location of restraints and supports on scaffold to make them
more ridged and prevent the scatTold from coming in contact with plant SSCs. Load limits wee
placed on scaffold to prevent scaffold from becoming overloaded and preventing a ps &
collapse of the structure. Inspections are performed by Engineering on scaffolds in areas shm
scaffolds are erected that do not meet the seismic criteria established in Al-1803, Enginew %
directs and approves the modification of scaffold to provide scaffold that is seismically erected.
Administrative controls are placed on the erection of scaffold in the plant depending on the
location and the equipment scaffold is being erected around. Operations approves the erection of

s - scaffold depending on the plant status and the possible effect on plant equipment required for the
, safe operation of the plant.- Calculation S97 0249 provides the basis for th: seismic criteria
-

established for the erection of scaffold. These changes were placed in affect to reduce the-

possibility of scaffolding impacting the function of existing equipment or other safety related
equipment installed in the plant. Thus the possibility of an accident of different type than
previously evaluated in the SAR has not been created.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 Nm

h

Controls for the erection of sc,sffold depends on plant status which reduces the possibility of
scaffolding affecting plant equipment required for the safe operation of the plant. ScafTold crected
to the seismic criteria reduces the possibility of scaffold affecting any SSC during a seismic event.
Maintaining access to plant equipment for Operations, provides the access to equipment in case of
an accident or malfunction. He involvement of, the installer and Area Supervisor over the
erection of scaffold, and Operations assessment provides the necessary checks to ensure that
equipment is tecessible. The Fire protection Specialist's/ Engineer's approval of scaffold erected
in the plant ensure that the Fire Protection Plan is not compromised or compensatory measures are
in place meeting the requirements of the Fire Protection ilan. The erection of scaffold does not
change the existing system design, component locatioas, components, or the safety system
protective measures. The failure of a scaffold which could possible alTect any SSC oescribed in
the SAR does not create a malfunction of a ditTerent type then previously described in the SAR.

$
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Summary of Safcty Evaluations -

7. Could the troposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
Technical Specification? No.

Properly installed scaffold meeting the seismic restraints provided in Al.1803 and following the
administrative controls set in the procedure will maintain the existing systems design. The
crection of properly instelled scaffold in the plant will not effect the operation of existing plant
system ccmponents or structures. Therefore 6csc changes will not reduce any margin of safety as
defined in the bases for the technical specifications.

,

<
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Attachment A
Summary of Safety Evaluations

SA/USQD Subject: AP 250" Radiation Monitor Actuation"

Descrintion

This procedure change clarifies how the system is designw and should be operated in response to an AH
System high radiation alarm in the affected atmospheric radiation monitors..

Unreviewed Safety,Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

The proposed activity more fully reDects the design of the alTected systems and/or how they
should be operated in response to a high radiation alarm. The afTected components assist in the
mitigation of an accident and are not accident initiators. They are not required for the mitigation
of any accident. Therefore, the proposed activity does not incr:ase the probability of occurrence
of an accident previously evalu ted in the SAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

The proposed activities will not increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in
the SAR.

The ITS bases change is a clarification which involves the AHF 20A, AHF-200, AHF-44A, AHF.
44B and AHF 30 fans. Status of AHF-44A, AHF-448 and AHF-30 is dependent on the status of
AHF 20A and B prior to the initiation of RM AS. As designed, if a CA exhaust fan (AHF 20A/B)
was running in slow speed when RM A5 actuates, then the fan would continue to operate and the
CA fume hood exhaust fan (AHF-44A/B) and CA fume hood auxiliary supply fan (AHF 30) will
continue to be available. As designed, if a CA exhaust fan (AHF 20A/B) was running in fast
speed when RM A5 actuates, then fan would trip along with the CA fume hood exhaust fan
(AHF-44 A/B) and CA fume hood auxiliary supply fan (AHF 30).

In general, for the above inter relationship, the ventilation flowpath is through AHF-30, from the
Turbine Building, to the Chemistry Lab and Sampling Room hoods, through a charcoal filter,
through AHF-44A/B, through AHF 20A/B and into the Auxiliary Building Exhaust. As discussed
in section A of this USQD, this ventilation flowpath does not adversely impact the dampers that
make up the control room habitability envelope. The dampers that isolate the control room from
this flowpath are capable of repositioning when the AHF 20A/B is in slow speed, and AHF-
44A/B and AHF.30 are inservice. Therefore, there is no adverse affect on the potential accident
dose to the Control Room inhabitants. The effluent goes through the charcoal filter prior to AHF-
44A/B and then discharges to the Auxiliary Building exhaust. Therefore, there is no adverse
affect on the potential offsite accident dose.

The ITS bases indicates that these fans are stopped in this event. The change is that if the
AHF 20A/B fan is in slow speed, then all fans will continue to operate. This allows the sample
hoods to continee to operate during this event and any accident that assumes that the RMS will
actuate. The flowrate of the sample hoods are relatively small and the discharge flow :s directed
into the Auxiliary Building ventilation. The operation of these fans, whether stopped or inservice,
does not affect any radiological release to the environment, and therefore, does not affect the
radiological consequences of any accident. In addition, ITS bases B3.7.12 states that CREVS is
not in the primary success path for any accident analysis.

7
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3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

He proposed activities will not increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of
equipment important to safety.

The ITS bases change is a clarification which involves the AHF 20A, AHF 208, AHF-44A, AHF-
44B and AHF 30 fans. Status of AHF 44A, AHF-44B and AHF 30 is dependent on the status of
AHF 20A and B prior to the initiation of RM AS. As designea,if a CA exhaust fan (AHF 20A/B)
was running in slow speed when RM A5 actuates, then the fan would continue to operate and the
CA fume hood exhaust fan (AHF 44 A/B) and CA fume hood auxiliary supply fan (AHF 30) will
continue to be available. As designed, if a CA exhaust fan (AHF 20A/B) was running in fast
speed when RM A5 actuates, then the fan would trip along with the CA fume hood exhaust fan
(AHF 44A/B) and CA fume hood auxiliary supply fan (AHF 30). Dese fans only supply the
ventilation to the sar? ng hoods. The operation of these fans, whether stopped or inservice, doesli
not affect any equipment important to safety,

'herefore, based on the above discussions, the proposed activities will not increase the probability
of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR.

4. Could the propossi activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The failure modes of the AHF 20A/B, AHF-44 A/B and AHF 30 are:(1) not to automatically stop;
(2) for the AHF 20A/B to stop and the other fans continue to operate;(3) for the AHF 20A/B to
operate and the other fans to stop. There are no manual operator actions associated with the
restart of these fans in this procedure. If any of the fans fail to stop when AHF 20A/B are in fast
speed, the operator would follow procedure and stop the atTected fans. The above failure modes
are not applicable when AHF 20A/B are in slow speed. The fans should continue to operate when
they are in slow speed at the start of the event. If AHF 20A/B does trip in this case, then the
procedure directs the operator to stop the other fans, if one of the other fans trip, then the affected
sample hood will not have ventilation, which will stop the exhaust of the affected sample hood.
These failures will not affect any equipment important to safety and will not change any
radiological consequences.

The proposed activities do not adversely affect the concentration of radionuclides within the fluids
affected by these activities. It does not create a larger path to the environment nor does it
adversely affect the fuel integrity. Derefore, the consequences of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evalum./ in the SAR has not increased.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The proposed activities will not create the possibility of an accident of a different type. The
proposed activities more fully reflect the design of the affected systems and/or how they should be
operated in response to a high radiation alarm. The affected components assist in the mitigation
of an accident and are not accident initiators. Bey are not required for the mitigation of any
accident. Therefore, the proposed activity does not create the possibility of an accident of a
different type than any previously evaluated in the SAR.

8
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6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The proposed activity does not create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of
equipment important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR. The proposed activity is
to more fully reDect the design of the affected systems and/or how they should be operated in
response to a high radiation alarm. A discussion to the possible failure modes of the affected
SSCs are in section A of this USQD. Per that discussion, there are no new failure modes
introduced in the proposed activity.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
Technical Specification? No.

The proposed activities do not affect any margin of safety as defined in the bases for any
- Improved Technical Specifications. The following t,ases were reviewed for possible reduction in

,

margin of safety: 3.3.15,3.3.16,3.4.14 and 3.7.12. The margin of safety as imphed in these bases
have not been affected by the proposed changes. ITS bases B3.7.12 requires a change to explain
the inter-relationship between the AliF 20A/B fans with the AliF-44A/B and AliF 30 fans. This
ventilation flowpath does not adversely impact the dampers that make up the control room
habitability envelope. The dampers that isolate the contro! room from this flowpath are capable of
repositioning when the AliF 20A/F fan is in slow speed, and AliF 44A/B and AliF 30 fans are
inservice. Therefore, there is no adverse affect on the potential accident dose to the Control Room
inhabitants. The efDuent goes through the charcoal Glter prior to AliF-44A/B fan and then
dis::harges to the Auxiliary Building exhaust. Therefore, there is'no adverse affect on the
potential offsite accident dose. Therefore, this change has no affect on the margin of safety.

The proposed activities do not reduce the margin of safety assamed in the ITS. Nor do they
con 0ict with any technical specification. Therefore, the proposed activities do not reduce the
margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Improved Technical Specification.

>
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SA/USQD Subject: AP .330 " Loss Of Nuclear Services Cooling"

Descriotion

The intent of AP 330 is to provide direct action to bring the plant to a safe and stable condition in the event
of a loss of SW cooling. AP 330 was rewritten to provide divergent distinct flow paths for three different
initiating conditions; l) SW inventory is low, where possibly there is a recoverable SW leak,2) SW cooled
components are indicating high temperatures and SW cooling capacity must be increased, and 3) complete
loss of SW. If actions to recover from reduced inventory or high temperatures fail, it is expected that
conditions will degrade to a total loss of SW scenario.

Unreviewed Safetv Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50 59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

Aligning DC cooling to MUP IA instead of SW during this scenario cannot increase the
probability of an accident since neither DC nor the MUPs are accident initiators. Likewise,
voluntarily removing an SWP or RWP from service cannot increase the probability of an accident
since SW/RW are not accident initiators. Loss of decay heat removal capability due to a loss of
spent fuel cooling, although not an accident, will not occur since adequate pool level will be
maintained at all times while the SW cooling to the SFHEs is isolated. Therefore, these changes
cannot increase the probability of an accident previously evaluated in the SAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

Aligning DC cooling to MUP lA instead of SW during this scenario cannot increase accident
consequences since it ensures a MUP remains available during a loss of SW event. Normally,
MUP-l A is aligned to SW for Appendix R concerns. However, no single failures need to be
postulated for an Appendix R fire; therefore, a loss of SW will not occur coincident with a fire.
At all other items, MUP-I A will remain aligned to SW and be available for use during an
Appendix R fire. No other accidents are atTected. Administratively securing an RWP or SWP
will not increase accident consequences since this action will require entry into a 72 hour LCO.
During this time, no additional single failures are postulated and the other train of SW/RW
cooling remains available to cool equipment required for accident mitigation. Loss of decay heat
removal capability due to a loss of spent fuel cooling, although not an accident, will not occur
since adequate pool level will be maintained at all times while the SW cooling to the SFHEs is
isolated. This will allow for natural circulation cooling of the fuel ensuring maximum fuel
temperature limits are not exceeded and no fuel clad damage occurs. Maintaining minimum pool
level ensures assumptions for iodine removal and radiation shielding remain bounding.
Therefore, these changes cannot increase the consequences of any accident previously evaluated
in the SAR.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

Aligning DC cooling to MUP I A instead of SW during this scerario cannot increase the
probability of malfunction of the MUP or the SW or DC systems since MUP-I A can be cooled by
either DC or SW per the current design. The DC system is fully capable of cooling MUP-I A
under the loss of SW scenario. Administratively securing an RWP or SWP will not increase the
probability of equipment failure since the redundant 100% capacity pump will be used to maintain
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cooling to the required loads. The affected pump was rendered inoperable because it was
determined that the discharge check valve of the idle pump was allowing excessive backDow. To
combat this, the pump's discharge valve was closed and the pump was placed into pull to lock to
ensure it does not auto-start with its discharge valve closed. If the operating pump were to fail,
this idle pump could be made operable and placed in service in a timely manner to restore forced
flow to the systera. The intent of these steps is to ensure adequate SW cooling to the required
loads is maintained at all times; therefore, probability of equipment failure due to a loss of SW is
not increased by these actions. Isolating SW to the SFHEs will not ircrease the probability of
equipment failure since maximum SF design temperatures will not be exceeded. Normal pool
temperatures is maintained below 140'F to allow the purification loop to remain in service. The
worst case heatup rate following a loss of forced SF cooling is calculated to be 5'F/hr. Therefore,
approximately 4 hours can elapse before exceeding 160*F which is the structural design of the
spent fuel pool. Actions to isolate and restore SW cooling to the SFHEs will be completed well
within this time frame. Since all SF system components will be operated within their design
parameters, the probability of failure cannot be increased. Therefore, these changes cannot
increase the probability of a malfunction of equipment previously evaluated in the SAR.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

Aligning DC cooling to MUP l A instead of SW during this scenario cannot increase
consequences of equipment failure since it ensures a MUP remains available during a loss of SW
event. Normally, MUP I A is aligned to SW for Appendix R concerns. However, no single
failures need to be postulated for an Appendix R firs; therefore, a loss of SW will not occur
coincident with a fire. At all other times, MUP-l A will remain aligned to SW and be available for
use during an Appendix R fire. During this event, MUP-1B is rendered inoperable due to the loss
of SW and MUP-IC is not available since it would have been utilized prior to MUP-I A. MUP-
I A is important for RCS inventory control since the loss of SW will most likely necessitate plant
shutdown and cooldown. These actions maintain RCS inventory control during a loss of SW
event and cannot increase the consequences of equipment failure in any way, Administratively
securing an RWP or SWP will not increase the consequences of equipment failure since this
action will require entry into a 72 hour LCO. During this time, no additional single failures are
postulated and the other train of SW/RW cooling remains available to cool equipment required for
accident mitigation. Loss of decay heat removal capability due to a loss of spent fuel cooling will
not occur since adequate pool level will be maintained at all times while the SW cooling to the
SFHEs is isolated. This will allow for natural circulation cooiing of the fut ensuring maximum
fuel temperature limits are not exceeded and no fuel clad damage occurs. Cooling will be restored
to the SFHEs prior to exceeding pooling temperature limits. Therefore, these changes cannot
increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated
in the SAR.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The changes to the procedure do not cause any new system interfaces or different system
interactions that could create an accident of a different type. Therefore, the proposed activities do
not create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any previously evaluated in the
SAR.

.
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6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evalaated in the SAR? No.

No new failure modes are created by any of these changes. All equipment is operated within its
normal design parameters and capabilities. No new equipment or system interfaces are created by
these changes. Therefore, these changes cannot create the possibility of a different type
malfunction of equipment important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR.

7. Could the proposed activir, reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
TechnicalSpecification? No.

Aligning MUP 1 A to DC ensures that one MUP is available during a total loss of SW scenario.
This is important for RCS inventory control. This pump would also be available for HPI if
required. The restriction on SW cooling is only applicable for Appendix R fires which are not
postulated coincident with this scenario. The margin of safety of maintaining adequate RCS
inventory and the availability ofIIPI is not reduced. Administratively securing an RWP or SWP
requires entry into a 72 hour LCO. ITS B3.7.7/3.7.9 states that with one of the emergency pumps
inoperable, action must be taken to restore the pump to operable ste:us within 72 hours. The 72
hour completion time for restoring operability is consistent with that for ECCS systems, whose
safety functions are supported by the system. This completion time is based on engineering
judgment and is consistent with accepted industry accepted practice. Since these actions will be
performed within the allowances of the ITS, the margin of safety cannot be reduced. The
minimum spent fuel pool level limits will be maintained at all times thereby ensuring adequate
decay heat removal. Maintaining minimum pool level also ensures assumptions for iodine
removal and radiation shielding remain bounding. Therefore, these changes cannot reduce the
margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Improved Technical Specification.

,
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SA/USQD Subject: AP-430 " Loss Of Control Room Alarms"

Descrintion

AP-430, Loss of Control Room Alarms, provides the operator with guidance when there is a sustained loss
of any of the following: (1) the plant computer, (2) the annunciator CRT and (3) Main Control Room
annunciator windows. The procedure generrily verines power is available to the equiprnent; takes
compensatory actions for the equipment loss; performs proper post maintenance testing when maintenance
activities are complete; and restores any equipment to its proper con 0guration. Steps 3.1 through 3.4 are
applicable to either the loss of the plant computer or the annunciator system. Steps 3.5 through 3.22 are
applicable for a loss of the annunicator system. Steps 3.23 through 3.27 are applicable of a loss of the
plant computer,

Ap 430 has been revised from revision 0 to revision I. The procedure has been reformatted with editorial
changes to conform to the current writer's guide, The cover page of the Aps has been revised to have a
slightly different footer, and has deleted the " Addresses Safety Related Components" reference. This is not
needed since all APs go through the safety related review / approval process.

The procedure has been restructured for a more effective method of addressing the event. Actions
common to the computer and annunciator failure have been moved up in the procedure to prevent
repetition. Actions associated with loss of the annunciators have been placed before those for less of
computer as they are more signincant. This has resulted in a signincant renumbering and reordering of
steps. The reordering of the steps has not adversely affected nuclear safety. As a result of the reordering
of the steps, the initiating event is more effectively addressed, which does not adversely affect nuclear
safety.

tJnreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

The proposed ,ctivity more fully redects the design of the affected systems and /or how they
should be operated in response to a CC emergency recirculation actuation. The affected
components assist in the mitigation of an accident and are not accident initiators. They are not
required for the mitigation of any accident. Therefore, the proposed activity does not increase the
probability of occurrence of an accident previously evaluated in the SAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

THE proposed activity will not increase the consequences of a.: accident previously evaluated in
the SAR.

THE ITS bases change is a clarincation which involves the AHF 20A, AHF 208, AHF-44A,
AHF-448, and AHF-30 fans. Status of AHF-44A, AHF-44B and AHF-30 is dependent on the
status of AliF-20A and B prior to the initiation of CC emergency recirculation actuation. As
designed, if a CA exhaust fan (AHF 20A/B) was running in slow speed when RM-A5 actuates,
then the fan would continue to operate and the CA fume hood exhaust fan (AHF-44A/B) and CA
fume hood auxiliary supply fan (AHF-30) will continue to be available. As designed, if s CA
exhaust fan (AHF-20A/B) was running in fast speed when RM A5 actuates, the fan would trip
along with the CA fume hood exhaust fan (AHF-44A/B) and CA fume hood the auxiliary supply
fan ( A HF-30).
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in general, for the above inter-relationship, the ventilation Howpath is through AHF.30, from the
Turbine Building, to the Chemistry Lab and Sampling Room hoods, through a charcoal Siter,
through AllF 44A/B, through AHF 20A/B and into the Auxiliary Building Exhaust. This
ventilation flowpath does not adversely impact the dampers that make up the control room
habitability envelope. The dampers that isolate the control room from this nowpath are capable of
repositioning when the AHF20A/B is in slow speed, and AHF-44A/B and AliF.30 are Inservice.
Therefore, there is no adverse affect on the potential accident dose to the control room inhabitants.
the efnuent goes through the charcoal filter prior to AliF-44A/B and then discharges to the
Auxiliary Building exhaust. Therefore, there is no adverse affect on the potential offsite accident
dose.

The ITS bases indicates that these fans are stopped in this eveut. The change is that if the AliF.
20A/B fan is in slow speed, than all the fans will continue to operate. This allows the sample
hoods to centinue to operate during this event and any accident that assumes that the RMS will
actuate. The Dowrate of the sample hoods are relatively small and the discharge now is directed
in to the Auxiliary Building ventilation, the operation of these fans, whether stopped or Inservice,
does not affect any radiological release to the environment, and therefore, does not affect the
radiological consequences of Any accident. In addition, ITS bases B3.7,12 states that CREVS is
not in the primary success path for any accident analysis.

Therefore, based on the above discussions, the consequences as a result of these changes will not
increase from that previously evaluated in the SAR.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment -
important to safety previously evalutted in the SAR7 No.

The ITS bases change is a clari0 cation which involves the AHF 20A, AHF 200, AHF44A,.AHF-
44B and AHF.30 fans. Status of AHF 44 A, AHF-44B and AHF-30 is dependent on the status of
AHF 20A and B prior to the initiation of CC emergency recirculation actuation. As designed, if a
CA exhaust fan (AHF 20A/B) was running in slow speed when RM A5 actuates, then the fan
would continue to operate and the CA fume hood exhaust fan (AHF-44A/B) and CA fume hood
auxiliary supply fan (AHF 30) will continue to be available. As designed, if a CA exhaust fan
(AHF 20A/B) was running in fast speed when RM-A5 actuates, then the fan would trip along with
the CA fume hood exhaust fan (AHF-44A/B) and CA fume hood auxiliary supply fan (AHF 30).
These fans only supply the ventilation to the sampling hoods. The operation of these fans,
whether stopped or inservice, does not effect any equipment important to safety.

Therefore, based on the above discussions, the proposed activity will not increase the probably of
occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The failure modes of the AHF-20A/B, AHF 44A/B and AHF 30 are:(1) not to automatically stop;
(2) for the AHF 20A/B to stop and the other fans to continue to operate;(3) for the AHF 20A/B
to operate and the other fans to stop. There are no manual operator actions associated with the
restart of these fans in this procedure. If any of the fans fail to stop when AHF-20A/B are in fast
speed, the operator would follow procedure and stop the affected fans. The above failure modes
are not applicable when AHF 20A/B are in slow speed. The fans should continue to operate when
they are in slow speed at the start of the event. If AHF-20A/B does trip in this case, then the
procedure directs the operator to stop the other fans. If one of the other fans trip, then the affected
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sample hood will not have ventilation, which will stop the exhaust of the affected sample hood.
These failures will not affect any equipment important to safety and will not change any
radiological consequences.

The proposed activities do not adversely affect the concentration of radionuclidos within the Gulds
affected by these activity. It does not create a larger release pat to the environment nor does it
adversely affect the fuel integrity. Therefore, the consequences of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR has not increased.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The proposed activity will not create the possibility of an accident of a different type. The
proposed activity more fully re0ccts the design of the affected systems and'or how th:y should be
operated in response to a CC emergency recirculation actuation. The affected components assist
in the mitigation of an accident and are not accident initiators. They are not reqaired for the
mitigation of any accident. Herefore, The proposed activity does not create the possibility of an
accident of a different type than any previously evaluated in the SAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluatsd in the SAR7 No.

The proposed activity does not create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of
equipment important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR. The proposed activity is
to more fully re0cct the design of the affected system and/or how they should be operated in
response to a high radiation alarm. There are no new failure modes introduced in the proposed
activity.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
TechnicalSpeci0 cation? No.

The proposed activity does not affect any margin of safety as defined in the bases for any
improved Technical Specifications. The ITS bases were reviewed for possible reduction in
margin of safety, and the results indicate that the margin of safety as implied have not been
affected by the proposed changes. ITS bases B3.7.12 requires a change to explain the
interrelationship between the AHF 20A/B fans with the AHF-44A/B and AHF.30 fans. This
ventilation Dowpath does not adversely impact the dampers that make up the control room
habitability envelope. The dampers that isolate the control, room from this flowpath are capable
of repositioning when the AHF 20A/B fan is in slow speed, and AHD-44A/B and AHF 30 fans
are inservice. Therefore, there is no adverse affect on the potential accident dose to the Control
Room Inhabitants. The effluent goes through the charecal filter prior to AHF 44A/B fan and then
discharges to the Auxiliary Building exhaust. Therefore, there is no affect on the potential offsite
accident dose. Therefore, this change has no affect on the margin of safety.

The proposed activities do not reduce the margin of safety assumed in the ITS. Nor do they
con 0ict with any technical specification. Therefore, the proposed activities do n . educe the
margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved Technical Specificatiot
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SA/USQD Subject: AP 513 "Toxie Gas"

Descriotion

AP 513 addresses the actions necessary when a toxic gas release is in progress. AP 513 has been revised
from revision 7 to revision 8. The procedure has been reformatted with editorial changes to confonn to the
current writer's guide. There are no major strategy changes in this revision of AP 513.

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50 $9)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The proposed change is a clarification of the ITS bases which involves the AHF 20A, AHF 208,
AHF 44A, AHF 44B and AHF 30 fans. Status of AHF-44A, AHF 448 and AHF 30 is dependent
on the status of AHF 20 A and B prior to the toxic gas actuation. The documents do not
accurately reflect the design and operation of the inter relationship of the CA exhaust fans (AHF-
20A/B) with the CA fume hood exhaust fan (AliF 44A.'B) and CA fume hood auxiliary supply
fan (AHF 30).

,

1

The second part of the change to the ITS bases deletes the reference to the mechanical equipment
room exhaust fan. This fan does not exist in the CC HVAC system. There are mechanical
equipment room exhaust fans (AHF 64/65)in the Technical Support Air Handling System and do
not receive a signal to stop on a toxic gas actuation.

The proposed activities more fully reflect the design of the affected systems and'or how they
should be operated in response to a toxic gas actuation. The affected components assist in the
mitigation of the accident and are not accident initiators. They are not required for the mitigation
of any accident. Therefore, the proposed activity does not increase the probability of occurrence
of an accident previously evaluated in the SAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

The proposed activities will not increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in
the SAR.

The proposed change is a clarification of the ITS bases which involves the AHF 20A, AHF 208,
AHF-44A, AHF 44B and AHF-30 fans. Status of AHF 44A, AHF-44B and AHF 30 is dependent
on the status of AHF 20A and B prior to the toxic gas actuation. The documents do not accurately
rc0cct the design and operation of the inter-relationship of the CA exhaust fans (AHF-20A!B)
with the CA fume hood exhaust fan (AHF 44 A/B) and CA fume hood auxiliary supply fan (AHF-
30).

In general, for the above inter-relationship, the ventilation flowpath is through AHF-30, from the
Turbine Building, to the Chemistry Lab and Sampling Room hoods, through AHF-44A/B, through
AHF 20A/B and into the Auxiliary Building Exhaust. As disetased in Section A of this USQD,
this ventilation flowpath does not adversely impact the dampers that make up the control room
habitabilit; envelope. The dampers that isolate the control room from this flowpath are capable of
repositioning when the AHF 20A/B is in slow speed, and AHF-44A/B and AHF 30 are inservice.
Therefore, there is no adverse affect on the potential accident dose to the Control Room

<
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inhabitants. The eflluent goes through the AHF 44A/B fans and then discharges to the Auxiliary
Building exhaust. Therefore, there is no adverse affect on the potential offsite accident dose.

The ITS bases indicates that these fans are stopped in this event. The change is that if the AHF.
20A/B fan is in slow speed, then all the fans will continue to operate. This allows the sample
hoods to continue to operate during this event and any accident that assumes that the toxic gas
monitors will actuate. The Dowrate of the sample hoods tire relatively small and the discharge
Dow is directed into the Auxiliary Building ventilation. The operation of these fans, whether
stopped or inservice, does not affect any radiological release to the environment, and therefore,
does not affect the radiological consequences of any accident. In addsn, ITS bases B3.7.12
states that CREVS is not in the primary success path for any accident analysis.

The second part of the change is that the mechanical equipment room exhaust fan does not exist la
the CC llVAC system. There are mechanical equipment room exhaust fans (AHF-64/65) in the
Technical Suppon Air Handling System and do not receive signal to stop on a toxic gas actuation.

Therefore, based on the above discussions, the consequences as a result of these changes will not
increase from that previously evaluated in the SAR.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The proposed change is a clarification of the ITS bases which involves the AHF 20A, AHF-20B,
AHF 44A, AHF-44B and AHF-30 fans. S atus of AHF 44A, AHF-44B and AHF 30 is dependentt

on the status of AHF 20 A and B prior to the toxic gas actuation. The documents do not
accurately reflect the design and operation of the inter-relationship of the CA exhaust fans (AHF-
20A/B) with the CA fume hood exhaust fan (AHF 44A/B) and CA fume hood auxiliary supply
fan (AHF 30). Rese fans only supply the ventilation to the sampling hoods, The operation of
these fans, whether stopped or inservice, does not affect any equipment important to safety.

The second part of the change is th;t the mechanical equipment room exhaust fan does not exist in
the CC HVAC system. There are mechanical equipment room exhaust fans (AHF 64/65) in the
Technical Support Air Handling System and do not receive a signal to stop on a toxic gas
actuation.

Therefore, based on the above discussions the proposed activities will not increase the probability
of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR.

4. Could the p oposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safe :y previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The proposed change is a clariiication of the ITS bases which involves the AHF-20A, AHF 208,
AHF-44A, AHF 44B and AHF-30 fans. Status of AHF-44A, AHF-44B and AHF 30 is dependent
on the status of AHF-20 A and B prior to the toxic gas actuation. The documents do not
accurately reDect the design and operation of the inter-relationship of the CA exhaust fans (AHF-
20A/B) with the CA fume hood exhaust fan (AHF-44A/B) and CA fume hood auxiliary supply
fan (AHF 30).

The failure modes of the AHF-20A/B AHF-44A/B and AHF 30 are- (1) not to automatically
stop;(2) for the AHF 20A/B to stop and the other fans continue to operate; (3) for the AHF-
20A/B to operate and the other fans to stop. There are no manual operator actions associated with
the restart of these fans in this procedure. If any of the fans fail to stop when AHF-20A/B are in
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fast speed, the operator would follow procedure and stop the affected fans. The above failure
modes are not applicable when AHF 20A/B are in slow speed. The fans should continue to
operate when they are in slow speed at the start of the event. If AllF 20A/B does trips in this
case, then the procedure directs the operator to stop the other fans, if one of the other fans trip,
then the affected sample hood will not have ventilation, w hich will stop 6e exhaust of the affected
sample hood. These failures will not affect any equipment important to safety and will not change
any radiological consequences.

The second part of the change to the ITS t>ases deletes the reference to the mechanical equipment
room exhaust fan. This fan does not exist in the CC llVAC system. There are mechanical
equipment room exhaust fans (AHF 64/65) in the Technical Support Air Handling System and
they do not receive a signal to stop on a toxic gas actuation.

The proposed activities do not adversely affect the concentration of radionuclides within the fluids
affected by these activity, it does not create a larger release path to the environment nor does it
adversely affect the fuel integrity. Therefore, the consequences of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR has not increased.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The proposed activities will not create the possibility of an accident of a different type. The
proposed activities more fully reflect the design of the affect systems and/or how they should be
operated in response to a toxic gas actuation. The affected components assist in the mitigation of
an accident and are not accident initiators. They are not required for the mitigation of any
accident. Therefore, the proposed activity does not create the possibility of an accident of a
different type than any previously evaluated in the SAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The proposed activity does not create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of
equipment important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR. The proposed activity is
to more fully reflect the design of the affected systems and/or how they should be operated in
response to a toxic gas actuation. A discussion of the possible failure modes of the affected SSCs
are in section A of USQD. Per that discussion, there are no new failure modes introduced in the
proposed activity.

Therefore, the proposed activity does create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of
equipment important to safety than any pieviously evaluated in the SAR.

.7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
Technical Specification? No.

The proposed activities do not affect any margin of safety as defined in the bases for any
improved Technical Specifications. ITS bases 3.7.12 was reviewed for possible reduction in
margin of safety. The margin of safety as implied in these bases have not been affected by the
proposed changes. ITS bases 83.7.12 requires changes as described in USQD section A. The
required changes do not adversely impact the dampers that make up the control room habitability
envelope. Therefore, there is no adverse affect on the potential accident dose to the Control Room
inhabitants. In the change where the CA exhaust, fume hood exhaust, and fume hood auxiliary
supply fans continue to operate, the effluent goes through the AHF-44A/B fans and then
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discharges to the Auxiliary Building exhaust. Therefore, there is no adverse affect on the
potential offsite accident dose. Therefore, this change has no affect on the margin of safety.

The other change to the ITS 3.7.12 is to delete the reference to the mechanical equipment room
fan. As discussed above, this fan is not part of the CC flVAC system and does not receive a
signal to stop' start or, a toxic gas actuation. Therefore, this change does not affect the margin of
safety.

The proposed activities do not reduce the margin of safety assumed in the ITS. Nor do they
conflict with any technical specification. Therefore, the proposed activities do not reduce the
margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved Technical Specification.
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SA/USQD Subjectt AP 1080 " Refueling Canal Level Decrease"

Qcirription

This procedure provides the guidance for responding to an unexpected decrease in Refueling Canal and/or
spent Fuel Pool level. The actions of the procedure stop the leak, stabilize the systems and restore the
Refueling Canal and/or Spent Fuel Pool level to the nonnal operating range. Most of the proposed changes
involve aligning the steps in a more logical flow which will allow the operating crew to assess the problem

4

and initiate the proper corrective action in a more timely manner,

The following significant change has been incorporated:
Caution prior to step 3.26 (old CAUTION prior to step 3.18) alerts the operating crew that the SF pool
temperature may reach 190*F in as little as 6 hours, assuming a level of at least 156,0'. with the SF cooling
system secured and that up to 70 gpm makeup flow may be required to maintain SF pool level due to
bolloff The time value has been changed from 8 hours to 6 hours to align with the Current Design Basis
value. The calculations are based on a full core ofiload 150 hours following Reactor shutdown.

Unreviewed Safety Question Determination (10 CFR 50.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

The Spent Fuel Cooling system is designed to remove the decay heet of the spent fuel assemblies
stored in the Spent Fuel Pool. The only accident which involves the Spent Fuel Pool is described
in FSAR Section 14.2.2.3.3, FHA Outside the Reactor Building, and the Spent Fuel Cooling
system is not addressed or considered in the discussion. However, the 23 feet of required water
level is essential for shielding during normal as well as accident conditions. De Spent Fuel
Cooling system indirectly maintains the required spent fuel level of 23 feet by preventing boiloff
'due to overheating of the spent fuel pool. - Therefore, the prevention of boiloff in the spent fuel
pool does mitigate the consequences of a spent fuel pool fuel handling accident by ensaring a i

spent fuel pool level of 23 feet is maintained, and hence this activity does not increase the
probability of occurrence of an accident previously evaluated ir. the SAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences nf an accident previously evaluated in the .
SAR? No.

He SF cooling system is used to keep the Spent Fuel Pool adequately cooled to prevent damage
of the Spent Fuel assemblics due to overheating. The system design is to remove the decay heat
of the Spent Fuel assemblies by circulating the water in the Spent Fuel Pool through cooling loops
and rejecting the heat to the SW system. FSAR Section 14.2.2.3.3, Fuel Handling Accident

c. (FHA) Outside Containment, addresses the consequences of a dropped fuel assembly in the Spent
Fuel Po:1. The only Spent Fuel Pool water requirement to mitigate the accident is a level of at
least 23 feet above the top of the fuel assemblies. Providing adequate cooling of the water in the
Spent Fuel Poll will prevent boiloff due to overheating to ensure the 23 feet above the assemblies
is maintained.' Providing the proper time at which pool boiling may being with no SF cooling in
service will help maintain the proper water level in the pool which will ensure the consequences
of the accident remain within the analyzed values; therefore, the proposed change does not
increase the consequences of an accident evaluated in the SAR.
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L Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The proposed change provides direction which will ensure the Spent Fuel Pool is not overhea'ed.
Maintaining the spent fuel pool temperature within its designed temperature range will protect the
pool integrity. Protecting the pool will ensure that the fuel assemblies remain covered and cooled.

Alerting the operating crew of the time allowed to pass with no cooling prior to the onset of
boiling will ensure that actions to restore cooling occur in a timely manner, his information is
provided to protect the Spent Fuel Pool from boiling which will ensure pool integrity is
maintained; therefore, the proposed change does not increase the probability of occurrence of a
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR.

4 Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfuncion of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

Failure mode of the Spent Fuel Pool is a breach which causes a decrease in water level. The
proposed change alerts the operating crew of the heatup rate for the Spent Fuel Pool following a
loss of all cooling which will protect the integrity of the spent fuel pool to ensure continued
mling of the spent fuel assemblies. Protecting the Spent Fuel Pool will ensure the proper water

al is maintained above the spent fuel assemblies. Maintaining the proper water level above the
s Wes as assumed in the accident analysis ensures a fission product barrier, which mitigates

th, e,wquences of an accident, is in place; therefore, the proposed change will not increase the
consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any-
i previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.
|

De Spent Fuel Cooling Jystem is designed to remove the decay heat of the spent fuel assemblies
stored in the Spent Fuel Pool which will ensure pool integrity is maintained; therefore, providing
the time it takes for the Spent Fuel Pool to start boiling following a loss of cooling will not cause
the SF cooling system to become an initiator of an accident of a different type than any previously
evaluated in the SAR

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

Providirg the operating crew with the proper time frame in which the Spent Fuel Pool may begin
to boil following a loss of cooling will allow the required actions to be taken to return a cooling
loop to service. This CAUTION is provided to protect the Spent Fuel Pool by maintaining the
temperature of the pool in its analyzed range; therefore, it does not create the possibility of a
different type of malfunction of equipment important to safety than any previously evaluated in
the SAR.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
TechnicalSpecification? No.

Providing the guidance as to when spent fuel pool boiling may occur following the loss of cooling
will ensure actions are taken to restore a source of cooling in a timely manner. Maintaining the
pool at the proper temperature will prevent boiloff which will aid in maintaining the proper height
of water above the fuel assemblies for accident mitigation as well as protecting the integrity of the
pool. By protecting these components the margin of safety as defined in the bases for the ITS will
be preshed with no reduction.
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SA/USQD Subjectt Calculation E92 0174 (500 Anal} sis ; seat Load Margin for DAC #8 Control
Room)

Descriotion

This calculation revision increases the assumed number of people in the Control Room from 3 to 6 during a
Station Blackout (SBO) event. Six occupants within the Control is the normal occupancy prior to an SBO
event. The additional heat load due to the additional 3 occupants does not adversely affect the temperature
or temperature limit of the Control Room during an SBO event. As a result, this is not change to the
facility.

This change is being made to correct an incorrect assumption used during the initial development of the
calculation at operations request and does not affect the FSAR.

(Jnreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination f10 CFR 50.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
ev?luated in the SAR7 No.

This calculation revision increases the assumed number of peopic in the Control Room from 3 to 6
during a Station Blackout (SBO) event. Changing the occupancy of the Control Room from 3 to 6
slightly decreases the existing heat load margin for the Control Room established within the
calculation. This is a result of the additional 200 Btu /hr heat load per person added to the Control
Room during an SBO event by the 3 additional occupants. The additional heat load slightly
increases heat load for the Control Room and slightly decreases the heat load margin associated
with the maximum temperature or temperature limit for the Control Room. The heat load, heat
load margin and Control Room temperature / temperature limit do not affect the probability of
accidents as stated within the FSAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

Since the maximum temperature and heat load for the Control Room are not adversely affected by
this calculation revision, the consequences of an accident as previously evaluated in the FSAR are
not affected by this calculation revision. i.n SBO event does not assume a simultaneous, MHA,
LOCA, toxic gas, etc., accident. As a result, no affect on the accidents described within the FSAR
occurs as a result of this calculation revision.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evalua'ed in the SAR? No..

The change in occupancy within the Control Room slightly increases the heat load and slight
decreases the heat load margin associated with the maximum allowable temperature (temperature
limit) of 120 degrees F during an SBO event. Adequate margin is maintained to assure the
Control Room temperature does not exceed the 120 degrees F limit. This along with the required
operator actions contained within established procedures, assures equipment required for
mitigating an SBO event are not exposed to excessively high temperatures and remain operational.
Assuring the Control Roor, temperature during an SBO event remains below the maximum
allowable temperature assures that an accident of a different ty pe than previously evaluated within
the FSAR is not created.

Simultaneous radiological or toxic gas accidents are not assumed during an SBO event.
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4. - Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

Assuring the maximum temperature limit is not exceeded during an SBO event assures that
equipment required to mitigate the SBO via operator action is available during the 500 event.

- The increased occupancy within the Control Room associated with this calculation revision does
not affect the maximum temperature limit for the Control Room. As a result, the probability of a
malfunction of equipment is not affected by this calculation.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

This calculation only slightly increases the heat load and only slightly decreases the heat load
margin associated with the maximum temperature within the Control Room to assure that
equipment required to mitigate an SBO ever. is available to perform its intended function. The
maximum temperature limit or maximum heat load limit is not affected by the heat load
associated with the additional 3 occupants in the Control Room. Since the Control Room
maximum temperature and heat load limits are not adversely affected (i.e., exceeded) by this
calculation revision, the consequences of a malfunction of equipment as evaluated within the
FSAR are not affected.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

Assuring the temperature limit and heat load limit for the Control Room during an SBO is not
adversely affected assures that the possibility of a malfunction of equipment of a different type is
not created. This calculation revision only slightly affects the Control Room heat load and the
heat load margin contained within the calculation. The Control Room maximum temperature or
heat load limit is not adversely affected by this calculation revision. As a result, the possibility of
a malfunction of equipment is not created by this calculation revision.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
Technical Specification? No.

The Control Room heat load, heat load lim 4 and temperature limit are not a part of the Technical
Specifications. Assuring that the temperature limit within the Control Room is not exceeded
during an SBO event, along with the required operator actions established within procedures,
assures that equipment required for the mitigation of an SBO remains functional during the SBO
event. As a result, the margin of safety as defined within any Technical Specification Bases is not
reduced by this calculation revision.

4
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SA/USQD Subjectt Calculation E 96-0004 (500 kV As Offsite Power)

Descriotion

This calculation finalizes the analyses for using the 500 kV switchyard as an offsite power source as
required by Problem Report 96-0242. The analyses are applicable for plant shutdown MODES 5,6 and no

MODE. The calculation evaluates the 500 kV Backfeed for acceptable loading limits and the ability to
start and accelerate large motors, without actuating SLUR Relaying. It also evaluated acceptable short
circuit levels and evaluates voltage and phase angle differences between the 500 kV and the 230 kV busses

to keep circulating currents at ES busses, bus ducts and cables connecting the ES busses within acceptable
limits when transferring the 230 kV Substation to the 500 kV Substation.

The results of the calculation conclude that voltage, phase angle and load management constraints and
limitations are required to be placed on this source of power by administrative controls. Without these
constraints, SLUR relaying could inadvertently actuate and a loss of power to associated electrical ES
busses and connected equipment could result. These restrictions may require increased operator attention
for monitoring switchyard volta;;cs and loading.

Unreyjewed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occunence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The probability of a Station Blackout Event is not increased by this activity because present
design of the 500 kV Backfeed allows this source of power to be utilized when the plant is
shutdown (MODES 5 and 6) with no limitations, constraints or restrictions. This change imposes
voltage, phase angle and loading constraints on this power source which will decrease the
probability of SLUR action. Also, the TS requirements during shutdown ensure the plant has the
capability to mitigate the consequences of postulated accidents. Flowever, the assumption of
single failure and concurrent loss of all offsite or all onsite power is not required to demonstrate
this capability. Therefore, the probability of an SBO in MODES 5 or 6 is not increased by this
change.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

The proposed 500 kV Backfeed voltage, phase angle and loading constraints will decrease the
probability of SLUR actuation and SBO. Therefore, the minimum capabilities of this offsite power
source to maintain rated frequency and voltage, and accept required loads to mitigate an accident,
while connected to the ES Busses is enhanced by this proposed change such that the consequences
of an SBO, Loss of DHR or Fuel llandling Accident remain unchanged.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The proposed 500 kV Backfeed voltage, phase angle and loading constraints decrease the
probability of SLUR actuation. Thus, the minimum capabilities of this offsite power source to
maintain rated frequency and voltage, and accept required loads to mitigate an accident, while
connected to the ES Busses is enhanced by this proposed change. Therefore, the probability of a
malfunction of equipment associated with this proposed change is not increased.

J
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4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
. to safety previously evalua'ed in the SAR? No.

This calculation proposes that voltage, phase angle and loading constraints be placed on the
500kV Backfeed by administrative controls. Without these constraints, SLUR relaying could
inadvertently actuate. This would be an improvement over current design. Therefore, the
minimum capabilities of this offsite power source to maintain rated frequency and voltage, and
accept required loads to mitigate an accident, while connected to the ES Busses would be
enhanced by this proposed change such that the consequences would not be increased.

5. Could the proposea activi'y create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

This calculation performed design analyses on the existing 500 kV Backfeed and further limits its
operation with voltage and loading constraints to prevent inadvertent SLUR actuation. 'this will
be an improvement over current operational practices and SLUR actuations have been previously
evaluated. Therefore, the possibility of a different type failure moA than any previously
evaluated is not introduced.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a ditTerent type of malfunction of equipment
impoitant to safety than my previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

This calculation analyzra the 500 kV Backfeed for use as an offsite power source in MODES 5
and 6 and further limits its operation with voltage and loading constraints to prevent inadvertent
SLUR actuation. This will be an improvement over current operational practices. Also, the
equipment to be supplied by this power source has its own protective features that have been
previously analyzed. Furthermore, the use of this power source will not be unlike that of the other
analyzed power sources OPT and BEST Therefore, the possibility of a different type malfunction
than any previously evaluated is not introduced. Thus, the probability of occurrence of a
malfunction of equipment important to safety is not increased.

7. Could the proposed actidty reduce the margin of safety as denned m the bases for any improved
Technical Specilication? No.

The ITS bases applicable to this change are B3.8.1, B3.8.2 and B3.8.10.

The 500 kV Backfeed will be used when the plant is shutdown primarily for certain testing and
maintenance activities. The Technical Speci0 cation requirements during shutdown ensure the
plant has the capability to mitigate the consequences of postulated accidents. However, the
assumption of a single failure and concurrent loss of all offsite or all onsite power is not required
to demonstrate this capability because many DBAs are only analyzed assuming MODE i
conditions and have no specific analyses in other MODES. Therefore, the MODE 1 events are
bounding or not credible in MODES 5 and 6 because the energy contained within the reactor
coolant pressure boundary, reactor coohnt temperature and pressure, and the corresponding
stresses result in the probabilities of occurrence being significantly reduced or eliminated, and in
minimal consequences. These deviations from DBA analysis assumptions and design
requirements during shutdown conditions are allowed by the required systems' LCOs. Thus, the
operability of one required offsite power source (in this case the 500 kV Backfeed) and EDG
ensures the availability of sufficient AC sources to operate the plant in a safe manner and to
mitigate the consequences of postulated events during shutdown.
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However, D3.8.2 LOC states that the 500 kV Backfeed is one of three " qualified" offsite circuits
during plant shutdown MODES 5 and 6 and defines " qualified" as being capable of maintaining
rated frequency and voltage, and accepting required loads during an accident, while connected to
the Engineered Safeguards (ES) bus (es).

This change places voltage, phase angle and loading constraints on the 500 kV Backfeed to
prevent inadvertent SLUR actuations. Therefore, this proposed change is an improvemet.t over
current design and will further ensure that the " qualified" capabilities are maintained.

3
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SA/USQD Subject: Calculation I 90-0018 (Uncertainty With Indicators, Alarms and Setpoints)

Descrintion

This calculation determines the uncertainty associated with the level indicators, alarms, and fill set' reset
setpoints. The sepoiats values are not described discussed in the ITS or FSAR. The setpoint changes do
not change the operational function for the EC system discussed in the FSAR: do not change the design
basis accidents; and do not increase any credible failure modes.

Unrevie'ved Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR $0 59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

This change is limited to determining instrument uncertainties and performing setpoint changes on
the DC surge tank level loop. The DC system provides a heat sink for decay heat removal for
both normal shutdown and post accident conditions and cannot initiate any accidents; therefore,
the probability of an accident is not increased.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluard in the
SAR7 No.

Accident consequences will not be increased if the EC system continues to perform its design
function of providing two independent trains of cooling to the safety related loads as required.
The new FILL RESET and HIGH ALARM setpoints ensure that sufficient water inventory is
maintained in the DC surge tanks and provides room for thermal expansion of the water, The
existing FILL and LOW alarm setpoints ensure that sufficient water inventory is maintained in the
DC surge tanks to provide the required NPSH for the pumps and to provide water inventory for
thermal contraction. The purpose of the Analysis / Calculation and usage of the instruments does
not increasc the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

No instrumentation is being added or changed-out by the calculation. The LOW ALARM and
FILL setpoints are not being changed and their setpoint is above the minimum NPSH. The FILL
RESET setpoint is being lowered to stop filling early prior to the HIGH ALARM alerting the
operator of a potential overfill. There is I switch assembly per DC tank and the probability ofits
malfunction is not greater either before or after the setpoint change. The results of the switch
assembly malfunction remains the same either befor or after the setpoint change, i.e., insufficient
NPSH or tank overfill. The FILL RESET (11' 0") and HIGH ALARM (11' 7") setpoints provide
sufficient margin below the tank overfill point (14') such that the probability of overfilling the
tank is not increased.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The consequences of a single assembly malfunction remain the same. i.e., insufficient pump
NPSH or tank overfill. The switch malfunction will either empty the tutk or overfill the tank, be
in constant alarm or not alarm which may or may not defeat one DC train The loss of one DC
train is within the design basis since the system is equipped with two fully redundant, separate
trains each capable of removing the normal and post-accident heat loads.
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Even though the HIGH ALARM (11' 7") has been moved 3" cic>er to the overfill point (14"),
there remains adequate margin for the operator to react and isolate the fill should the FILL RESET
switch fail. Therefore, the consequences of the switch failure with respect to operator response
time are not increased.

! The setpoint change does not affect the ability of the nitrogen system to provide an adequate
nitrogen blanket to prevent oxygen entrainment and provide a margin of operation between
normal operations and relief pressure. The new 3" lower FILL RESET setpoint and 3" higher
HIGH ALARM setpoint will not affect the ability of the surge tank bleed:r valves (DCV 190,
DCV 191) to provide an adequate margin to operate the system without lifting the relief valve.
These valves remove nitrogen from the surge tank during normal operation to allow thermal
expansion.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

Neither Instrumentation nor equipment is being added or replaced by the calculation. No new
system interfaces are being added by the calculation. The DC system is a closed cycle sy.; tem and
does not cause any accidents described in the FSAR. The purpose of the Analysis / Calculation,
setpoint change, and usage of the instruments does not create the possibility of an accident of a
different type than any previously evaluated in the FSAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

Neither Instrumentation nor equipment is being added or replaced by the calculation. No new
interfaces are being added by the calculation. The purrose of the Analysis / Calculation, setpoint
change, and usage of the instruments does not create the possibility of a different type of
malfunction of equipment important to safety than any previously evaluated in the FSAR since the
switch function has not changed and the range of the indicator remains the same. Failure of the
switch will not result in any malfunctions not previously analyzed.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved <

Technical Specification? No.

The FILL RESET and HIGH ALARM are normal functions of the level switches for automatic
OPEN/CLOSE operation of the valses DCV 10 and DCV 12 to maintain water level in the tank.
Adjustment of the switches is a normal maintenance activity. The LOW ALARM, HIGH
ALARM, FILL SET, and FILL RESET setpoints are not defined in the ITS; and therefore, the
design bases and margin to safety is not affected. The FILL RESET and HIGH ALARM setpoint
changes do not change the operational function for the DC system discussed in ITS. Calculation
M-89-0032 defmed adequate pump NPSH at an indicated value of 6' *i 5". The minimum tank
level as set by the LOW ALARM and FILL setpoint is 8'-6" which was not changed by this
calculation. The maximum tank level as set by the FILL RESET setpoint is Il'-0" with a HIGH
ALARM setpoint at 11' 7". These setpoints are sufficient for thermal expansion or contraction of
the complete DC fluid system.

1
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SA/USQD Subject: 193-0002 (EFIC liigh Range SG Le,el Loop)s

Descriotion

Calculation 193-0002, Revision 3 evaluates the impact on the Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control
(EFIC) high range steam generator level loop accuracy's as a result of Peere 1437. The existing in-plant
steam generator high range level transmitters SP-017-LT through SP-024 LT are being replaced with
Rosemount differential pressure transmitters that have better performance specifications. This calculation
revision examines the impact on the use of the replacement transmitters against the current instrument loop
uncertainty. The results of the calculation identify that the new model transmitter has enhanced
performance characteristics thM improve the loop uncertainties especially when exposed to a high
temperature steam environment. Conclusions are reached that permit the steam generator control level
settings for Natural Circulation, ;..'S and Overfill to be adjusted to better define their operating bands.
The calculation's- mathematical dstermination technique takes advantage of the Graded Approach
Methodology to reduce the conservatism to achieve reasonable error values.

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50 59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

The design calculation addresses a specific portion of the EFIC automatic level control function
for proposed increases to Natural Circulation or ECCS (inadequate Subcooling Margin) setpoints.
EFIC initiation and control operates in response to loss of nomial feedwater events and does not
initiate any FSAR accidents. .Therefore, this change to the EFIC system cannot increase the
probability of occurrence of accidents evaluated in the FSAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

The design calculation activity cannot affect EFW initiation and supply during any accident
evaluated in the FSAR. The design calculation determines the desired level setpoints for the high
range level instrumentation while adequately taking into account instrument uncertainty to the
design basis requirements for accident mitigation. EFIC uses the selected level setpoints for
controlling EFW flow to prevent excessive OTSG fill rates and RCS overcooling. The design
calculation does not affect the EFIC initiation, isolation or flow control functions. The SG level
rate control function is not changed. The initistion, isolation, and control functions are contained
within separate modules. There is no interaction between initiation, isolation, or flow control
functions assumed in the FAR accident analysis. Hence, this modification does not alter EFIC
EFW initiation control, and isolation functions and does not create any additional system
interfaces that could affect other mitigating equipment. Because this calculation cannot affect the
operation or performance of any equipment assumed for accident mitigation in the FSAR accident
analysis, it cannot increase the consequences of any accident evaluated in the FS AR.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated ir $e SAR? No.

The design calculation does not alter the ability of the EFIC and EFW systems to initiate and
provide required EFW flows following an accident. The setpoint changes only affect the high
range level control and does not alter the initiation or isolation functions of EFIC. Following the
setpoint adjustment, the failure modes of the EFIC also remain the same as those previously
defined. Since the potential EFIC malfunctions with the setpoint changes are the same as for the
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existing design, EFW operation and performance cannot be affected, and EFW will be supplied to
the steam generators as assumed in the accident analyses. The design calculation does not create
new interfaces with other Guid system. Because the calculation change does not affect EFW
system operation or performance and because it does not interface with other 'luid systems, it
cannot increase the consequences of any malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the FSAR.

4. Could the proposed advity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The design calculation sepint adjustments are limited to the signals for level control and do not
affect the initiation or isolation functions of EFIC. The only malfunctions previously evaluated in
the FSAR that could potentially be affected by these adjustments are those whi.h impact EFW
level contrni. EFW Gow control function is not changed. The initiation, isolation, and control
functions are contained within separate modules. There is no interaction between initiation,
isolation, or now control functions assumed in the FSAR accident analysis. Therefore, the design
calculation changes cannot increase the probability of a malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the FSAR.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than at.y
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

With the design change activities, the EFIC system will continue to have the same inteifaces with
other plant systems. These include the (I) the main steam system (through the ADVs),(2) the IE
vital bus power which powers the EFIC cabinets, (3) the EFW systcm, and (4) the main steam and
main feedwater isolation through the FOGG Logic. The Atmospheric Dump Valve (ADV)
control circuitry is physically separated from the EFW Oow control circuitry and cannot be
alTected by this change. Electrical faults that could require power supply protection have been
considered in the EFIC cabinet design and the plant'ed change cannot further atTect the power
supply. The change to the EFIC level control function cannot initiate any accident because the
EFIC level control function interfaces only with the EFW system and the EFW system is isolated
from the steam generators by check valves until rquired for accident mitigation. The FOGG
logic initiation and isolation functions are contained within separate modules from the EFW How
control circuitry and cannot be affected by this change. Because the planned change to the EFIC
level control function cannot affect the main Steam System, the EFIC power supply, EFW
initiation or FOGG Logic, and cannot alTect the steam generator feedwater supply until actuated
for accident mitigation, it cannot initiate any accident. Therefore, this change to the EFIC system
cannot create an accident of a different type than previously evaluated in the FSAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

w

The failure modes for the design calculation control points are the same as those prior to the
change. The calculation control points do no' create any new system interfaces or failure modes
that could introduce malfunctions of equipment of a different type. Because the calculation does
not introduce different interfaces or failure modes, it cannot create the possibility of a malfunction
of equipment important to safety of a different type than previously evaluated.

i
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7, Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as denned in the bases for any improved
TechnicalSpeciGcation? No.

Specine margins of safety are not quantified in the basis for the improved Technical
Speci6 cations (ITS) applicable to the emergency feedwater system. Ilowever, certain acceptance
limits are quantined in the ITS and FSAR for key parameters to ensure EFW post-DBA heat
removal functions are satis 0cd. The EFIC system level and control functions will not be changed
by the design calculation. In addition the EFIC functions in response to plant transients will not
be affected by the calculation, The required EFW Gow assumed in the FSAR accident analyses
will be unaffected by the design calculation activity, therefore, there is no alTect on existing
acceptance limits or reduction in the margin of safety associated with the EFW system as denned
in the basis for any improved Technical Specification.

|
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SA/USQD Subject: Calculation I 97 0005 (Instrument Error PORV)

, Descriotion

This calculation determines the instrument error associated with determining the PORV LTOP setpoint and
establishes the low pressure "open" setpoint of the pilot operated relief valve (PORV), from 550psig to
442.6psig and the "close" setpoint from 500psig to 392.6psig. The current PORV y tpoint of 550psig was
based on a less conservative analytical methodology than that required by 10CFR50 Appendix G. The
proposed LTOP Technical Specification amendment to continue using this alternative methodology for 15
EFPY was denied by the NRC in a letter dated August 31,1995. This change is being implemented to
support current plant conditior,s (Mode 5) and the Justification for Continued Operation (JCO) dated April
7,1997, provided in response to NRC letter dated February 4,1997, by FPC, ne intent of LTOP, or Low
Temperature Overpressure Protection, is to protect the reactor vessel from exceeding brittle fracture limits

- at low temperatures. These limits are determined by using the methods described in ASME Code Section
XI, Appendix G. The subject change only preides protection for plant conditions with no RC Pumps

*

operating. With RC Pumps operating, the differential pressure between the instrument tap and the beltline
is greater and :he limits are lower, Prior to plant startup, a revised (LTOP) ITS submittal will be made to

,

the NRC, which willjustify LTOP limits for all applicable plant conditions. This ITS submittal will also
apply ASME Code Case N 514, which allows for some reduction in conservatism. The PORV setpoint
may be changed agaic, based on the ar.alysis supporting this submittal.

This change will cause the PORV to open before RCS system pressure exceeds the allowable limits as
L determined by the requirements of 10CFR$0 Appendix G, and ASME Code Section XI, Appendix G. This
new setpoint is based on FTI calculation 321259000-01, " Pre Startup LTOP Limits for CR 3," and is
adjusted for nneertainty in accordance with FPC calculation I 97 0005, Rey, O. The FTl calculation is
based on analysis that supported the October 31 -1989, Technical Specification Submittal of the CR 3
Pressure-Temperature Curves for 15 effective full power years (EFPY). These curves were approved by
the NRC in a letter dated February 7,1991, The PORV "close" setpoint is based on a nominal 50psig
below the "open" setpoint consistent with the current implementation.

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50.59)

!
i. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously j

evaluated in the SAR? 14

The change reduces the low pressure setpoint of the PORV to more conservatively protect the -
reactor pressure vessel from brittle fracture at low temperatures during plant shutdown. The
failure of the PORV to close following actuation of its high pressure setpoint is considered a small =
break LOCA within the scope of analyzed break sizes described b FSAR Section 14.2.2.5. A
similar PORV failure at its low pressure setpoint would also fall well within this spectrum of
analyzed piping breaks as the energy and mass blowdown rates are much smaller for the pressure
and temperature conditions present during plant shutdown. Reduction of the LTOP setpoint does
not introduce any new system interfaces or adversely affect any existing ones. In addition, normal
pressure temperature operating limits are determined such that the LTOP setpoints are not
challenged. The only credible scenario which could challenge LTOP, based on existmg
administrative controls and regulatory input, is a stuck full-open makeup valve, and the
probability of this event occurring is not affected by the lowering of the PORV setpoint. Since the
probability of PORV actuation or PORY malfunction has not changed, the efrects to any analyzed
accidents does not change.
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2. Could the proposed actisity increase the consequences of an accident previously esaluated in the
SAR7 No.

The low pressure actuation of the PORY is not credited in any mitigation strategy for any
analyted design basis accident described in the FSAR. The change conservatively reduces the
low pressure setpoint of the PORV to better protect the reactor pressure vessel from brittle fracture
at low temeratures during plant shutdown. Therefore, the LTOP setpoint change cannot in any
way aflen the radiological consequences of any analyre) accident described in the FSAR.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

Tuo potentist malfanctions are associated with the PORV: (1) fallero to open within setpoint
band resulting in possible damage to the reactor vessel, and (2) failure to close following PORV
actuation resulting in a small break LOCA. The setpoint change only affects the PORV low
pressure actuation setpoint, it neither increases nor decreases the probability of these two possible
malfunctions. It does not thange any circuitry design or operational parameters that could
pessibly affect the deslyn function of the IORV other than the specific setpoints at which it
actuates (opens) ed resets (closes). TL lower pressure setpoint actually provides additional
conservatism for protectioa to the reactor vessel, in addition, plant operating procedures assure
plant conditions are maintained within established openting limits such that LTOP setpoints are
not challenged. Therefore, the LTOD setpoint change cannot increase the probability of
malfunction of pny equipment important to safety.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

Low pressure PORY operation is not credited in any rr.itigation strategy for any analyzed design
basis accident described in the FSAR. The change reduces the low pressure setpoint of the PORV
to more conservatively protect the reactor pressure vessel from brittle fracture at low temperatures
during plant shutdown. It does not introduce any new system interfaces or adversely affect any
existing ones. Therefore, the LTOP setpoint change cannet in any way affect the radiological
consequences o| malfunction of any equipment important to safety.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

Reduction of the LTOP setpoint does not introduce any new system interfaces or adsersely affect
any existing ones. The proposed activity does not increase the probability of either PORY
actuation e' PORV malfunction or otherwise contribute to the initiation of an accident, in
addition, plant operating procedures provide assurance that plant conditions are maintained within
established operating curves such that LTOP setpoints are not challenged.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The change does not introduce any new failure modes associated with PORV operation nor
adversely LITect any malfunctions previously evaluated. Therefore, the t. TOP setpoint change
cannot create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment important to safety
than previously evaluated..
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- 7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
TechnicalSpecification? No.

The LTOP hmia are not in the current ITS. The setpoint change is being made to support the
. JCO response to the NRC. by letter dated April 7,1997. The new setpoint is based on limits:

which satisfy the tegte') tory requirements for LTOP protection as stated in 10CFR$0 Appendix 0,
providing no RC p . is se operating. This LTOP limit is consistent with the analysis for the.

approved 15 EFPY P.. curves, in addition, administrative controls limiting RCS pressure to <
100psig have been implemented to further reduce the chances of challenging the LTOP limits

_

until a funnal ITS change is submitted. A Technical Spec!0 cation change will be made prior to
- startup, whlch will define the applicable LTOP limits for all plant conditions at CR 3

,

=+ - - - - - - . = - - - = m + +=
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S A/USQD Subject: Calculation 197 0015(imtw sent Error RC 147 PT and RC 148 PT)

thriotion

This calculation, I 97 0015, determines the insvument error associated with the instrument strings
RC 147 PT and RC 148 PT that were upgraded by hiAR 960717 01. RC 147 PT provides the input to
the Automatic Closure and Interlock System (ACIS) control of D|lV 3. RC 148 PT now provides the
input to the PORY llistable for LTOP protection which was originally on string RC 131 PT. This
calculation will supersede 197 000$. ww values for allowable As found and As Left tolerances are
derived from this calculation, however, the existing setpoint of 442.6 psig for the PORY will not change
and there will be no setpoint change required in the plant. Also, the determination of the Tech Spec limit is
regenerated in this calculation and is consistent with the original derived setpoint value of 457 psig.
Previous calculation | 97 000$ had a $0.$9 evaluation performed which determined there was no USQ.
This SA/USQD for | 97 00l$ incorporates and supersedes the SA/USQD for 197 000$.

The ACIS low pressure "open" setpoint prevents overpressurization of the Decay licat system when RCS
pressure exceeds 284 psig. DilV 3 is a normally closed valve with power removed. Power is removed
during normal plant operations to prevent spurious opening in the event of a lire (Appendix R concern).
This action prevents inadvertent Dit system overpressuritation. The Automatic Closure and Interlock
System (ACIS) function protects the low pressure piping in the DilR System from overpressurization in
the event th: DilR drop line is open, or attempted to be opened, with RCS pressure in excess of the design
pressure c.T the suctic.n side of the DilR system pumps. The interlock portion will prevent opening and the *
isolation portion of the circuitry will automatically close isolation valves in the Dit drop line (DilV 3 and
DilV 4) when RCS pressure is above the nomiral 284 psig setpoint. Excessive pressures in the Dil system
potentially could result in a loss of coolant accident outside the containment. The interlock setpoint is )
based on preventing pressure in excess of design from being exerted on the Dil/LPI system from the RCS.
The calculation detennines a setpoint that is lower than the existing ACIS setpoint for DilV 3 and
therefore, a setpoint change will be required for RC 3A PS8. The setpoint will be lowered from 272 psig
to 2(h psig. This will ensure that the process setpoint of 284 psig is maintained to that ACIS continues to
perfonn as designed to prevent overpressurization of the Decay lleat system when RCS pressure exceeds
284 psig. Again, this change is necessitated b" the upgrade of the instrument strings by hiAR 96-07 17 '

01. The instrument strings for the ACIS control of DilV 4 were not affected by the hiAR; therefore, no
change to the DilV 4 bistable setpoints is required.

The instrument uncertainties are applied in the conservative direction, and were developed per the
requirements of the "l&C Design Criteria for instmment Loop Uncertainty Calculations", revision 2, and
NEP 213. " Design Analysis / Calculations". These documents provide guidance for instrument loop
uncertalnty development as discussed in ISA RP 67.04, Part II, Approved September 1994,
"hiethodologies For The Determination of Setpoints For Nuclear Safety Related Instrumentation", as well
as ISA S 67.04, P:rt I, Approved September 1994,"Setpoints For Nuclear Safety Related Instmmentation"
and Regulatory Guide 1,105, Revision 2. " Instrument Setpoints for Safety Related Systems."

No other changes to the plant are being made by this calculation. There are no new credible failures being
introduced since the operating characteristics and function of the PORY is not being altered. Existing
failure modes or probabilities of the PORY to reclose or open are not affected by this change. A failure of
the PORV to reclose following actuation has the same characteristics as a small break LOCA and is
bounded by the FSAR Chapter 14 analysis.

The change also reduces the low pressure setpoint for the ACIS control of DilV 3 to more conservatively
protect the Decay llent System from overpressurization during startup or cooldown. There are no new
credible failures being introduced since the operating characteristics and function of DilV 3 % not being

- --

altered. Existing failure modes or probabilities of DilV 3 to close or open are not affected by this change.
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DilV.3 is a normally closed and locked vahe. The only credible failure which could challenge the
overpressuritation of the Decay llent system due to this change is if DilV.3 is stuck open. This event is
mitigated by the ACIS system design since the ACIS sptem consists of two subsystems each phpically
and electr cally separated from the other and redundant. DilV.4 provides the redundant oserpressuritation
protection in addition to the relief valves installed and will preclude the possible overpressurization
scenario due a stuck open valve. When deca) heat is established and during shutdown, operating pressures :

are below 220 psig (OP 202, OP.209) and therefore, lowering this setpoint by 6 pilg (from 272 to 266
psig) will not cause any nuisance or inadvertent trips.

Unreview ed Safety Question Dettuningtion i10 CFR 30.391

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The change reduces the low pressurc $ctpoint of the PORV to more conservathcly protect the
.

reactor pressure vessel from brittle fracture at low temperatures during plant shutdown. The
failure of the PORY to close following actuation ofits high pressure setpoint is considered a small
break LOCA within the scope of analyzed break sites described in FSAR Section 14.2.2.5. A
similar PORV failure at its low pressure setpoint would also fall well witNn this spectrutn of
analyzed piping breaks as the energy and mass blowdow n rates are much smaller for the pressure
and temperature conoitions present during plant shutdown. Reduction of the LTOP setpoint does
not introduce any new system interfaces or cdversely affect any existing ones. In addition, normal
pressure temperature operating limits are determined such that the LTOP setpoints are rmt
cha'lenged. The only credible scenario which could challenge LTOP, tiased on existing
administrative controls and regulatory input, is a stuck full open makeup valve, and the
probability of this event occurring is not affected by the lowering of the PORV setpoint. Since the
probability of PORV actuation or IORY malfunction has not changed, the effects to any analyzed
accidents does not change.

Failure of ACIS which opened DilV.3 and DilV-4 could lead to overpressurization of the Decay
lleat system and potentially result in a LOCA outside the containment. Lowering the bistable
setpoint for DiiV 3 ensures that the process setpoint of 284 psig is maintained so that ACIS
continues to perform at designed to prevent overpressurization of the Decay llcat system when
RCS pressure exceeds 284 psig. Failure of ACIS which closed DilV.3 during decay heat system
operation could lead to a loss of decay heat removal. Lowering the bistable setpoint 6 psig (from
272 psig to 266 psig) will not impact normal operation of the Dit system and will not result in
inadvertent or unwanted closures of DlIV.3 because the normal operating pressure when
shutdown on decay heat is below 220 psig well below the setpoint value not causing any nuisance
trips. Therefore, the probability of an accident is not increased.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

The low pressure actuation of the PORY or the ACIS control of DHV 3 is not credited in any
mitigation strategy for any analyzed design basis accident describcd in the FSAR. The change
conservatively reduces the low pressure setroint of both valves to better protect the reactor
pressure veut from brittle fracture at low temperatures during plant shutdown and to prevent
overpressurizuig the decay heat system when shutdown. The new setpoint will no, affect the
ability to bypass ACIS centrol to open the valves tc establish the decay heat dropline. Therefore,
the setpoint changes cannot in any way affect the radiological consequences of any analyzed
accident described in the FSAR.
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3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

Two potent'al malfunctions are associated with each valve: (1) failure to open within setpoint
band resulting in possible damage to the reactor vessel (PORV) or inability to establish the decay
heat drop line (DilV 3), and (2) failure to close following PORV or ACIS actuation resulting in a *

LOCA. The setpoint changes only affects the low pressure actuation setpoint.11 neither increases
nor decreases the probability of these two possible malfunctions. It does not change any circuitry
design or operational parameters that could possibly affect the design function other than the
specinc setpoints at which it actuates and resets. The lower pressure setpoint actually provides
additional conservatism for protection. in addition, plant operating procedures assure plant
conditions are maintained within estabilshed operating limits such that setpoints are not
challenged. Therefore, the setpoint changes cannot increase the probat,ility of malfunction of any
equipment important to safety.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment imponant
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

Low pressure PORV operanon and ACIS actuation of DilV 3 are not credited in any mitigation
strategy for any analyred design basis accident described in the FSAR. The change reduces the
setpoints to more conservatively protect the reactor pressure vessel from brittle fracture at low
temperatures during plant shutdown and to prevent overpressurizing the decay heat system during
startup. It does not introduce any new system interfaces or adversely affect any existing ones.
Therefore, the setpoint changes cannot in any way affect the radiological consequences of
malfunction of any equipment important to safety.

$. Could the proposeo activity create the possibility of an accident of a difTerent type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

Reduction of the LTop setpoint and ACIS setpoint of DilV.3 does not introduce any new system
Interfaces or adversely affect any existing ones. The proposed activity does not increase the
probability of either valve's actuation or malfunction or otherwise contribute to the initiation of an
accident. In addition, plant operating procedures provide assurance that plant conditions are
maintained within established operating curves such that setpoints are not challenged.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The change does not introduce any new failure modes associated with PORY or DHV.3 operation
nor adversely affects any malfunctions previously evaluated. Therefore, these setpoint changes
cannot create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment important to safety
than previously evaluated.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as denned in the bases for any improved
Technical Specincation? No.

The LTOP limits are not in the current ITS. Technical Speci0 cation Change Request Notice
(TSCRN) 213 is submitted to add the Tech Spec Limit of 457 PSIO for LTOP. The new setpoint
is based on limits which satisfy the regulatory requirements for LTOP pretection as stated in
10CFR$0 Appendix 0 and ASME Code Case N 514. The ACIS Limit ot 284 PSIO is not

_ _

alTected by this calculation and the trip setpoint is low cred in a more conservative direction.

9
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SA/USQD Subject: Calculation M97 0027(Capacity Of FST 2A and 211)

Descriotion

Calculation M97 0027 changes the minimum required fuel capacity maintained in the Diesel fire Service
Pump Fuel Storage Tanks FST 2A and FST 211 from 175 gallons to 132 0;llons.

This calculation and the associated document revisions are required to support the set point for the Low
Level Alarm on Diesel fuel Storage Tankc FST 02A & il as detected by level switches FS 13 LS and FS-
14 l.S and to reduce the frequency of renll tequired. No other modi 0 cations or changes are to be done as a
result of this reduction of the minimum required fuel level in tanks FST 02A & 11. Diesel Fire Service
Pumps FSP 2A and FSP 211 along with their associated fuel Storage Tanks are non safety related and non
seismic. NOD 31 does classify the Diesel Fire Pumps as "Important to Safety".

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR $0.591

1, Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The Fire Service Fuel Oil System and the Fire Service Water Supply System are passive
protection systems that do not interface directly ,vith any safety system and do not operate,
monitor, or control any system which performs a safety function. The Design Basis Accidents
analyzed in Chapter 14 of the FSAR and any other licensing basis events are not affected by a Orc
or a malfunction of the Orc suppression system.

As per FSAR section 9.8.8 the capability of the plant to achieve safe shutdown in the event of fire
is analyzed in the Fire llazards Analysis, the Safety Evaluation Reports, dated July 27,1979,
January 22, 1981, January 6,1983, July 18,1985, and March 16, 1988; and the 10CFR$0,
Appendix R Fire Study.

The Appendix R Fire Study documents the analysis of the Crystal River Unit 3 nuclear plant to the
criteria of 10CFR$0, Appendix R, sections 0, J. L and O. The contents of this report include the
Ore studies performed, required valve operations, associated circuits and spurious operations, safe
shutdown circuitvcomponents, nre areas and shutdown scenarios with supporting exhibits, and
compliance of plant modl0 cations affecting Appendix R.

The change of the low level alarm set point for the Diesel Fire Pump Fuel Storage Tanks or the
surveillance acceptance criteria from 175 gallons to 132 gallons has no detrimental effect on the
Grc system or its ability to function when required to respond to any of the postulated fires
described in the Fire llazard Analysis.

As this change has no affect on the Fire System's ability to respond to any of the postulated fires
and further the affects of a fire do not change the results of any accident as described in Chapter
14 of the FSAR, this change in the minimum levels in FST 2A and FST 211 cannot increase the
probability of occurrence of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

The Fire Service Water Supply System is a passive protection system that does not interface
directly with any safety system and does not operate, monitor, or control any system which

__

performs a safety function. De systems, structures, or components, required to mitigate the
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consequences of an Design liasis Accident analyzed in Chapter 14 of the FSAR are not affected
by a Ore or a malfunction of the Ore suppression system.

As per i SAR section 9 8.8 the capability of the plant to achieve safe shutdown in the event of Ore

is analyred in thc fire llazards Analysis, the Safety Evaluation Reports, dated July 27, 1979
January 22, 1981 January 6,1983, July 18,1985, and March 16, 1988; and the 10CFR50,

_

Appendix R Fire Study.

This change has no affect on the fire Systems ability to respond to any of the postulated fires and
there are no FSAR accident analyses which assume a fire concurrent with an accident.
Furthermore, the Fire Service Water Supply System plays no role in protecting the Assion product
baniers. Therefore, this change cannot increase the consequences of an accident previously
evaluated in the FSAR.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The fire Service System and its associated equipment are considered "important to safety",
Changing the low level alarm setpoint for the Diesel Fire Service Pump Fuel Storage Tanks or the
surveillance acceptance criteria from 175 gallons to 132 gallons has no detrimental affect on the
Ore system or its ability to function when required to respond to any of the postulated Dres
described in the fire llazard Analysis. The change in the minimum fuel level in the Diesel Fire
Ser ice Pump fuel Storage Tanks does not have an alTect on any other plant system other than the
fire Service Water Supply System. There is no change in the fuel quality or its testing.

Neither the change to the alarm setpoint nor the reduction in the minimum fuel requirements
create any new system / component interfaces or credible failure modes or adversely affect any
previously existing ones. Therefore, the change in the minimum fuel level cannot increase the
probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated
in the FSAR.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The Fire Service Water Supply system is a passive protection system that does not interface
directly with any system important to safety and does not operate, monitor, or control any system
which performs a safety function. The systems, structures, or components, important to safety
required to mitigate the consequences of an accident analyzed in Chapter 14 of the FSAR are not
affected by the or malfunction of the fire suppression system.

This change has no affect on the Fire Systems ability to respond to any of the postulated fires and
there are no FSAR accident analyses wich assume a fire concurrent with an accident.
Furthermore, the Fire Service Water Supply System plays no role in protecting the fission product
barriers. Therefore, this change cannot increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the FSAR.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

Lowering of the alarm setpoint could potentially result in a lower fuel inventory that is currently
assured with the higher _ alarm setpoint, llowever, the design continues to meet the minimum fuel
supply requirements for an eight hour run imposed by NFPA 20. No credit has been taken for
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supply capability in excess of those requirements. Analyzed accidents do not assume fire |
concurrent with an accident and Ni PA 20 requires only an eight hour fuel capability. Therefore,
the potential reduction in fuel tank level has no safety significance. Thus, the proposed change
cannot create the possibility of an accident of a dilTerent type than previously evaluated in the
FSAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment I
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No. I

The Fi e Service System and its associated equipment is considered "important to safety" but, as
stated cartier, changing of the low level alarm set point for the Diesel Fire Pump Fuel Storage
Tanks or the surveillance acceptance criteria from 175 gallons to 132 gallons has no detrimental
elTect on the fire system or its ability to function as required to respond to any of the postulated
fires described in the Fire llazard Analysis. There will be no change in the fuel quality or its j
testing. Furthermore, the change in the minimum level does not introduce any new credible i

failure modes for the fire Service System er the SSC's it protects.

The. Fire Service Water Supply System is a passive protection system that does not interface
directly with any safety system and does not operate, monitor, or control any system which
performs a safety function. The systems, structures, or components, required to mitigate the
consequences of an accident analyzed in Chapter 14 of the FSAR are not affected by a fire or a
malfunction of the fire suppression system.

Therefore, the change in the minimum fuel level cannot create the possibility of a different ty pe of
malfunction of equipment important to safety than any previously evaluated in the FSAR.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
Technical Specification? No.

The 11S Bases does not specify any margins of safety for the Fire Service Water Supply system or
directly address any minimum system performance requirements. However, the Fire Protection
Plan does specify such system performance requirements which continue to be satisfied. This
change does not reduce the system availability or its ability to perform when required to support
the Fire Service Water Supply System. Therefore, any margin of safety, as defined in the buis for

- any improved Technical specification is not reduced as a result of the implementation of this
change.
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SA/05QD Subject: CDT.I Safety Class Downgrade (CIDP9706200$)

Descriotion

The intent of this change is to revise the safety classincation of CDT.I and the following components:
CDV.48. CDV.102, CDV.103, CDV.142, CDV.173, CDV.174, CDV.173, CDV.213. CDV 216, and
CDEF.3, from safety related to non safety related.

This change should have accompanied the completion of MAR 82 0919-01, the construction of EFT 2.
Thus, CDT.I is no longer credited as a primary source of EFW in the mitigation of any accidents, although
it is recognized as one of several back up sources of EFW.

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination f10 CI'R 30 Hj ,

l. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The change of classlucation does not involve any physical modi 0 cations to CDT.I or its
components mentioned above. in addition, CDT.I. as : back up source of EFW, is not a
component which can initiate any of the previously evaluated accidents. Therefore, the
probability of occurtence of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR cannot be increased.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

'

The change of classification does r.ot involve any physical modl0 cations to CDT.1 or its
components. No functional or operational capabilities of CDT.I or its associated components are
changed by this activity. Moreover, the activity does not reduce the ability of these ;omponents
to assist in any accident mitigation strategy. Therefore, the consequences of an accident
previously evaluated in the FSAR cannot be increased.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
imponant to safety previously evaluated in the SAh? No.

. The change of classl0 cation neither creates nor modines any interfaces with equipment important
to safety. The construction of EFT 2 en. ores a reliable, safety related EFW source.

,

The change cannot contribute to a potential degradation of CDT.1 or the components mentioned
above as a result of surveillance or testing scope and frequency reduction. No other plant
activities (e.g., maintenance, engineering, operations, etc.) which could potentially reduce the
reliability of CDT.I or its associated components are affected by the reclassincation. Therefore,
the change cannot increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety.

! 4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
I to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The safety classification change effects no physical changes to any structures, systems, or
components important to safety. Further, the safety classincation change does not result in a
reduction of reliability of CDT.I or of the components mentioned above. Therefore, the change
cannot increase the consequences due to a malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the FSAR.
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$. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The safety classlucation change effects no ph)sical changes to any structures, systems, or
components important to safety. Neither CDT.I nor any of the components mentioned above was i

ever an initiator of any of the accidents previously evaluated in the FSAR, and this remains true,
even with the safety classl0 cation change. Therefore, the change cannot create an accident of a
different type than previously evaluated in the ISAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment j

important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No. j

!
Again, the safety classincation change effects no physical changes to any structures, systems, or j
components important to safety. The safety classincation change creates no new system )
interfaces, nor modines the existing ones. Further, apart from the ISI/IST program impact the ;

safety classification does not require any other changes to plant procedures, programs, or
activities. Therefore, the change cannot create the pot.sibility of a malfunction of a different type.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as denned in the bases for any improved |

Technical Speci0 cation? No.

The ITS Bases do not explicitly associate safety classincation of a component to a margin of
safety. Regardless, EFT.2, not CDT.1,is the qualified, safety related source of EFW, This safety
classification change only makes CDT l (and the components mentioned above) consistent with
other back up sources of EFW. Therefore, the change does not reduce the margin of safety as
denned in the ITS bases.
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SA/UsQD Subjectt Fire Protection Plan

Descrintion

ne issue to be addressed by this USQD is one of operability of Fire Protection systems, subsystems,
components, devices and trains during the performance of surveillance procedures and non intrusive
presentive maintenance activities.

The proposed change to FPP, Section 6.0, contains statements that during sur eillance testing or PMs,1)
Orc protection systems and subsystems may be considered OPERABLE during surveillance testing if it is

_

capable of being promptly restored by manual operator actions to its normal operating mode for emergency
eperation, and 2) entry into COMPENSATORY MEASURES AND REPORTS for sptems and
subsystems that cannot be promptly restored to normal operating mode for emergency operation is not
required during the time intervals specined by NOTES in the FPP tables. This time period is defined as
four hours for a) fhed water spray subsystems during functional testing when the hand hole covers are
removed and isolation valves are closed, b) air How tests through Control Complex and Auxiliary Building
charcoal Alter deluge system nozzles, and c) the llalon system in the Cable Spreading Room which is
disabled by kepwitch to perform the surveillance procedure.

Unreviewed Safety _ Question Determination (10 CFR 50.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The Gre protection systems are intended to mitigate the consequences of a fire and are not
recognized as initla' ors or contributors to any previously analyzed design basis accident or event
described in the FSAR. De proposed changes to the FPP affect operability determir.ations for FS
equipment during surveillance testing and non intrusive PMs to minimize inappropriate entry into
compensatory measuies and reporting requirements. Therefore the proposed changes cannot
increase the probability of occurrence of an accidei,t previously evaluated in the FSAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evalui.ted in the
SAR? No.

The proposed cbnge to the FPP is only for clarification of the operability status for FS equipment
during surveillance and non intrusive preventive maintenance. The fire protection systems are not
credited in the mitigation strategy for any of the previously analyzed design basis accidents or
events described in the FSAR. The proposed changes to the FPP affect operability determinations
for FS equipment during surveillance testing and non intrushe PMs to minimize inappropriate
entry into compensatory measures and reporting requirements. The changes apply engineering
judgment and experience w hen selecting appropriate time intervals prior to reporting inoperability
occurring during surveillance testing.

The potential consequences for FS equipment failure on safety related equipment could vary
depending on the type of suppressiott' detection, the nature of the failure, and the protected area or
equipment involved. It should be noted, however, that (1) FS is a non-safety related, mitigating
system and (2) compensatory measures including hourly Ore watches, backup Gre suppression,
and mode constraints are available providing for a defense-in-depth strategy that ensures
continued coverage of all protected areas even when specific FS equipment is out of service for
surveillance or maintenance. In addition, a stipulation that the system can bc manually restored to
normal standby condition is now being added which acknowledges that qualified individuals are
available at the inoperable equipment during the surveillance interval. Their presence will add a

,

.
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i

human factor to restoring the equipment under surveillance to operation and'or determining
'

approplate additional compensatory measures. Therefore, the proposed changes will not increase
the consequences of an accident presiously evaluated in the FSAR.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

A fire is not postulated to occur coincident with any analyzed design basis accident or event
previously analyred in the FSAR. The fire protection systems are considered important to safety
but are intended only to mitigate the consequences of a fire in the plant. The proposed FPP
changes affect operability determinations for FS equipment during surveillance testing and non-
int'usive PMs in order to minimize inappropriate entry into compensatoiy measures and reporting
requirements. The proposed changes do not affect in any way the capability of the afTected FS
system or subsystems to perform their intended function (s). No new interfaces or failure modes
are introduced by the proposed changes. Therefore, the proposed changes do not increase the
probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment imponant to safety previously evaluated
in the FSAR.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The proposed change to the FPP is only for clarification of the operability status of FS equipment
during surveillance and non instrusive preventive maint; nance. The fire protection systems are
not credited in the mitigation strategy for any of the previously analyzed design basis accidents or
events described in the FSAR. The proposed changes to the FPP affect operability determinations
for FS equipment during surveillance testing and non-intrusive PMs to minimize inappropriate
entry into compensatory measures and reporting requirements. The changes apply engineering
judgment and experience when selecting appropriate time intervals prior to reporting inoperability
occurring during surveillance testing.

The potential consequences for FS equipment failure on safety related equipment could sary
depending on the type of suppression' detection, the nature of the failure, and the protected area of
equipment involved, it should be noted, howevet, that (1) FS is a non safety related, mitigating
system and (2) compensatory measures including hourly fire watches, backup fire suppression,
and mode constraints are availabh providing for a de ense in depth strategy that ensuresr
continued coverage of all protected areas even when specific FS equipment is out of service for
surseillance or maintenance, in additim, a stipulation that the system can be manually restored to
normal standby condition is now being added which acknowledges that qualified individuals are
available at the inoperable equipment during the surveillance interval. Their presence will add a
human factor to restoring the equipment under surveillance to operation and'or determining
appropriate additional compensatory measures. Therefore, the proposed changes will not increase
the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the
FSAR

$. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different typ1 than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The fire protection systems are intended to mitigate the consequences of a fire and are not
recognized as initiators or contributors to any previously analyzed design basis accident' event
described in the FSAR: it presents no challenge to any fission barri:rs. No new interfaces or
failure modes are introduced 5y the proposed changes.. The proposed FPr> changes only affect

- operability determinations for FS equipment during sureillance testing and non intrusive PMs in
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order to minimize inappropriate entry into compensatory measures and reporting requirements.
Therefore, the proposed changes cannot create the possibility of an accident of a different type
than any preslously evaluated in the FSAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment I

important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

A Gre is not postulated to occur coincident with any analyzed design basis accident or event
previously analyred in the FSAR. The Are protection systems are considered important to safety;

'
but are intended only to mitigate the consequences of a fire in the plant. The proposed FPP
changes only affect operability determinations for FS equipment during surveillance testing and

; non intrusive PMs to minimlic inappropriate entry into compensatory measures and reporting !

requirements. The proposed changes do not affect in any way the capability of the affected FS |
'

system / subsystems to perform their intended function (s). No new interfaces or failure modes are
introduced by the proposed changes. Therefore, the proposed changes do not increase the
possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment important to safety than any previously
evaluated in the FSAR.

7, Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as denned in the bases for any improved
Technical Speci0 cation? No.

De Fire Protection Systems' operational requirements were removed from the Technical
Specincations under Amendment #147 and are currently documented in the FPP. De FPP,
however, is still part of the plant's Operating License per Condition 2.C.(9) such that any
proposed change (s) to the FPP are subject to the same level of control as those for the ITS. The
ITS Bases contain no margins of safety associated with any FS systems / subsystems. The FPP
itself contains no bases discussion and specines no margins of safety. The proposed changes to
the FPP do alTect operability determinations for FS equipment during surveillance testing and
non intrusive PMs to minimize inappropriate entry into compensatory measures and reporting
requirements. Applicability of the GL 9118 guidance to selected FS systemvsubsystems was
determined based on good engineeringjudgment as documented in IOC Letter PROG 97 0227, dtd
July 11,1997 (Exhibit 1) and endorsed by Licensing letter NL97 0142, did July 15,1997. The
proposed changes do not affect in any way the capability of the affected FS systemdsubsystems to
perform their intended function (s). Derefore, the proposed changes cannot reduce any margin of,

safety as denned in either the ITS Bases or FPP.
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S A/USQD Subject: Changes to ITS Bases 3.4.5 & 3.4.6

Dsseriptiet!

This change revises the Bases for Technical Speci0 cations (15) 3.4.5, "RCS l oops . MODE 4 " and 3.4.6.
"RCS Loops MODE 5. Loops filled."

The above Bases paragraphs require tw o RCS loops operable with one RCS loop in operation although the
Technical Specification LCOs for these Modes do not require this combination.

These paragraphs were incorrectly added to the Bases for Technical Speci0 cations 3.4.5 and 3.4.6 as part
of the original improved Technical Specincations (Amendment 149).

Unreviewed Safety Ducstion Determination (10 CrR $0.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

This change is an administrative change to revise information that was incorrectly added to the
Bases for Technical Specl0 cation 3.4.5 and delete incorrect information added to Bases 3.4.6. No
physical changes to the plant are being made. Therefore, this change cannot increase the
probability of occurrence of an accident previously evaluated for CR 3.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consc<pnces of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

This change is an administratise change to revise information that was incorrectly added to the
Bases for Technical Specification 3.4.5 and ddete incorrect information added to Dases 3.4.6. No
physical changes to the plant are being made. Therefore, this change cannot increase the
consequences of an accident previously evaluated for CR 3.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

This change is an administrative change to revise information that was incorrectly added to the
Bases for Technical Speci0 cation 3.4.5 and delete incorrect information added to Dases 3.4.6. No
physical changes to the plant are being made. Therefore, this change will not increase the
probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment imponant to safety.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No,

This change is an administrative change to revise information that was incorrectly added to the
Bases for Technical Speci0 cation 3.4.5 and delete incorrect infonnation added to Bases 3.4.6. No
physical changes to the plant are being made. Therefore, this change will not increase the
consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to safety.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previocly evaluated in the SAR? No.

This change is an administrative change to revise information that was incorrectly added to the
Bases for Technical Speci0 cation 3.4.5 and delete incorrect information added to Bases 3.4.6. No
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physical changes to the plant are being made. Therefore, this change cannot create the possibility
of an accider t of a different type than those previously evaluated for CR 3.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different t)pe of malfunction of equipment
importa it to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

This change is an administrative change to revise information that was incorrectly added to the
liases for Technical Speci0 cation 3.4.5 and delete incorrect infonnation added to liases 3.4.6. No,

physical changes to the plant are being made.1herefore, this change will not create the possibility
of a malfunction of a different type for equipment important to safety.,

7. Could the proposed activity teduce the margin of safety as denned in the bases for any improved,

Technical Speclucation? No.

This change does not result in a reduction to the margin of safety as denned in the Dasas for any
Technical Speci0 cations. This change is an administrative change to revise information that was
incorrectly added to the Bases for Technical Specification 3.4.5 and delete incorrect information

*

added to Bases 3.4.6. The requirements for RCS toop operability in Modes 4 and $ are not being
~

changed.

a

?

a

i

s

e
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SA/USQD Subject: ITS Hases 83.8.2

Descrintion

The purpose of this change is to revise the ITS Ilases page 3.8 29 to provide clari0 cation the EDO
surveillance requirement SR 3.8.1.3. This clari0 cation was determined to be benencial in support of the
TSCRN 215 recently submitted to the NRC. The failure mode of the diesel is not to start. lloweser, the
proposed change does not hage any alrect on the operation of the diesel. It is a clarincation of the intent of
the EDO suncillance bases statements. The proposed change is to clarify the subject ITS Bases page as
follow s:

. Specify on the page the intent of SR 3.8.1.3 testing in Mode 5/6 with one EDO operable

. Provide additional reference to SR 3.8.1.3,3.8.l.8,3.8.l.ll to clarify the intent

. Add additional clarincation for the requirements of performance of SR 3.8.l.3

. Delete a statement " typically taking in excess of one month to complete." This statement does
not provide any valid information as related to CR 3 experiences.

Unreview ed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50 $2)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

This ITS bases change provides a clarincation of the EDO surveillance requirements for SR 3.8.2.
It does not have any afTect on the surveillance performance or interval. The EDO failure is not
credited as an initiator of an accident in the FSAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously ealuated in the
SAR7 No.

This ITS Dases change provides a clarification to the EDO suncillance requirements during
shutdown (Mode $/6) and does not have any affect on the dose consequences of any accident
preslously evaluated in the FSAR.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

This ITS Bases change does not affect the operational performance of the EDO. It provides a
clari0 cation of the suncillance requirements but does not change the SR performance or interval.

4. Could the proposed activty increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evalurted in the SAR? No.

The purpose of the SRs is to provide assurance the EDOs will perform their intended safety '

function when needed. The proposed ITS Bases change does not remove or alter any of the
surveillance requirements for the EDO. Consequently there is no increase in dose consequences
as a result of this ITS Dases change,
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$. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The proposed act ;y does not result in a change in the pe formance, operation, or maintenance of
the LDO and consequently does not create the possibility of an accident of a different type.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The proposed change clarifies the SR to be perfonned in accordance with SP 354. The procedure
(SP 354)is currently in effect and approved.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as denned in the bases for rny improved
TechnicalSpeci0 cation? No.

There are no margins associated with this activity in the ITS liases. It is a SR which is being
clarined and there is no intent to revise the SR requirements. The clari0 cation does not reduce
any margin of safety whlch could have been stipulated by the NRC for the EDGs.
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S A/USQD Subject: L10P Limits and Administrathe Controls

Dercriph

Dased on the new L10P analysis, changes are required to sescral plant documents and procedures to
implement and document the controls. These include the FSAR, the LDDD for RCS, and several ops,
EOPs, ARs, and SPs. The PORV low pressure setpoint has also changed. The specific setprints and
controls which are relevant to the LTOP changes are as follows:

1. _ An enable temperature of $253 degF has been determined based on the N 514 analysis. The presious
administrative limit w as 283 degF.

2. A maximum water levelin the nressurizer of 160 inches has been determined in order to provide at least
10 minutes for operator trsponse to terminate the limiting postulated RCS overpressure event prior to
exceeding the LTOP limits as determined by the N $14 analysis. The previous administrative limit was
220 inches.

3. No more than one makeup pump will be capable of inadvertently injecting into the RCS. This control is
implemented to preclude the increased makeup now due to more than one pump.

4. IIPl must be deactivated. This control is implemented to preclude the increased makeup now through
the llPl valves. The previous controls required racking out.

5. The core Good tanks (CFTs) must be isolated from the RCS if the CFT pressure is above the allowable
RCS pressure at a given temperatu.e as determined by the PTI.R and procedural limits.

6. The minimum RCS pressure unich should not be exceeded has been determined to be 548 psig. The
previous PORV low pressure setpoint was s550 psig.

The RCS pressure limits for LTOP assumes no RC pump operation below 85 degF and no more than two
pumps operating below 225degF. The procedural valves for these pump operating limits are 95 degF and
235 DegF respectively to account for irntrument uncertainty. Four pump operation is not allowed in LTOP
space. There were no previous RCP restrictions for LTOP. The new restrictions are within the normal
RCP operating windows.

7. IF the PORV is inoperable for more than one hour, then the makeup tank level must be limited to 588
inches and the makeup tank low level interlock to the borated water storage tank deactivated within 12
hours. The procedural limits for makeup tank level is further adjusted to 584 inches to account for
instrument uncertainty. This control; will limit the available water for injection such that the LTOP
pressure limit can not be exceeded. The previous administrative limit was $70 inches.

8. If the CFT can not be isolated as required within one hour, then the RCS temperature must be
maintained at >l97 degF or the CFT pressure must be maintained at <457 psig within 12 hours. The
procedural limits will be further adjusted to 207 degF and 444 psig due to instrument uncertainty to assure
that the analyzed limits are not exceeded. This will assure that the inadvertent CFT injection can not
exceed LTOP pressure limits. His is a new LTOP control which was denned in the B&W standards TS.

|

| 9. If the pressurizer levelis greater than the denned limits for more than one hour, then the makeup control
! valve and its associated isolation valve must be closed and maintained closed, and any RCS heatup stopped

within 12 hours. This control hu.gm! changed as a result of the revised analyses.
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10. If the pressuriter level exceeds the defined limits and the PORV is inoperable for more than one hour,
then the RCS must be depressurized and a s ent of equal to or greater than 0.75 sq in. established within 12
hours. This control hauc1 changed as a result of the revised analyses.

ll. Suncillances will be performed to verify that LTOP controls are being implemented.

Unreview ed Safety Ouestion Determination f10 CFR 30.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

The purpose of LTOP is to assure that the RCS is operated within the bounds of the approved
analysis and only applies at temperatures of 259 degF and below. The revised LTOP limits and
controls do not impact any of the accidents evaluated in the FSAR. Therefore the LTOP limits
and controls so not affect the probability of occurtence of any accident evaluated in the FSAR.

2. Could the propostd actisity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

The purpose of LTOP is to assure that the RCS is operated within the boundt of the approsed
analysis and only applies at RCS temperatures of 759 degF and below. The revised LTOP limits
and controls do not impact any of the accidents evaluated in the FSAR. Therefore there in no
increase in radioactive releases due to the changes.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The purpose of LTOP is to assure that the RCS is operated within the bounds of the approved
analysis. The LTOP controls are either consistent with or more conservative than previously
approved LTOP controls with respect to the impact on plant shutdown operations with the
exceptions of the pressurizer !cvel requirement. Although the allowable pressurizer maximum
level is reduced from 220" to 160", this level is still within the normal operating band and
continues to provide adequate volume for RCS shrinkage. Probabilities of failure associated with
the existing credible failure modes have not changed. There are no physical modi 0 cations being
made to equipment as a result of these changes except for the PORV setroint which is being
addressed with a separate SA/USQD. The revised PORV now capacities are still above the
maximum postulated mass input of LTOP. therefore there is no increase in the failure
probabilities of equipment.

4 Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The purpose of LTOP is to assure that the RCS is operated within the bounds of the approved
analysis. The LTOP controls are either consistent with or more conservative than previously
approved LTOP controls with respect to the impact on plant shutdown operations with the
exception of the pressurizer level requirement. Although the allowable pressurizer maximum
level is reduced from 220" to 160", this level is still within the normal operating band and
continues to provide adequate volume for RCS shrinkage. Existing failure effects have not been
changed. Therefore, there can be no change in the consequences of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety due to the changes. There are no physical modi 0 cations being made to
equipment as a result of these changes except for the PORV setpoint which is being addressed
with a separate SA/USQD. The revised PORV Cow capabilities are still above the maximum
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postulated mass input for LTOP. Therefore there is no increase in radioactive releases due to the
changes.

$. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The purpose of LTOP is to assure that the RCS is operated within the beimds of the approved
analysis and only applies at RCS temperatures of 259 degF and below. No new equipment is
being added and the setpoint and implementation changes do not affect the methods of operation
or availability of equipment as previously evaluated, herefore the LTOP limits and controls do
not create the possibility of any new accident than previously evaluated in the FSAR

6. Could tr.s proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No,

ne purpose of LTOP is to assure that the RCS is operated within the bounds of the approved
analysis and only applies at RCS temperatures of 2$9 degF and below. No new equipment is
being added and the setpoint and implementation changes do not alTect the methods of operation
or availability of equipment as previously evaluated. Bis activity does not create any new
equipment interfaces or failure modes, the new limits do not adversely impact shutdown plant
operations in any way. Therefore the LTOP limits and controls do not create the possibility of any
ditTerent type of malfunction of equipment than previously evaluated in the FSAR.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improsed '
'

Technical Specification? No,

The current ITS does not include any LCOs or Bases for LTOP limits or controls. Therefore the
ITS defined margir. of safety has nit been reduced. A new LTOP ITS section has been developed
ad has been submitted to the NRC for approval. All of the changes described in this USQD are
included in the submittal and will define the margin of safety. De margin of safety has been
determined to be provided by having redundant and diverse LTOP control. The primary control is
provided by assuring at least 10 minutes for operator action to mitigate an LTOP event. The
second is to provide automatic pressure relief capacity to preclude RCS overpressurization.

Compared with the previous administrative controls, the revised enable temperature is now 259
degF which climinates a previous conflict with the ECCS Operating ITS due to the previous
enable temperature of 283 degF,

De revised process for deactivating ilPI now allows the removal of power to the valves from the
main control board. This provides an option which can improve the operators ability to testore
llPI quickly if needed for accident mitigation in mode 4, and still provides acceptable control to
preclude inadvettent HPI activation by requiring two actions (restoring power and opening
valves).

The new LTOP controls are consistent with ASME Code Case N $14 and the recommendations of
NRC Generic Letter g8 il and provide adequate protection for LTOP events. Use of ASME Code

- Case N 514 has been approved by the NRC. Derefore, there can be no reduction in the margin of
safety.

4
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SA/USQD Subject: OP.10311" Plant Operating Cun es"

i
Description i

Makeup Tank cun e change
i

The makeup tenk functions as the source of makeup and seal injection during normal operation. It also
functions as a means by which chemicals can be added to the RCS. One method is to maintain a hydrogen ,

overpressure on the MUT to keep the dissolved hydrogen concentration at desired levels. The importance i

of the makeup tank overpressure limits is to prevent gas from being entrained while on lipl, since the
entrained gas could lead to now blockage or pump damage. The design basis accident of concern is a
LOCA.

This particular change to the design limit on the makeup tank is based on calculation M94 00$3, Rev 4,
and is more conservathe (more restrictive) than the previous limit by approximately 0.88 psig at the $$
inch level. This calculation was performed to account for:

a. Increasing lipi Dow from $7$ gpm to 600 gpm based on a change in runout flow,

b. Lowering the BWST temperature from 100 degrees F to 40 degrees F so that it will include the entire
ITS acceptable temperature range.

Unrevleued Safety Ouestion Determination i10 CFR 50.591

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
'

evaluated in the SAR7 No.

No FSAR accident is initiated by the makeup tank pressure ( .ts contents. Nor can the MUT
pressure affect another component such that it initiates an FSAR accident. Therefore, the
proposed change will not increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
esaluated in the SAR,

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

Lowering the oserpressure on the MUT cannot affect any component such that an accident release
(consequences) is made worse. The reason for changing the cun'e was to ensure a proper
overpressure that will not gas bind the tipi pump and make the consequences of an accident

.

w orse. Therefore, making this change will not increase the consequences of an accident
previously evaluated in the SAR.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The purpose of the proposed change in the design operability limit for MUT overpressure is to
present entrainment of gas into the system that could blxk flow or fail ECCS equipment. By
setting the design curve to protect against the worst case conditions, including maximum HPl
pump runout and minimum allowed BWST temperature, the entrainment of gas is presented and
the probability of malfunction of equipment important to safety is actually decreased.

>
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4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The only effect of this change is to set the MUT pressure such that gas is not entrained into the
llPI when actuated for a LOCA. The consequences ofliPI, LPI, RB spray or any other component
malfunctioning will be unaffected by the 0.88 psig change in MUT overpressure. Because there is
no change in the operation of equipment important to safety as a result of this proposed change,
the assumptions in the existing accident analyses will remain valid. Therefore, the consequences
of a malfunction of equipment important to safety is not increased by this change.

$. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The change in the overpressure on the makeup tank cannot initiate any accident, nor can it affect
another component such that the other component initiates an accident. The only affect that'

lowering of the MUT overpressure can have is on gas entrainment in the llPI during a LOCA or
other llPI initiation. This has been covered in the other questions and is a conservative change.
There are no other operational effects on the makeup and purification system that could result in
an accident. Therefore, the proposed change in the MUT overpressure does not create the
possibility of an accident of a different type.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the 3AR? No.

There is no minimum required positive pressure in the MUT to prevent damaging or causing a
malfunction of equipment important to safety. The only concern is too high a pressure which can
lead to gas entrainment to the suction of the llPI pumps. Both the current and proposed OP 103B
cunes require no minimum positive MUT pressure. Since no minimum positive pressure in the
MUT is required to protect equipmerit or prevent malfunction, reducing the overpressure by 0.88
psig will not create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment than any
previously evaluated in the SAR.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
Technical Specification? No.

The change to the MUT overpre sure calculation was based, in part, on assuring the pressure
compensated for the full ran0 of BWST tr / arature allowed by ITS 3.5.4. By doing so it
ensured that the margin of safet) was pr %k > hen operating in accordance with ITS 3.5.4 and
its bases. ITS 3.5.2 and 3.$.3, rad their L .w ) ,r to maintaining ECCS loops operable (2 loops'

in Modes I through 3 and I loop in Mode 4). though not specifically mentioned, proper MUT
overpressure is required to prevent gas entrainment to the llPI pump suction, and is therefore
required to ensure operability of the ECCS loop (s). Therefore, this change helps ensure the
margin of safety of the Tech. Spec. bases by maintaining ECCS operability.

.
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SA/USQD Subject: OP-404 " Decay llent Memoval System"

Descrintion

The proposed changes to the Decay llent Removal System Operating Procedure (OP-404) constitute a
major revision that allows for single and dua! Cor paralle!) train operation, as applicable, to renect the
modes of operation as described in the proposed change to Section 9.4 of the FSAR. Speci0cally,
operulon of only one Dil train is required for normal RCS cooldown (from 280 to 140 des F) and
subsequent decay heat removal. One train of Dil is capable of removing the required heat load without
overcooling. Use of both trains would only be necessary during emergency operation to accomplish RCS
cooldown in 14 hours. For Olling and draining of the fuel transfer canal, both trains of Dil are required to
be operated. One Dil train is temporarily aligned to transfer water between the fuel transfer canal and the
BWST while the second train remains dedicated to the decay heat removal function. The proposed
procedure changes, along with clarifying existing information and deleting non applicable sections,
provide operational instructions for the above Dil System operating modes to bring plant operations into
agreement with FSAR Section 9.4.

Unreview ed Safety Ouestion Determinntion f10 CFR 50.52)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

There is no design basis accident in Section 14 of the FSAR that will be affected either directly or
indirectly by these changes to OP 404 and the FSAR. The changes allow for single or dual train
operation for shutdown decay heat removal, as applicable, to redect analyzed parameters, and
clarify the use of parallel train operation when alling or draining the Fuel Transfer Canal. None
of these changes alTect the availability of the system to perform its ECCS (LPI) or decay heat
removal functions. Allowing dual train operation will not introduce any new failure modes. Per
calculation M95-0013, the decay heat drop line is capable of carrying the combined decay heat
now for both pumps and satisfying NPSil requirements for both Dit pumps with a Dow setpoint
of 3000 gpm per train (up to a maximum of 3300 gpm per train). In addition, loss of one train
while in dual train operation is provided by applicable ITS which stipulate cooling loop
availability requirements of which none requires both trains of Dit to be in operation
simultaneously Dual train operation would most likely be used only during a Mode 4 cooldown
at which time an OTSO would be available as an attemate source of cooling. As a result, these
changes cannot increase the probability of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

Since there is no design basis accident in Section 14 of the FSAR or licensing basis event that will
be affected either directly or indirectly by these changes to OP 404 and the FSAR, there will be no
increase in radiological consequences due to this procedure and FSAR revision.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The proposed changes do not cause the Dil System to be operated outside of design or in a less
conservative manner. Dual train operation has been shown to be a safe and viable mode of
operation even though it would only be needed for emergency operation to achieve an accelerated
cooldown from 280 to 140 deg F in 14 hours. Calculation M95 0013 determined that with a now
setpoint of 3000 gpm per train (up to a maximum of 3300 gpm per train), the decay heat drop line
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will carry the combined decay heat now for both pumps and satisfy NPSil requirements for both
Dit pumps. Based on this calculation,it was determined that parallel operation of both Dil trains
is possible and an acceptable operating mode. No new failure mechanism is introduced by
parallel train operation that could contribute to a malfunction of equipment. The potential
problem of overcooling is administratively controlled by limiting normal Dit cooling to one train
and restricting dual train use to emergencies where a forced cooldown might be required. Since
dual train operation is not considered a normal mode of operation, loss of one train while in this
lineup will not constitute a new failure mode. This failure is covered by applicable ITS which
stipulate cooling loop availability requi,ements of whlch none requires both trains of Dil to be in
operation simultaneously. Duel rain operation would most liisely be used only during a Mode 4t

cooldown at w hich time an OTSO would be available as a attemate means of cooling. Because no
new failure modes are introduced by the proposed procedure and FSAR change, the probability of
occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to safety is not increased.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The proposed changes to Op.404 and the FSAR do not increase the possibility of an accident.
The changes reDect analyzed parameters with respect to the individual cooling capacity of each
Dit train. The Dil System is analyzed for both single and dual train operations. Dual train
operation has the potential to overcool the RCS beyond the NDT curve limits u hich could lead to
nonductile failu;e of the RCS pressure boundary. This overcooling potential is administratively
prevented by limiting normal Dil cooling to one train and restricting dual train use to emergencies
where a forced cooldown might be required. The proposed change to the FSAR will reDect these
limitations for operation. As a result, the proposed changes will not increase the radiological
consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the
FSAR.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a dilTerent type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The changes, as proposed, reDect analyzed parameters with respect to single and dual train
operations based on the individual cooling capacity of each train. System design provides for safe
operation in either mode. Calculation M95 0013 determined that with a now setpoint of 3000
gpm per train (up to a maximum of 3300 gpm per train), the decay heat drop line will carry the

.

combincd decay heat Dow for both pumps and satisfy NPSil rcquirements for both Dil pumps.
'

Based on the cooling capacity of the individual trains, dual train operation is only a viable lineup
for emergency operation where an accelerated cooldown from 280 to 140 deg. F in 14 hours
might be required. Precluding the use of dual train operation for normal Dil cooling eliminates
the potential to overcool and possibly exceed the PTLR cooldown curve limits for RCS NDT.
The proposed change to the FSAR averts a potential osercooling problem and neither of the
revisions to the procedure or FSAR mtroduce any new failure modes. Therefore, no new accident
can result due to the proposed change to OP-404 and the FSAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
imponant to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The proposed changes do not affect the actual operation of the system or the way each train
operates individually, only the number of trains required to fulful a specific function during
shutdown (normal Dil cooling and Fuel Transfer Canal fill and drain), which is based on analyzed
parameters as per available design capacity. Dual train operation, which has been shown to be a
safe s.nd viable mm of operation by analysis, would only be needed for emergency operation to
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achieve an accelerated cooldown from 280 to 140 deg F in 14 hours. Calculation M95 0013
determined that with a Cow setpoint of 3000 gpm per train (up to a maximum of 3300 gpm per
train), the decay heat drop line will carry the combined decay heat now for both pumps and
satisfy NPSit requirements for both Dil pumps. Based on this calculation, it was determined that
parallel operation of both Dit trains is possible and an acceptable operating mode. Since dual
train operation is not considered a nonnat mode of operation, loss of one train while in this lineup
will not constitute a new failure mode. This failure is covered by applicable ITS which stipulate
cooling loop availability requirernents of wbich none requires bota trains of Dit to be in operation
simultaneously. Dual train operation would most likely be used only during a Mode 4 cooldown
at which time an OTSO would be available as a alternate means of cooling. !!ecause no new
failure modes are introduced by the proposed procedure and FSAR changes, the possibility of a
different type of malfunction of equiprnent important to safety is not increased.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as denned in the bases for any improved
Technical Speci0 cation? No.

The proposed changes do not cause the i ,1 System to be operated outside of design or in a less
conservative manner. The changes are in accordance with analyred parameters and do not alTect
the availability of the system to perform its ECCS (1.pl) or decay heat removal functians. The
ITS margin is not impacted by these proposed changes to OP-404 and the FSAR.

4
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SA/USQD Subjectt Temporary Instruction TI OP406 " Spent Fuel Cooling System"

Descriotion

Temporary Instruction TI OP406 will provide Operations instructions for aligning the Spent fuel Cooling
System (SF) pumps for decay heat cooling. This change may be necessary, and will only be utilized, in the
event Pump RWP.3A no longer provides adequate cooling such that the capability of maintaining the Plant
in Mode 5 is questionable. ;

1his temporary cooling instruction will not use the n)rme' How path of RW through the DC l{ cat
Exchangers DCilE.1 A and DCllE lu with DC cooling provided through the Dil lleat Exchangers DilllE.
l A or DilllE.10, rather will utilize the SF Pumps SFP.l A or SFP.iB and the corresponding SF Coolers
Stile l A or SFilE.lB for cooling with SW OR Cl as the heat sink.

Unreview ed Safety Ouestion Dettrmination (10 CFR 50.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occur;ence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The function of decay heat cooling will be temporarily provided through operation per Temporary
Instruction TI OP406. The replacement of one means of decay heat cooling method by another

; will not increase the probability of any accident previously evaluated in the SAR for the current
mode of operation. Temporary Instruction TI OPdO6 will only be irplemented in thc event that
RW Pump RWP.3A is deemed to be incapable of perferming as required. The period of time that4

TI-OP406 will be maintaining decay heat cooling will only be as long as required to restore RW
Train D or to restore proper operation of RWP 3 A.

Implementation of TI OP406 does not require any physical modification to any Plant system.
Valve lineups for the attemate decay heat cooling are within the original design of system
interfaces. Following operations per TI OP406, valve lineups will be retumed to those required
for normal Mode 5 operations.

The heat removal capability of the SF System in the valve lineup per Temporary Instruction TI.
OP406 is much greater than the heat generated by the Reactor at this time in core life. TI OP406
restores a defense in depth that currently does not exist. Since the Spent Fuel Pool will be
monitored and Emergency Operating procedures will be entered in the event the Pool reaches
150F, this additional defense in depth further enhances the capability of the Plant to operate
. fely. As demonstrated in A.1 of the USQD, Mode 5 accidents cannot occur. As such,
operations per TI OP406 cannot increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

Implementation of Temporary Instruction TI OP406 has no means to alter the accident mitigation
capabilities of any system or component required to offset the potential radiological consequences
of a LOCA, Steam Generator Tube Failure Accident or Station Blackout, nor will any other
anticipated event or transient analyzed in the SAR be impacted by operation per TI OP406. SF
System is a closed loop system. As such, Ossion product barriers (fuel cladding, RCS pressure
boundary Coatainment integrity) remain intact. The proposed changes have no means to
challenge dose limits imposed by 10CFR100. Accidents postulated to occur during Mode 5 are

.
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I

not credible during the activity. Therefore, the consequences of an accident previously evaluated
in the SAR will not increase.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equiprnent
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The Plant is not physically altered in order to implement Temporary Instruction TI OP406 and no

new failure modes which cannot be countered or tolerated are introduced as discussed in A.I of
the USQD. Temporary Instruction TI OP406 will provide a defense in depth that does not
currently procedurally exist for decay heat cooling, and will not be applied unless the RW Pump
RWP 3A is not providing adequate cooling. Appropriate measures have been put in place to
ensure that SF Pool heat up beyond design limits will not occur (SF Pool temperature limit for
structural integrity). The SF configuration to be utillied has greater cooling capability than is

| required for this configuration and will not be challenged in t.,is tespect. Interfacing syste.ts will
j be unafTected by the implementation of TI OP406. Therefore, an increase in the p6oability of

occurrence of a malfuction of equipment important to Safety is not feasible.

| 4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

As discussed above, no system imponant to Safety required for accident mitigation will be
impacted. The vahe lineups necessary to implement TI OP406 are part of the original design of
the system interfaces. The Dil, DC, RW, SF, SW and Cl Systems, under normal operations will
continue to function as designed following implementation of TI.OP406. As demonstrated in A.1
of the USQD, Potential radiological consequences of a LOCA, Steam Generator Tube Failure
Accident or Station Blackout, or any other anticipated event or transient for which the Plant is
designed to cope cannot be increased due to the changes proposed. No challenge to fission
product ba.riers is possible. The changes have no means to affect dose limits prescribed by
10CFRl00. Therefore, an increase in the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to Safety previously evaluated in the SAR is not credible,

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

Implementation of T1 Op406 will not result in any physical change to the Plant. As discussed
previously, since no new failure modes are introduced which cannot be tolerated or countered, a
difierent type of accident cannot be initiated. Following use of TI OP406, all valve lineups will
be returned to the required lineups for Mode 5 operations. Accidents postulated to occur during
Mode 5 cannot occur; the proposed activity will not create an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The use of Temporary Instruction TI-OP406 is restricted to use only if the RW Pump RWP 3A
becomes unavailable. TI OP406 utilites valve lineups which were always part of the original
Plant system interfaces. TI OP406 will not result in any physical change to the Plant. RCS
pressure will be maintained less than relief capacity of the flow path piping. Since no new failure
modes are introduced which are of concern, a different type of accident cannot be initiated. All
accident, anticipated events and transient analyses analyzed in the SAR attributable to Mode 5 will
not be impacted.
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I Temporary Instruction TI OP406 will t.se SF Cooling equipment to cool the RCS in place of the
normal lineup of the Dil System in this capacity, the SF lineup will perform nearly the same
function as the Dil System performed. RCS pressure will be maintained within piping design
limits and SF Pool temperature will be monitored to remain within allowable limits. Loss of SF
components in this con 0guration would be equivalent to los; of the corresponding Dil equipment.
Therefore, the proposed activity will not create an accident of a different type than any previously
evaluated in the SAR.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as denned in the bases for any improved
*

Technical Specincation? No.

The conservatisms inherent in the analyses performed and the administrative controls included in
TI OP406 ensure the Spent Fuel Pool will not heat up beyond Improved Technical Specification
(ITS) limits. The improved Technical Specifications do not provide detail to the level of the
subject analyses results but do restrict the maximum temperature of the RCS and SF Pool.
Administrative measure in TI OP406 minimize the possibility of approaching ITS limits. The ITS
establishes the minimum performance requisements of the Dil, DC, RW, SF and SW Systems and
the use of TI OP406 in no way will prevent the systems from satisfying ITS requirements.
Margins of Safety found in other commitment dccuments such as the Safety Evaluation Reports
(SERs), implied comm!!ments to the Standard Review Plan (SRP), Offsite Dose Calculation
Manual (ODCMM), Core Opera:Ing Limits Report (COLR), Design Basis Documents, etc. cannot
be reduced as a result of this activity. Therciore, the margin of Safety as de6ned in the bases for
any Technical Speci0 cation will not be reduced by the implementation of the proposed changes.
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. SA/USQD Subjeett Temporary instruction Tl/OP407
.

Description
,

I : The Condensate Demineralizer Regeneration Neutralization Tank (SDT 1) receives waste from the turbine
building sump and provides a means for collection, sampling, and storage of the liquids until they are ready
for release. This Temporary Instruction has been written to provide a means to operate SDP 7 the SDT 1*

,

recirc pump while the level indication (CS ll2 It) is out of service.
i.

Unreviewed Safety Ouatinn Determinatinn (10 CFR $0 59)4

t

1, Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence h w:ident previously :<

evaluated in the SAR7 No. *
,

1The Condensate z Der.iineralizer Regeneration Neutralization ' Tank (SDT 1) release path is -
described in the FSAR following a SGTR recident. However, this system does not initiate any
FSAR events.- Therefore, this change cannot increase the probability of an accident described in
the FSAR.

.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SARS tio :

a:
~

The FSAR does not discuss the normal release Dow paths allowed for SDT 1 since this Tl will
only be applicable in Mode 5, the Feedwater Pumps (MFWPs) and Reactor Coolant Pumps
(RCPs) are shutdownc Thus, there is no flow through the primary side or secondary side of the-
steam generators in which_to have a credible SGTR accident, The release process described in'

-
,

this temporary instruction is the same Dow path used during normal plant operations.= A release '
made with SDP 7 shut down interlock failed will not change the dose quantity or activity during .

the release. The sampling requirements directed by Chemistry procedures and regulated under ;.

* the ODCM are still applicable for this temporary instructionc Therefore,' there is no increase in the ;

consequences of a SGTR decident.

3. - Could the proposed activity increase the probab'ility of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.e

.

'
By having the interlock to trip SDP-7 on low level byimsed, there is an increased potential 4
damage SDP 7 due to cavitation. However, SDP-7 is not safety related and is ntt required or usui
as a support system to any equipment required for accident mitigation. SDP-7 is not considered to

' be equipment important to safety. The remaining instructions in Tl/OP407N 01 operates plant
.

equipment in the same manner as previously approved procedures.

: 4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No;

6

This Tl permits the recirculation of SDT 1 and the release ofits contents to the settling pond. The -
only credible malfunction is that of SDP-7. SDP-7 is only used to recire SDT-1 for this temporary

-- instruction. Therefore, it performs no mitigating functions. A malfunction of this pump cannot
4 increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to safety.

.

$
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,

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated ir 'he SAR? No.-

Tl/OP407N 01 does N . . <stic th- Condet ste Demineralizer Regeneration Neutralization Tank
(SDT 1) to any safety relatcd equipment or to any equipment that could conceivably create a
challenge to a fission product barrier or fluid boundary Neither does this Tl create any new
interfaces to such equipment. Further, it will not impact the design function of any safety related
equipment. Therefore, it cannot creat; the possibility of a different type of accident than
evaluated in the FSAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type cf malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The activity described by 'nl/OP407N 01 will not innpact the operation of any safety related
equipment. Cautions were placed in the procedure to insure that SDT 1 level is monitored to "

prevent SDP 7 from cavitating. In the event that SDP-7 were to cavitate and fail, this failure
would not lead to a malfunction of any equipment important to safety.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
Technical Specification? No.

The release methods from SDT 1 are not contained in Improved Technical Specifications.
However, the ODCM was reviewed. The instructions provided in Tl/OP407N 01 do not
contradict or reduce the margins described for releases from CR 3. The same sampling methods
will be used as directed by Chemistry procedures * ensure compliance with the ODCM.

!
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SA/USQD Subjectt Temporary Instruction TI-OP408 " Nuclear Services Cooling System"

Descrintioq

Precursor Card 'PC) 97 7385 documents the apparent degradation of Nuclear Service and Decay lleat
Seawater System (RW) Pump RWP 3A. Pump discharge pressure has decreased to as low as 15 psig as
evidenced by the low pressure alarm, but has since leveled off to approximately 5 psig lower discharge
pressure (approximately 20 21 psig) than past pump performance. This condition was discovered at
approximately 1915 on October 26,1997, w hile the Plant was in Mode 5 (Cold Shutdown).

Temporary Instruction TI-OP408 will provide Operations instructioas for staging and isolation of RWP 3A
for the inspection. This change has become necessary to support inspection of Pump RWP 3 A.

Normal flow path through the DC lleat Exchangers DCilE-I A or DCl!E IB without RW cooling will be
maintained. Normal flow will be maintained through the Dil Heat Exchangers DilllE 1 A cr DilHE IB.

Unreviewed Safety Ouestica Determination (10 CFR 50 59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The function of decay heat cooling will be altered temporarily by isolating RW cooling to the DC
llent Exchaagers. The ai,.rnate means of decay heat cooling method by another system means
will not increase the probability of any accident previously evaluated in the SAR for the current
mode of operation. Temporary Instruction TI-OP408 will only be implemented %r the shutdown
and inspection of RW Pump RWP 3 A. The period of time that TI-OP408 will be utilized will only
be as long as required to perform needed repairs and restore proper operation of RWP 3A.

I

implementation of TI OP408 does not require any physical modification to any Plant system.
Equipment lineups for the isolation will be controlled by the approved CR 3 Switchingfragging
procedure which will ensure following performance, lineups will be returned to those required for
normal Mode 5 operations.

Since the RCS and DH System will be monitored, alternate backup cooling and ultimately
Emergency Operating Procedures will be entered in the event the DC reaches 105'F, this
additional defense in depth further enhances the capability of the Plant to operate safely. As such,
operations per TI OP408 cannot increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR.

't. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

Implementation of Temporary instruction TI-OP408 has no means to alter the accident mitigation
capabilities of any system o. component required to offset the potential radiological consequences
of a LOCA, Steam Generator Tube Failure Accident or Station Blackout, nor will any other
anticipated event or transient analyzed in the SAR be impacted by operation per TI-OP408. The
proposed changes have no means to challenge dose limits imposed by 10CFR100. Accidents
postulated to occur during Mode 5 are not credible during the activity. Therefore, the,

consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the SAR will not increase.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malftmetion of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.
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The Plant .s not physically altered in order to implement Temporary Instruction TI OP408 and no
new failure modes which do not have suitable backups are introduced. Temporary Instruction TI-
OP408 will provide procedural guidance for securing RW Flow to decay heat cooling.
Appropriate measures have been put in place to ensure that RCS and DH Temperatures are
monitored to ensure DH and DC Sys'em heat up beyond design limits will not occur (for
structural integrity). Therefore, an increase in the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of
equipment important to safety is not feasible.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
*

to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

No system important to Safety required for accident mitigation will be impacted. The DH and DC
Systems, under normal operations will continue to function during the performance of the
inspection and will be restored following implementation of TI OP408. Potential radiological
consequences of a LOCA, Steam Generator Tube Failure Accident or Station Blackout, or any
other anticipated event or transient for which the Plant is designed to cope cannot be increased due
to the changes proposed. No new interfaces or challenges to Ossion product barriers is created.
The changes icva no means to affect dose limits prescribed by 10CFR100. Thereforc, an increase
in the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to Safety previously evaluated in the
SAR is not credible.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

Implementation of T1 OP408 will not result in any physical change to the Plan Since no new
failure modes are introduced which cannot be tolerated or countered, a different type of accident
cannot be initiated. Following use of TI-OP408, the RW System will be restored to the as found
configuration required for current Mode 5 operations. As demonstrated herein, accidents
postulated to occur during Mode 5 cannot occur; the proposed activity will not create an accident
of a different type than any previously evaluated in the SAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The use of Temporary Instruction TI-OP408 is restricted to use only during the inspection of the
pump during the current Mode 5 configuration. TI OP408 isolation utilizes equipment lineups
which were always part of the original Plant and system interfaces. During TI OP408, RW Flow
to the DC will be interrupted, subnquent restoration will not result in any physical change to the
Plant. RCS pressure will be marmined less than relief capacity of the flow path piping. Since no
new credible failure modes are introduced, a different type of accident cannot be initiated. All
accident, anticipated events and transient analyses analyzed in the SAR attributable to Mode 5 will
not be impacted.

Temporary Instruction TI OP408 will temporarily interrupt RW Cooling equipment to cool the
DH, DC and ultimately the RCS. RCS pressure will be maintained within piping design limits and
DH/RCS temperature will be monitored to remain within these allowable limits. Loss of RW
components in this configuration would be equivalent to loss of the corresponding DH equipment.

*

Therefore, the proposed activity will not create a malfunction of equipment important to safet';
different type than any previously evaluat:d in the SAR.
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7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
Technical Specification? No.

i
The conservatisms inhe<ent in the analyses performed and the administra'ive controls included in
TI OP408 ensure the RCS will not heat up beyond improved lachnical Specification (ITS) limits.
The Improved Technical Specifications do not provide detail t) the level of the subject analyses
results but do restrict the maximum temperature of the RCS and Dil System. Administrative
measure in TI-OP408 minimize the possibility of approaching ITS limits. The ITS establishes the
minimum performance requirements of the Dil System in other modes and the use of TI OP408 in
no way will prevent the systems from satisfying ITS requirements. Therefore, the margin of
safety as defined in the bases for any Technical Specification will not be reduced by the
implementation of the proposed changes.

:
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SA/USQD Subject: Precursor Card 97-0056

Descrintion

This SA/USQD supports the non safety related classincation for the main lube oil backup motors and
pumps, MUP 3A/B/C and the gear tube oil backup pumo motors. MUP 5A/B'C, The de motor driven
main tube oil backup pumps and pumn motors, MUP 3A/B/C and the de motor driven gear tube oil backup
pump motors. MUP-5A/B/C are designated as non-safety related but were originally designated (N*) and
(S*) respectively. The classincation for the de metor driven gear lube oil backup pumps, MUP 5A/B/C is
unchanged and cc- tinues to be designated as safety related. The associated power and control circuits will
also be maintainul as non-safety related consistent with CR3 Electrical Design Criteria. The design
changes which will maintain circuit isolation and separation criuria for the associated nower and control
ciremts will be addressed as an FCN under MAR 9510-02 01. The re-classincation of the backup lube oil
pumps will allow the maket p pumps to continue operation for a failure of the non safety related portions
of the backup lube oil pumps without an operability assessment, will allow the backup lube oil pumps to be
maintained without fire protection, will lower maintenance cost and will lessen operator burden by not
requiring backup lobe oil pumps for operation of the makeup pumps.

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously,

evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The operation of the backup lube oil pumps will remain unchanged by the backup lube oil pump's
classification change. The classification change does not change the function, design or operation
of the makeup /HP! pumps. A failure of a makeup pumps lube oil system can only cause a failure
of a makeup pump to operate and not initiate an accident. The failure of the makeup pump has
been evaluated as a single failure of the ECCS which has been evaluated in chapter 14, section
14 2.2.5.3 of the FSAR. Therefore, the classification change will not increa:e the probability of
occurrence of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No. >i

A failure of either the main tube oil pumps, MUP-2A/B/C (Safety related) or the integral shaft
driven gear lube oil pumps during a design basis accident will cause a loss of the associated
makeup /HPI pump and ECCS HPI train if no credit is assumed for the main lube oil backup
pump, MUP-3A/B/C (classification changed to non-safety related) and the gear tube oil backup
pump, MUP-5A/B/C (classification changed to non-safety related). However, the independent
and redundant ECCS HPI train will operate and fulfill the safety function described in chapter 14
of the FSAR.

The classification change of the backup lube oil pumps from safety to non-safety related does not 4
,

introduce any new common mode failures to the makeup /HPI pumps. For a loss of offsite power,
the makeup /HP! pumps will coast down without forced lubrication if no credit is assumed for the
tube oil main backup pumps, MUP 3 A/B/C (classification changed to non-safety related) and the
gear lube oil backup pump, MUP 5 A/B/C (classification changed to non-safety related). *he
makeup /HPI pump coastdown and dead bus time without forced lubrication from the DC powered
backup lube oil pumps following a LOOP /ES has been evaluated and found to not cause any
damage to or cause a delay in the availability of the makeup /HPl pumps.
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Therefore, the classification change does not increase the consequences of an accident previously
;

evaluated in the FSAR.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The main and backup lube oil pumps share a common pump discharge header but do not share a
common pump suction header. Each lube oil pump's discharge has a safety related check valve to
prevent a failure of a lube oil pump's pressure boundary from affecting the other lube oil pump's
performance. The main lube oil backup pump's housing is contained within the tube oil reservoir
tank. A failure of t" non safety related main lube oil backup pump and pump's motor would not
introduce any new are modes or have any new adverse affect upon the safety related main tube
oil pump.

The integral shall driven gear tube oil pump, main gear lube oil pump and gear lube oil ba :kup
pumps share a common pump discharge header and a common pump suction header. Each lube
oil pump's discharge has a safety related check valve to prevent back now from one pump to
another pump. The check valves do not prevent the failure of one lube oil pump's pressure
boundary from affecting the other tube oil pumps. Although, the motor for the gear tube oil
backup pump is non-safety related, all of the pumps are safety related for the purpose of pressure
boundary integrity. A failure of the non safety related gear tube oil backup pump's motor would
not introduce any new failure modes or have any new adverse affect upon the safety related gear
tube oil backup pump.

The shaft driven gear tube oil and the gear tube oil backup pumps can be operated at the same
time for an indefinite period without degradation of the gear assembly's lube oil subsystem. Also
the main tube oil and main tube oil backup pumps can be operated at the same time for an
indefinite period without degradation of the pump and motor lube oil subsystem. Adequate over
pressure protection and cooling is provided for that mode of operation.

The power and control circuits for the backup lube oil pumps are installed (MAR 95-10-02-01)
and maintained in accordance with the CR3 Electrical Design Criteria for Separation and Isolation
and consequently will not degrade the makeup and purification system or the ECCS or other
safety systems.

The responsibility for providing tube oil to the makeup /HPI pumps is with the main tube oil
pumps, MUP 2A/B/C (safety related) or the integral shaft driven gear tube oil pumps (safety
related). The main tube oil pumps were evaluated in MAR 9510-02-01 wit PRA statistics and
were found to have a successful start rate of greater than 99.8%. The classification change fr-
safety related to non-safety related of the backup lube oil pumps does not change the reliabil'
impact operaSn and design of the main lube oil pumps, MUP-2A/B/C or the integral shall mven
gear tube oil pumps which are required for the makeup /HPI pump to be operability.

Since the reliability of the lube oil pumps required for the operation of the makeup /HPI pumps
re;nains unchanged and failure of a backup lube oil pump with non-safety related parts will not
have a negative impact on the main or gear tube oil pun.ps, the probability of the makeup /HPI
pumps malfunctioning has not increased.

.
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4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The main lube oil pumps start automatically after a LOOP or SBO which previous to M AR 95 10
02-01 required operator action to start the main tube oil pumps and depended upon the backup
lube oil pumps to provide lubrication. Backup lube oil pumps are no longer required afler e
LOOP or SBO. The re classi0 cation of the backup lube oil pumps to non-safety related does not
change the controls or operation of the backup lube oil pumps or the makeup pumps. No
additional operator action is required due to the class!fication change of the backup lube oil
pumps.

The power and control circuits for the backup lube oil pumps are installed (MAR 9510-02 01)
and maintained in accordance with the CR3 Electrical r' Jn Criteria for Separation and
Isolation. Therefore, any credible failure of the power anu c.aol circuits for the backup lube oil
pumps will not degrade the makeup and purincation system or the ECCS or other safety systems.

Any credible failure of the main tube oil backup or gear tube oil backup pump would not have an
operability affect upon the associated makeup pump, MUP I AllB/IC unless the main tube oil or
shaft driven gear tube oil pump had already failed. A failure of the main tube oil or shaft driven
gear tube oil pump to operate would cause the associated makeup pump, MUP I AllB/lC to be
considered inoperable (ev:n if the backup pumps are functional). However, the inoperative pump
is a failure of a redundant component or a single failure if the pump is one of the active
components in the two required makeup /HPl trains until the remaining redundant pump could be
aligned in accordance with licensing requirements. Therefore, the change in classification of the
tube oil backup putt ps will not increase the consequences of a malfunction of the makeup pumps
or the makeup pa np's lube oil system previously evaluated in the FSAR.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

He backup lube oil pump classification change only affects the makeup /HPl pumps and does not
introduce any new fluid, electrical, control or instrument interfaces. The failure of a makeup /HPI
pump has been evaluated in Chapter 14 of the FSAR as a single failure to the ECCS. Therefore,
the backup lube oil pump classification change cannot create the possibility of an accident of a
different type than any previously evaluated in the FSAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a ditTerent type of malfunction of emment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The backup lube oil pump classification change only affects the makeup /HP! pumps and does not
introduce any new fluid, electrical, control or instrument interfaces.

For the design basis event of an Appendix R fire, one makeup pump is considered to be out of
service for maintenance and the fire renders one of the two remaining makeup pumps inoperable.
This leaves one makeup pump available for safe shutdown. The power to the associated main
tube oil or backup lube oil pump must not be rendered inoperable due to the fire. Therefore, the
circuits for either the backup or main lube oil pumps must be fire protected. The circuits for the
backup lube oil pumps were selected for fire protection over the mainlube oil pumps since they
were the shortest or the main lube oil pump's power source was involved in the fire and not
available. The integral gear lube oil pump does not require fire protection and the backup gear
lube oil pump is not required for pump operation since failures unrelated to the fire of equipment
(integral gear lube oil pump) are not postulated. However, the backup gear tube oil pump circuits

.
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are presently fire protected. The backup lube oil pumps are non safety related but the use of non-
safety related equipment to achieve safe shutdown is allowed per 10CFR50 Appendix R, III.L.6.
The classification change does not affect the backup lube oil pumps use as a primary lube oil
pump during a fire event.

The failure of a makeup /HPl pump has been evaluated in Chapter 14 of the FSAR as a single
failure to the ECCS

Therefore, the backup lube oil pump classification change does not create the possibility of a
different type of malfunction of equipment important to safety than any previously evaluated in I

the FSAR.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
"

TechnicalSpeci0 cation? No.

The makeup /}lPI pump's tube oil system is not specifically discussed in the ITS or the ITS bases |.

but the makeup pumps which the tube oil system supports are discussed. Therefore, if each
makeup pump's tube oil system does not degrade the performance of the associated makeup pump

'

or the availability of the makeup pump, the performance of the HP! system is not affected by the
classification change of the backup lube oil pumps. Since the classification change to the backup
lube oil pumps does not change the availability or performance of the makeup /HPI pumps, the
margin of safay remains unchanged as defined in the ITS or ITS bases.

.

)
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SA/USQD Subject: Deficiency Report PC971502 (and Calculation E89-0065)

Descrintion

This Unreviewed Safety Question Determination (USQD) has been prepared to evaluate a "Use-As-Is"
disposition of a Denciency Report, PC971502. The "Use As Is" disposition will permanently change the
Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System design to document that the maximum motor load is 880 HP and that
the existing motor rated for 800HP with a service factor of 1.0- can support this loading.

Unreviewed Saferv Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50 59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

The design change to document the load of 880 hp on the motor for EFP 1 is acceptable based on
Revision 3 of calculation E 89-0065 that provides an operability and aging analysis of the EFP l
motor. This calculation revision demonstrates that the motor is capable of performine 4s safety
function to mitigate accidents. EFP l is not needed for normal plant operation and c as only
for testing during normal plant operation and the conditions and concerns addre ~ 1 in the
calculation revision are not related to normal plant operation. None of the accidents e..iuated in
the FSAR are initiated by the craergency feedwater system operation or the failure of components
with this system. Therefore, the design change resulting from the "Use-As-Is" disposition cannot
increase the probably of occurrences of an accident.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an a:cident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

Revision 3 of calculation E-89-0065 provides an operability and aging analysis which
demonstrates that the EFP-1 motor is capable of performing its safety function to mitigate
accidents. Therefore, the design change resulting from the "Use As-Is" disposition cannot
increase the consequences of and accident previously evaluated m the SAR.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

Revision 3 of calculation E-89-0065 provides an operability and aging analysis to demonstrate the
EFP 1 motor is capable of performing its safety function to mitigate accidents. However, the

! .. vised calculation recognizes that the motor will operate at a high mechanical load and a higher
internal temperature than previously considered.

|

|: One of the most significant stresses on a motor is the operating temperature of the mota stator.
One of the most common failure modes for motors is " motor burnout" due to excessive statori

temperature due to excessive mechanical loading. Thus operating of the motor with a stator
winding temperature significantly high than the rated temperature for continuous duty would
increase the probability of motor failure (i.e. " motor burnout"), as compared to operation of the
motor within i:s continuous duty rating. Therefore the design change resulting from the "Use-As-
Is" disposition will increase the probably of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important

j to safety previously evaluated in the SAR.
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,

4. Could the proposed activity incre ase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
; . to safety previously evalcated in_the SAR? Noc
; '

The design change resulthg from the "Use As-Is" disposition does not change the way the El #
system is operated or the way in wnich EFP-l functions. Therefore the consequences of a failure
of EFP 1 will not be changad.

,

in-addition, there are no impacts on other equipment or systems not evaluated separately.
- Changes to the system flow rates and the impact on diesel generator loading have been evaluated
on other USQDs. Further there is no adverse impact on cable ampacity or protective relaying.

'

iBased on the above, the "Usc As Is' disposition will not increase the consequences of the
; malfonction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR.
!

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any =4

- previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The design change resulting from the "Usc As Is" disposition deals only with the capatility of the
EFP l motor to operate under worst case conditions. The operation of the plant is unaffected.
Also, the EFW system only operates for testing during normal plant operation. Therefore, the
design change cannot create the possibility of an accident of a differmt type than previously

,

evaluated.

16. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
,

important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The function of EFP 1 has no' changed, and the operation of the EFW symem has not changed as
a result of design change that .esults from the deficiency report disposition ' Also, the loss of one -

Emergency Feedwater (EFW) train is considered in the FSAR and the malfunction of the motor
for EFP 1 cannot affect the other EFW train. Revision 3 of calculation E 89-0065 only
demonstrates the capability of the EFP-1 motor to perform its safety function under worst case

. design conditions. Therefore the design change resulting from the "Use As is" disposition cannot
create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment than previously evaluated.

7. Could the proposed activity redace the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
.TechnicalSpecification? No.

Revision 3 of calculation E 89-0065 has demonstrated that the motor can drive the load of the
pump as assumed in the FSAR accident analysis for the worst case accident conditions. In

-addition, the design change resulting from the "Usc-As Is" disposition cannot reduce the margin
of safety _as defined in the Bases.
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SA/USQD Subject: SP 182 " Reactor Building StructuralIntegrity Tendon Sur eillance Program"

Descriotion

The procedure (SP 182) for the tendon surveillance has been totally rewritten for the 6th surveillance
period as follows:

updated the reference section to include all references and supporting documents*

clarified the surveillance frequency based on Regulatory Guide 1.35e

added a statement that the procedure envelopes both Regulatory Guide 1.35 and ASME Sect |on XI,
.

e

Subsection IWL and ensured that it did ;

identified the tendons selected for the 6th surveillance period -\
e

included a general overview of the various phases of the surveillance activitiese

added definitions required for a better understanding of the procedurea

included additional precautionse

replaced the step-by step instructions (Section 4.0) with a reference to the vendors (Precisiona

Surveillaace Corporation) inspection nanual
clarified the reportability requiremrats and special report writing*

revised the enclosures for the ten <.ons selected for the 6th surveillance period*

removed the enclosures that are duplicated by the vendors inspection manual*

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evalukted in the SAR? No.

The Tendon Surveillance Program is not related to t!.e initiation of any SAR accident. The
monitoring of tendon forces during an outage to validate the containment post-tensioning system
structural integrity does not involve interaction with any other systems / components. As such, this
periodic surveillance is not an accident related activity in terms of the operation of the plant. This
is a five-year structural inspection of the containment tendon post tensioning system. As shown
in the comparison table in Section A, Revision 3 of Regulatory Guide 1.35 expanded on the
various attributes contained in Revision 1. The previous version of SP 182 (Rev.12) had already
incorporated Regulatory Guide 1.35 Revision 3. Herefore, changes to the procedure cannot
increase the probability of occurrence of an accident evaluated in the SAR.

2. Could the propou activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

He performance of a tendon surveillance is a monitoring activity to validate the structural
integrity of the containment post-tensioning system at a given point in time. No changes will be
made to the procedure that will change the severity of a containment failure, either during or after
tendon testing. Therefore, the consequences of an accident eveluated in the SAR (loss of coolant
accident, main steam line break, and rod ejection accident) cannot increase. Tendon forces will be
measured for sixteen (16) and compared to predicted values in accordance with Regulatory Guide
1.35 and improved Technical Specification (ITS) Section 5.6.2.7. If any low values are found,
adjacent tendons will be investigated and retensioned as required. The structural integrity of the
containment will not be compromised at any time during the surveillance activities or as a result
of the activities. The surveillance of the containment post-tensioning system only affects
approxima,ely 2% of the population of the tendons. Because this revision does not increase the
number of tendons tested, it cannot reduce containment structural integrity during testing below
the leve'l in the existing surveillance test. As shown in the comparison table in Section A,
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Revision 3 of Regulatory Guide 1.35 expanded on the various attributes contained in Revision 1.
The previous version of SP 182 (Rev.12) had already incorporated Regulatory Guide 1.35
Revision 3. Therefore, the consequences of accidents (e.g., radiation doses to the public and
control room personnel) previously evaluated is not increased.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

Ti.e revision to the procedure for the Tendon Surveillance Program will update the inspection
period specific information and clarify various parts of the procedure. Additionally, the step-by.
step instructions will be replaced with a reference to a detailed vendor inspection manual. All
facets of the vendor inspection manual will comply with SP-182 thereby ensuring compliance
with all Regulatory Guide 1.35 requirements. The number of tendons to be inspected and the
methodology used to inspect them will not be changed by this revision. The inspection approach
(applied stressing forces), contained in the vendor inspection manual, to determine the tendon
forces will not impose more severe conditions on the tendons than the previous revision levels.
The revised procedure will still meet all of the requirements outlined in the Regulatory Guide 1.35
as stated in the SAR and the Improved Technical Specifications (ITS). As shown in the
comparison table in Section A. Revision 3 of Regulatory Guide 1.35 expanded on the various
attributes contained in Revision 1. The previous version of SP 182 (Rev.12) had already
incorporated Regulatory Guide 1.35 Revision 3. Herefore, there is no increase in the probability
of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment evaluated in the SAR.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfuncti ,a of equipment important.

to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The consequences of a malfunction of equipment will not be increased due to the revision of the
procedure for the Tendon Surveillance Program. The revision will update the procedure with
inspection period specific information, clarify the procedure and reference the vendor's, detailed
inspection manual. These changes will not remove any requirements mandated by Regulatory
Guide 1.35 (as stated in the SAR and Improved Technical Specification). As shown in the
comparison table in Section A, Revision 3 of Regulatory Guide 1.35 cxpanded on the various
attributes contained in Revision 1. The previous version of SP-182 (Rev.12) had already
incorporated Regulatory Guide 1.35 Revision 3. Since the inspection approach and testing criteria
will not change, the assumed analysis parameters (i.e., leakage rates, etc.) are not affected.
Additionally, the containment isolation components are not affected by this procedure revision.

S. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The Tendon Surveillance Program involves the inspection of the post-tensioning system of the
containment. The tendon inspection does not involve the addition or modification to any existing
plant systems, particularly those involving the operation of the plant. As such, the structural
inspection of the containment tendon system does not affect the operation of the plant itse,f. As
shown in the comparison table in Section A, Revision 3 of Regulatory Guide 1.35 expanded on
the various attributes contained in Revision 1. The previous version of SP-182 (Rev.12) had
already incorporated Regulatory Guide 1.35 Revision 3.
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6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The SAR assumes that the structural integrity of the :ontainment will be maintained. The failure
of the containment itself or the post tensioning system would be considered a new malfunction.
These failures will not occur due to the revision of the procedure for the Tendon Surveillance
Program. The changes to the procedure will not remove any of the inspection steps or change the
acceptance criteria. As shown in the comparison table in Section A, Revision 3 of R:gulatory
Guide 1.35 expanded on the various attributes contained in Revision 1. The previous version of
SP 182 (Rey,12) had already incorporated Regulatory Guide 1.35 Revision 3. Therefore, there is i

no possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment important to safety (except those
previously evaluated by the SAR).

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
Technical Speci0 cation? No.

The safety design basis for the containment is that the containment must withstand the pressures
and temperatures of the limiting Design Basis Accident (DBA) without exceeding the design
leakage rate. The allowable leakage rate is 0.25% of containment air weight per day. The DBAs
that result in a challenge to the containment from high pressure and temperatures are a loss of
coolant accident (LOCA), a steam line break, and a rod ejection accident (REA). In addition,
release of significant Ossion product radioactivity within containment can occur from a LOCA or
DBA. In the analyses of DBAs involving release of Ossion product radioactivity, it is assumed
that the containment is operable so that the release to the environment is controlled by the rate of
containment leakage.

The Tendon Surveillance Program does not affect any postulated accidents that could cause an
increase in the pressure and temperatures within the containment. The inspection of the tendons
will ensure that the post-tensioning system is capable of maintaining the required leakage rate.
Tin: revision to the procedure for the Tendon Surveillance program will not reduce or remove any
requirements within the current (and previous) revision levels. All inspection requirements and
acceptance criteria that are identined in Regulatory Guide 1.35 are captured in the procedure,. As
shown in the comparison table in Section A, Revision 3 of Regulatory Guide 1.35 expanded on
the various attributes contained in Revision 1. The previous version of SP-182 (Rev.12) had
already incorporated Regulatory Guide 1.35 Revision 3. Therefore, the margin of safety for the
containment is not reduced by the revision to the procedure (SP-182).

|
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SA/USQD Subject: SP 320" Operability Of Boron injection Sources And Pumps)

Descrintion

This change will eliminate the use of SFP IB to recirculate the BWST. There will be no equipment
changes to physically prevent this from occurring. There will be no procedure available to do it.
Elimination of the option of using SFP lB to recirculate the BWST will eliminate a possible failure
scenario. If a LOCA occurs while SFP 1B is being used to recirculate the BWST, the ECCS pumps could
possibly lose suction. This revision climinates the possibility of this accident from occurring.

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50 59)

I, Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

The change will have no effect on any accident analysis detailed in the FSAR. The failure of
SFP IB is not identified as a precursor or contributor to any current accident initiation sequence
described in the FSAR. Therefore, any change to preclude such a failure due to loss of NPSH
cannot increase the probability of occurrence of any accident previously analyzed in the FS AR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

None of the accident analyses in the FSAR are affected by this proposed change. This change
climinates the possibility of failure of a ECCS pump due to potential NPSH deficiencies. No
release paths will be affected by this change. Therefore, the change cannot increase the
consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipinent
important to safety previo~ *, valuated in the SAR? No.

No new failure modes or intei .es are introduced by this proposed change. The proposed change
actually eliminates the possibility of a failure of a safety related component (ECCS pumps) due to
potential NPSH deficiencies. Thus, the change actually reduces the probability of a malfunction.
Therefore, the change cannot increase the prot, ability of malfunction.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

None of the accident analyses in the FSAR are affected by this proposed change. He FSAR
accident analyses do not address the recirculation of the BWST with SFP IB. This change
eliminates the possibility of failure of a safety related component (ECCS pumps) due to potential
NPSH deficiencies. Derefore, the change cannot increase the consequences of a malfunction of
equipment important to safety previ ' tsly evaluated in the FSAR.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

Deletion of this method of recirculating the BWST will have no affect on any possible accident
scenario. No new interfaces are introduced or otherwise affected by the proposed changes The
change simply climinates the possibility of a failure of a ECCS component due to potential NPSHl
deficiencies. No failure of this component or its associated subsystem can contribute to the
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initiation of an accident. Therefore, the change cannot create the possibility of an accident of a
different type than any previously evaluated in the FSAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

Deletion of this method of recirculating the BWST will have no affect on any possible equipment
malfunction. Attemate means of recirculating the BWST are available. No new failure modes or
interfaces are introduced by the proposed change.- The proposed change climinates the possibility
of a failure of a ECCS pump due to potential NPSH deficiencies. Thus, the change does not
create the possibility of a different type or malfunction of equipment important to safety than any
previously evaluated in the FSAR.

.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
TechnicalSpecification? No.

Deletion of this method of recirculating the BWST climinates the possibly of a failure of an ECCS
pump due to potential NPSH deficiencies. In doing so, it assures system performanc-
requirements associated with ECCS operation are maintained. Therefore, the change cannot
reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved Technical Specification.
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SA/USQD Subjeett SP-341 " Monthly Containment Isolation Valve Operability Check)

Descrintion

SP441 provides a rneans to inspect equipment con 0guration that has been previously installed. SP 341
provides assurance through observation that components are in their required position to mitigate the
design basis accidents of LOCA, MSLB and Rod Ejection,

ITS Amendment 156 authorizes Option B of 10CFR50 Appendix J. ANSI 58.8,1994, is endorsed through
Option B. This ANSI standard requires those test connection vent and drain valves, that are between
valves and/or blind Danges, that are Appendix J tested, to be administratively secured closed. These
changes do not modify the plant or install tL equipment described below. It simply provides a means to
inspect the equipment that has been previously installed.

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50 59)

| l. Could the p sposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
i evaluated b the SAR? No,

increasing the administrative controls on the subject valves only provides for better assurance of
proper valve position and compliance with ITS surveillance requirements. They do not in any
way affect the assumptions or results of any current accident analysis. Therefore, the imposition
of more stringent administrative controls on selected test connection vent and drain valves cannot
increase the consequences of occurrence of an accident previously evaluated in the SAR.'

2. Could .he proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

Increasing the administrative controls on the subject valves only provides for better assurance of
proper valve position and compliance with ITS surveillance requirements. They do not in any
way affect the assumptions or results of any current accident analysis and result in any new failure
modes or effects. Therefore, the imposition of more stringent administrative controls on selected
test connection vent and drain valves cannot increase the consequences of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR.

-3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

Increasing the administrative controls on the subject valves only provides for better assurance of
proper valve position and compliance with ITS surveillance requiremess. No new failure modes
are created by the administrative changes and existing failure modes, if any, remain unchanged.
Herefore, the imposition of more stringent administrative controls on selected test, vent and drain

connections cannot increase tle probability of a malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluatec' in the SAR.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

Increasing the administrative controls on the subject valves only provides for better assurance of
proper valve position and compliance with ITS surveillance requirements. They do not in any
way affect the assumptions or results of any current accident analysis and result in any new failure
modes'or effects. Therefore, the imposition of more stringent administrative controls on selected
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test connection vent and drain valves cannot increase the consequences of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a diffet it type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

Increasing the administrative controls on the subject valves only provides for better assurance of
proper valve position and compliance with ITS surveillance requirements. No new interfaces are
created by the administrative changes and existing interfaces remain unchanged. This activity
does not add any equipment to the plant and does not contact any equipment. Therefore, there is
no possibility that this activity can affect any equipment that could cause an accident of different
type than any previously evaluated in the SAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
irnportant to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The activity of this procedure is observing which is not intrusive to any plant equipment.
Increasing the administrative controls on the subject valves only provides for better assurance of
proper valve position and compliance with ITS surveillance requirements. No new failure modes
are created by the administrative changes and existing failure modes, if any, remain unchanged.
Therefore, the imposition of more stringent administrative controls on selected test vent and drain
connections cannot create a new malfunction of equipment important to safety than previously
evaluated in the SAR,

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
Technical Specification? No.

Increasing the administrative controls on the subject valves only provides for better assurance of
proper valve position and compliance with ITS surveillance requirements. They do not affect the
design, operation, or maintenance of any plant equipment or any associated bases documentation.
Therefore, the imposition of more stringent administrative controls on selected test connection

_

vent and drain valves cannot reduce any margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
Technical Specification.
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SA/USQD Subject: MAR 89-0618-01 (Cil and SW System Espansion Joint Replacement)

Description

Replace rubber expansion joints CllEJ 1,2,5,6,9 and 10 and SWEJ 14,15,16 and 17 with nexible rubber
connectors (Soundzorber).

The rubber expansion joints are deteriorating by " ballooning" out of shape to the point the arch contacts
the flange studs or hex nuts of the mating Danges causing the joir.ts to be very susceptible to puncturing.

Saferv Evaluation

1, is the probability ofon occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of
equipment important to safety, as previously evaluated in the FSAR increased? No.

The proposed modification will ensure the reliability of the SW & CH System, thus ensuring the
availability of the Control Complex Chillers during normal operation and during an ES actuation.
The new Hexible rubber connectors will meet and'or exceed all the applicable design requirements
ef the existing expansion joints and piping in the SW System to the chillers and the Cil System.
None of the SW/Cli System operating parameters (i.e., Dow, pressure, temperature, etc.) will be
changed. Therefore, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident previously
evaluated will not be increased.

2. Is the possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated
in the FSAR created? No.

Since no changes are being made to the overall con 0guration function, or operational
characteristics of the SW/Cil System or to the logic behind their operation, the proposed change
will not give rise to any abnormal or unexpected operating condition. Additionally, since this
modi 0 cation repairs degraded expansion joints, availability of the chilled water system for normal
and emergcacy operation will be ensured. Therefore, the proposed change will not create the
possibility of a new type of accident or malfunction.

3. Is the margin of safety, as denned in the basis for any Technical Speci0 cation, reduced? No

Technical Specifications 3/4.7.7, Control Complex Ventilation System, requires that each Control
Room Emergency Ventilation System be demonstrated operable. The Control Complex Chillers
& Pumps are required to ensure the suf0cient cooling capacity is available for continued operation
of the control room equipment. The replacement of the rubber expansionjoints with a more
reliable Dexible rubber connector ensures the reliability of the CH System, and the margin of
safety for Tech. Spec. 3/4.7.7 will not be reduced.
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SA/USQD Subject M AR 89-06 23-01 A (SWP Dearing flousing Seals)

Description

Change lip seals to mechanical seals on SW Pump bearing housings. to extend pump shaft life and reduce *

pump downtime.

Saferv EvaluatiDD
4

1. Is the probability of an occurrence or the consequences of an accicient or a malfunction of
equipment important to safety, as previously evaluated in the FSAR increased? No.

Ref. FSAR Sect 9.5.2.1.2.k, A break is postulated in the 18" main header of the SW system. The
Bearing flousing Seals are not in the pressure boundary part of the system. Ref. FSAR Sect."

9.5.2.1.2.f. Various components of the SW system are redundant, including the SW pumps. The
new seals to be installed in the bearing housings are less likely to fail than the existing seals and,
in fact, have been shown to have from 5 to 10 times the life expectancy of the existing seals. The
new seals meet or exceed the requirements of the existing seals in preventing dirt and grit from
entering the bearing housing and in preventing oil from leaking out. Because the mechanical seals
have a better performance history and will enhance the life of the bearings and shaft, the reliabilityE of the pump will be increased and the possibility of pump failure will be decreased. Should a
pump fail for any reason, including loss of bearing housing seals, the FSAR requires a 100%
capacity redundant pump. This requirement is met by either SWP-I A or SWP-IB SWP lC is
the normal duty pump and is na required to operate in an emergency.

2. Is the possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different tvP than any previously evaluated
in the FSAR created? No.

Ref FSAR 9.5, The SW pumps will be fully capable of performing their required function with the
new mechanical seals. From an equipment malfunction standpoint, the bearing seals are not -

pressure retaining and are not part of the pressure boundary. Loss of the bearing seals will not
cause loss of the pressure boundary or of the pump integrity. The only malfunction which could
occur due to a problem with the new seals would be bearing damage due to leakage of oil. In a
most severe case this could lead to the loss of the pump's ability to operate. Flowever, the loss of
a pump has been previously evaluated and the system has been specifically designed with
sufficient redundancy to ensure that a single failure may be tolerated. Thus, no new or different
type of accident or malfunction than any previously analyzed have been created.

3. Is the margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, reduced? No

Tech Spec 3/4.7.3 specifies actions to be taken if one of the emergency pumps (SWP-I A or SWP-
ID) becomes inoperable. The emergency pumps are required to be operable in modes 1,2,3 & 4.
Should the bearing seals be replaced during modes I,2,3 or 4 on the emergency pumps, the plant
will have enter a 72 hour action item (i.e., with only one emergency pump operable, restore a
minimum of two pumps to operable status within 72 hours or be in hot standby within 6 hours and
in cold shutdown within the following 30 hours). Per the basis for the tech spec,3/4.7.3 was
established to ensure that sufficient cooling capachy is available for continued eperation of safety
related equipment during normal and accident conditions. As specified in the engineering
instructions for this MAR, the seals will be installed in modes 5 or 6, unless the pumps are taken
out of service to perform additional work. Therefore, since the mechanical seats will enhance the

reliability of the SW pumps, ensuring their availability for cooling, and any work performed in
modes 1-4 will be done in accordance with the limitations set forth within the Tech spec, the
margin of safety established by the Tech Spec will be maintained.

I
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SA/USQD Subject: M AR 90-0818-01 (Wire Mesh Over Pressurizer lleater Bundle)

Descrintion

This modi 0 cation will install stainless steel wire mesh cose.s on pressurizer heater bundle distribution
panels I through 7 (Tag #s RCDP 1 through 7).

FPR #M89-007 documented the potential for plant personnel to bc injured by coming in contact with
exposed electrical conductors in distribution panels RCDP 1 through .7. The resolution to the FPR
recommended installing wire mesh covers over the open panels. This modi 0 cation is generated to enact
the proposed resolution.

] Safety Evaluation

1. Is the probability of an occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of
equipment important to safety, as paviously evaluated in the FSAR increased? No.

The wire mesh covers are mounted on nonsafety related distribution panels Tag # RCDP-1,

through -7. The covers prevent foreign objects from contacting energized electrical conductors
E and, because of their open mesh design, allow radiant heat to escape from the panel interiors. The

screens do not perform any electrical or mechanical function related to the system's design. They
are seismically designed and mounted to prevent them from falling against or damaging any
adjacent plant equipment. The screens do not increase the probability of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety as previously evaluated in the FSAR.

2. Is the possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated
in the FSAR created? No.

The wire mesh screens act as a structural barrier only over the distribution panel boxes. They are
similar in form,6t and function to the solid steel sheet covers which were originally installed on
the panels. They have the added advantage over the old panel wvers of allowing heat to escape
the interior of the panel.

3. Is the margin of safety, as dc0ned in the basis for any Tahnical Specification, reduced? No.

The wire mesh panel covers are not required in order for electrical panels RCDP-1 through 7 to
perform their function as defined in Technical Speci0 cation Section 4.4.4.1 and 4.4.4.2, page 3/4,
4 5. The screens will be designed to resist anticipated seismic forces to ensure they will not
become dislodged and possibly damage adjacent plant equipment.
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SA/USQD Subject: M AR 91-0713-02 (RECALUSPDS REPLACEMENT)

Descritstion

This Mar is for the replacement of the RECALUSPDS system. The replacement system is a redundant
microprocessor based system connected by a redundant local aru network (LAN). The analog and digital
field input signals are delivered to RECALUSPDS by GRX 8800 multiplexers.

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

Sections 7.3, 7.4.8 and 14 of the FSAR were reviewed for design basis accidents and'or
malfunctions involving RECALL /SPDS. The FSAR section does not address the requirement for
RECALUSPDS for the design basis accidents or malfunctions. RECALUSPDS is a non safety f
related system intended to assist the corarol room personnel in evaluation of the safety status of '

the plant. Information provided by this system is duplicated on hard wire instruments on the main
control board for Reg. Guide 1.97.

Therefore this modification will not increase the probability of occurrences of an accident
previously evaluated in the FSAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

The RECALUSPDS system will be used to display plant perimeters only and provides no control
of plant equipment. Thus, the system has no influence on a release to the environment. Sections
7,3,7.83 and 14 of the FSAR were reviewed and no reference is made to this system. therefore
this modification will not increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
FSAR.-

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The RECALUSPDS is non-safety related with no interface with safety related equipment. So, a
malfunction of the RECALUSPDS will not increase the probability of an-occurrence of a
malfunction of equipment important to safety.

I&C maintenance will monitor the temperature of the cabinets for a month following the
installation of Phates I and 2. If the cabinets overheat. FPC will complete a modification as part of
this MAR. Overheating occurs if the ambient temperature of the cabinet exceeds 100* F.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The RECALUSPDS will be used to display plant parameters only and provides no control of
plant equipment.

The new RECALUSPDS is a redundant microprocessor based system with redundant displays on
the main control board. the outage of the processors in the EFIC Room C are tied to a redundant
LAN. The LAN connects to the SPDS ccmputers installed in the rear of the main control board
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which controls the displays on the main control board. The control room operator has the ability
to switch the control room displays between computers upon failure of a computer, hub or LAN.
An intel!igen; ethemet hub is provided on each on the LANs. The hubs control the input to the
LAN from the RECALUSPDS processor. The hub will block signals from a processor from
being transN ic * on the LAN if the signal is detected to be erroneous. A system equipment
malfuncti , e no influence on shutdown or a release to the environment.

Therefore th' ilcation will not increase the consequences of a malefaction of equipment
important tv reviously evaluated in the FSAR.

5. Could the pwpe activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

No. The new RECALUSPDS is a replacement system for the existi j 'ICALUSPDS. The
.

software developed for the new system will have the same input signal p,..essing as the existing
system. The displays developed for the new system will be the same displays as the existing
syr. tem. The operator will request the displays from the function pushbutton panel that is available
for the existing system and to be reused for the new system. The system does not provide
automatic or manual actuation of equipment.

New displays that will be developed for the system will have the same human factors reviews as
the existing displays end access to the displays by the control room operators will be the same as
the existing displays.

Therefore, the proposed activity will not create the possibility o an accident of a different typer
than any previously evaluated in the FSAR

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

RECALUSPDS will be installed in two phases. The first phase will install the new SPDS B and
maintaining the existing RECALUSPDS A equipment. The intent is to operate the new and
existing system in parallel for a period of time for validation and verification of the hardware and
software. Following the validation and verification period the RECALUSPDS A will be installed
and validation and verification provided for the hardware and software.

The RECALUSPDS is provided with a verification and validation function to provide the
mechanism to verify the integrity of the software. Two forms of verification and validation exist.
The first form is performed automatically by executable critical modules of PICS. Each module
computes a checksum / CRC value immediately upon activation. This value is verified against a
database containing the correct current version and expected checksum / CRC. If a miscompare is
detected, a message will be transmitted to the Alarm system. A module will not continue to
execute with an incorrect version of checksum / CRC.

The checksum / CRC value is computed using utility software by the Nuclear Computer and
Controls Specialists.

The second form of verification and validation is a manually invoked validation processor. The
validation processor predefines tests case files to validate the proper operation of the calculation
software.
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Therefore this modi 0 cation will not create the possibility of a ditTerent type of malefaction of
equipment important to safety than any previously evaluated in the FSAR.

_

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Improved
Technical Specification? No.

3

The Technical Specification was reviewed for requirements for RECALL SPDS. RECALL SPDSI #]
is not a required system to maintain a margiu of safety as identified in the Technical Specification.-

'

,

Therefore this modification does not require the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any
technical specification.
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SA/USQD Subject: MAR 910713-04 (Multiplexer Upgrade)

Description

The Multiplexer Upgrade Mar 91 07 13-04 will be the addition of a second ARCNET card to each
multiplexer chassis, and the addition of an ARCNET hub to the Remote, Local and Logic I/O cabinet set.
Two passive hubs will be installed for the EDAS multiplexers. The addition of the ARCNET cards and
hubs will provide a redundant communications link to the PIC9 local Area Network (LAN).

Also as part of MAR 910713-04 a 16-bit processor card will be installed in each of the multiplexer
chassis in place of the existing 8-bit processor card. The 16-bit processor card will convert raw field data
signals into engineering units at the multiplexer in lieu of at the PICS processors. The processor card then
transmits significant change data only in lieu of all data during a transmission cycle, except for a periodic
refresh cycle, where all data is transmitted.

Unreviewed Saferv Ouestion Determination f10 CFR 50.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

Section 7 and 14 of the FSAR were reviewed for design basis accidents and/or malfunctions
involving the plant computer. The FSAR section does not describe that the requirement for the
plant computer are for design basis accidents or malfunctions. The plant computer is a non safety
related system intended to display, alarm and archive plant process parameters. The plant
computer system does not provide automatic or manual actuation of equipment. Therefore, this
modification will not increase the probability of occurrence of an accid m ph iously evaluated in
the FSAR.

The PICS is a microprocessor based software system with Remote, Local, EDAS and Legic !!O
multiplexers to access the non-lE analog and digital field input signals. Redundant PICS
processors are provided for critical systems. Critical systems are those systems that are
implemented on the existing plant computer. Data processing feature of the new system will
duplicate the existing system. The output of the PICS processors will be transmitted on the PICS
LAN.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

The PICS system wGl be used to display, alarm and archive plant parameters and provides no
control of plant equipment. Thus, the system has no influence on a release to the environment.
Therefore, this modification will not increase the consequences of an accident previously
evaluated in the FSAR.

The PICS and PICS LAN (not including the multiplexers) is a redundant system. The commen
element of failure for the PICS is the multiplexers. The PICS and the multiplexers are non lE and
not identified in any accident scenario for the plant.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The PICS system is non-safety related with interfaces with safety related equipment for process
signals. The interfaces are provided with isolation devices which have not been altered by this
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modincation. A malfunction of the HCS system will not increase the probability of an occurrence
of a malfunction of equipment important to safety. So, a malfunction of the PICS will not
increase the probability of an occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to safety.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The PICS will be used to process, display, alarm and archive plant parameters and provides no
control of plant equipment. Therefore, a system malfunction will have no in0uence on a plant
shutdown or a release to the environment.

The PICS is a replacement system for the existing PPCS. It will perform the same process,
display, alarm and archive of plant parameters as the existing system. The PICS interface to plant
systems will remain the same as the PPCS interfaces. The critical systems identined for the PPCS
which functions at: performed on redundant mini-computers are provided on redundant
processors for the PICS system. One processor of a redundant set for the PICS is on line with the
cAher in hot standby which is the same as the mini-computers for PPCs which has one on-line and
the other in hot standby.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident af a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The new PICS system is a replacement system for the existing PPCS. The sonware developed for
the new system will have the sarr.e functions as the existing system.' The displays and alarms
developd for the new system will be the same as those for the existing system. The operator's a

console installed by MAR 9107-13 02 will provide the primary man-machine interface to the
PICS processors. Other workstations can perform the functions of the operator's console,
provided the security requirements have been satisned. The security allows only that selected
personnel from accessing the system parameters. The system does not provide automatic or
manual actuation of equipment.

Therefore, the proposed activity will not create the possibility of an accident of a different type
than any previously emuated in the FSAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 Noc

The PICS will be installed in two phases. The first phase will instuli the new PICS B and maintain
the existing Mod Comp computer A. The intent is to operate the new and existing system in
parallel for a period of time for verification and validation of the hardware and software.
Following the verification and validation period the PICS A will be installed and a verification
and validation of the hardware and software completed. Therefore, this modi 0 cation will not
create the possibility of a different type of malfunctions of equipment important to safety than any,

previously evaluated in the FSAR.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Improved
TechnicalSpecification? No.

The Tc,:hnical Specification was reviewed for requirements for the PPCS. The PPCS is not a
required syst;m to maintain a margin of safety as identified in the Technical Specification.
Therefore, this modification does not reduce the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any
technical specification.
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SA/USQD Subject: MAR 9108-18-01 (Change in 480 Volt Breaker Settings)

Descrintiqn

The long-time amperage trip point setting of one 480 volt switchgear circuit breaker (MCC feeder circuit
breaker) is being increased from 480 amperes to 600 amperes. This design change is being made to move
the long time amperage trip point setting of the circuit breaker above the maximum calculated steady state
load that the MCC fed by the circuit breaker would experience in a Worst Case Design Basis Event.

The new long-time amperage trip point setting has been established at a value greater than the anticipated
worst case load current due to motors operating at reduced voltage along with a worst case configuration of
equipment operating. Fault current is several times larger than this worst case load current. Fault current
through an MCC feeder circuit breaker cause both the long-time amperage element and the short-time
element to react and to trip open the circuit breaker. The specific value of the long time amperage trip
point setting is inconsequendal fw a fault condition.

Thus increasing the long-time amperage trip point setting from 480 amperes to 600 amperes does not
increase the probability of any previous failure modes and does not create any new failure modes.

Unreviwed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50.591

1, Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

There are no accidents evaluated in the FSAR that are initiated by the action, or failure of, a 480 *

Volt Auxiliary System circuit breaker. Thus the design change to increase the setting of the
| circuit breaker cannot increase the probability of the occurrence of an accident previously
! evaluated in the SAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

Tht: safety function of the circuit breaker is to maintain power to the motor control center during a
design basis event to power other accident mitigation equipment. The evaluation of the change to
the circuit breaker setting criteria has demonstrwed that the MCC feeder circuit breaker will not
trip open for the worst case design basis event loading. Since the MCC feeder circuit breaker has
been demonstrated to be capable of performing its safety function there will be not change in the
inputs or results of any existing accident analyses as the result of this change in criteria. Thus the
change will not increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the SAR.

3. Could the proposed activity incr(ase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The safety function of the circuit breaker is to maintain powerlo the motor control center during a
design basis event to power ott.er accident migration equipment.

The change to the long time amperage trip point setting does not introduce any new failure
modes. Similarly, the change to the long-time amperage trip point setting does not increase the
probability of any of the previously existing failure modes. Thus the change to the setting of the
circuit breaker long-tim: amperage trip point setting does not change the probability of
malfunction of the MCC feeder circuit breaker.
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ne evaluation of the change to the circuit breaker !.. ting criteria has demonstrated that the MCC
feeder circuit breaker will not trip open for the worst case design basis event loading. Thus the
cirecit breaker is capable of performing its safety function and electrical power will be supplied 'o
the devices fed from the motor control center. Thus there will be no affect on other devices as a
result of the change in the circuit breaker longe:ime amperage trip point setting.

Also, there is no change to the short time amperage trip point setting or the short time delay
setting. Thus there is no change in the protection of equipment and cables against faults and the

- MCC feeder cable will continue to be protected for the emergency rating of the cable.

Therefore we change to increase the circuit breaker trip setting will not increase the overall
probability of the occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the SAR.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
J to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The change in the circuit breaker trip setting does not change the failure modes of the circuit
breaker, if the circuit breaker overcurrent tnp device malfunctions by aputiously tripping, the
consequences are the same regardless of the setting. Similarly, if the overcurrent trip device
malfunctions by failing to trip when exposed to excessive current the consequences are the same
regardless of the setting. Thus a change in the setting of the circuit breaker overcurrent devices
does not increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the SAR.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The increase in the circuit breaker trip setting does not change the failure modes or failure
probabilities of the circuit breaker. In addition, the spurious tripping of a circuit breaker feeding a
motor control center during normal plant operation will not result in an accident of a different type
than previously evaluated because the loss of power to a complete train of equipment has already
been evaluated. The failure of a circuit breaker to trip in the event of a fault can, in the extreme,
result in a 6te and Gres are an event previously evaluated. Therefore, the change to increase the
circuit breaker trip setting cannot create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

There is no change in failure modes. No new or different equipment is bug added to the plant
and the various credible malfunctions of circuit breaker trip devices are implicitly evaluated in the
SAR by the consideration of electrical system failures. Therefore the change to increase the trip
setting of the circuit breaker will not create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of
equipment important to safety than any previoudy evaluated in the SAR.

.
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Could the proposed arshi y reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for i ny itnproved7. t
Technical Specification? No.

The flases for the improved Technical Specifications do not mention 480 volt circuit breaker
settings nor do they imply any specific margin of safety or operating margin regarding these
circuit breaker settings. The normal operating margin wuuid be that which results from normal

,

industrial practice. The normal practice is to $ct the overturrent trip devices to about 115% of the 5

maximum expected load cunent.

This design change increases the circuit breaker setting to provide a setting that is greater than
115'6 of the m.nimum expected load cunent, thus increasing the operating margin. Therefore
this change does not f educe the margin of safety intended by the design basis of the plant.

.
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SA/USQD Subjectt M AR 92 06-0101 A (Repair of Misc. Pipe Supports)

Deterintinn

This modincation will modify existing safety related pipe hangers by changing out and'or supplementing
the existing anchor mechanism or support con 0guration to be in compliance with the CR.3 Pipe Support

- Design Guide.
Rafetv Evaluatinn

_

' , . Is the probability r.'an occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of
equipme.it important to safety, as previously evaluated in the FSAR increased?.No.

This modincation will change out anfor supplement the e. ting anchor mechanism or support
con 0guration to increase the load bearing capability of the support. This will increase the factor
of safety of the applicable support. Seismic adequacy in accordance with FSAR Sections $.l. $.2
and3.4.

2. In the possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evabated
in the FSAR created? No.

No new accident scenarios will be created since this modification basically " enhances" the
structural capability of the pipe support. This modi 0 cation does not interact with any existing
plant system previously identlSed.

3; ls the margin of safety, as denned in the basis for any Technical Specl0 cation, reduced? No -

No Tech. Spec. margins of safety have been reduced since this modincation supplies additional
structural hardware, thereby increasing the associated supports structural integrity. While no
specinc Tech. Spec, Sections addresses pipe supports, the operability requirements of Section 1.6 -
have been maintQed.

_= _ _ _ __
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S A/USQD Subject: MAR 9212 02 01 (Dil%ll and Dil%l2 Spring Pack Modifiention)

Descrintion

This MAR is installing heavier duty spring packs into Dil%il and Dil%I2. The heavier duty spring
packs will allow more thrust to be delivered by the valve operators to the valves to ensure the valves
operate under worst case conditions.

Saferv Evaluation

I, is the probability of an occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunctL.. of
equipment important to safety, as previously evaluated in the FSAR increased? No.

This modi 0 cation is inuling heavier duty spring pack assemblies into Dil%ll ad Dil%l2. The
heavier du' pring pack assemblics will allow more thrust to be delivered by the Dil%Il and
Dil%I2 motor operators to the valves. Additional trust will help ensure Dl1%11 and Dil%12
will operate under design basis conditions. Dil%Il and DilV 12 provide a flow path from the
Dil pumps to the MU pumps. These valves are required to be operable following a small break
LOCA to enable the Dil system to provide sump inventory to the MU system for liPI (pigg>back
mode of operation). The contents of the FSAR concerning Dil%Il and Dil%I2 will not be
impacted.

2. Is the possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated
in the FSAR created? No.

The function of DilWil and Dil%I2 is not being changed. Additional thrust provided by this
MAR will help ensure Dil%Il and D11%I2 will operate under design basis conditions.
Excessive thrust is not a concern due to current maintenance practices and available diagnostic
equipment for properly setting the thimt output of the operators. No new safety concem will be
created by this modifier. ion.

3, is the margin of safety, as denned in the basis for any Technical Speci6 cation, reduced? No i

This modincation is only enhancing the performance of DilV il and Dil%I2. No change in
function or purpose is being made to DilWil and DilV 12. Technical Specifications will not be
impacted.

|'
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SA/USQD Subject: M AR 95-09-04-Cl (BWST Les el lndication)

Descrintion

The existing BWST level indicators preside BWST level indication over the entire tank level, as required
per Regulatory Guide 1.97. The associated instrument loop errors associated with the existing indicators
are large enough to create an operator burden when maintaining the BWST level within ITS level limits.
This modincation will add two BWST narrow range level instrument strings. The intent of the new
instruments is to provide operators with BWST level infor. nation which contains a very small instrument
error. Maintaining the BWST level within ITS level limits will not cause a burden due to the small
instrument errors associated with the narrow range levelinstrument strings.

He instrument strings can be powered from EGDO A and EGDO B and thus will increase the load to the
emergency diesel generators. The assumed load to the generators, as stated in the FSAR, is impacted and a
10Cl R$0.59 review is taqt 'd. A review of this modinca*' *h been performed in accordance with
10CFR50.59 and has been dumed i... to involve e , unrevk - 2/ question as follows:

Unteviewed Safety Ouestion Determination i10 CFR 50 59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The modincation has calculated the totalload that can be added to EGDG A and EGDO B by the
new instrumentation circuits. The modi 6 cation activities included performing an electrical
calculation review, and an EDO review which determined the small additional load added to each
generator will have no adverse impact to the existing loads connected to the generator Thus the
probability of occurrence of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR is not increased.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

This modi 0 cation interfaces with safety related equipment. Two transmitters will interface whh
the existing BWST instrument level tubing. The transmitters' working pressure is rated far in
excess of s; stem pressure. The transmitters will be pressure tested and certified to the working
prersure by the manufacturer. Thus the transmitters will not degrade the existing instrumenti

'

tubing or associated BWST piping.

The instrument strings are powered from the non safety NNI power supply system. Each
instrument string will be fused to prevent degrading the NNI's DC and AC power subsystem.
Therefore the new instrumentation will not degrade existing plant systems, Thus the
consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR will not be increased.

| 3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfus.ction of equipment
I important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The modi 0 cation has fused the instrument strings to protect the non-safety NNI power supply
system. The modi 0 cation installs transmitters with a working pressure far in excess of maximum
system pressure. Thus the modi 0 cation will not degrade existing systems and there will be no
adverse impact to existing plant equipment. Thus the probability of occurrence or malfunction of
equipment previously eval mted in the FSAR will not be increased.
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4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No

The new instrumentation does not protect or control any equipment which may mitigate accidents
as described in the FSAR. The instrumentation is not required to function during, or after an
accident. The information provided by the instrumentation is not used to direct operator action
during or after an accident. Thus the consequences of a malfunction of equipment previously
evaluated in the TSAR will not be increased.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a difTerent type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The equipment installed in this modincation is not used to mitigate any type of accidents. The
instruments are used to provide a more accurate 11WST inventory level measurement and to
display this information to an operator. Thus the possibility of an accident of1. different type than
any previously evaluated in the FSAR will not be created.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a difTerent type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

This modincation does not alter any control or protection functions for existing plant equipment.
Therefore there are no new accident scenarios that will affect the possibility for malfunction of
equipment of a different type than previously evaluated in the FSAR. Additional information
regarding the digital nature of the equipment is addressed in the Supplemental Guidance for
INFR$0.59 Evaluation of Digital Upgrades.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as denned in the bases for any improved
TechnicalSpecincation? No.

The new instrumentation provides llWST level indication with suf6cient accuracy to ensure
compliance with ITS 3.5.4.2.

9
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S A/USQD Subject: MAR 951107 01 (Replace Off Gas Sampling Sptem)

Descrintion

This design change will replace the existing RC Off Gas Grab Sampling system. The Reactor Coolant Off
Gas Grab sample is used by Chemistry to strip dissolved gases from the RCS to determine total ;as andi
dissolved gas activity. This sampling system is part of the Chemical Addition and Liquid Sampling System
as documented in EDDD Section 7/l. per TSAR 9.2.2, this system is not required to function during an
emergency condition; however, por1|ons of the systems are required to be operational and intact to provide
containment isolation upon an Engineered Safeguards (ES) actuation signal and be able to provide a path
by which post accident samples may be taken. This sampling rig is not a part of the PASS and does not
provide containment isolation and therefore is not required to function dur;ng an emergency, i

The replacement unit is a complete assembly that facilitates usage and should provide better results.

1]ntnigged Safety Ouestion Determination 'l0 CFR $0.$9)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

The sampling rig is not credited in any accident scenvio as an initiator or mitigator. There are no
credible failure modes associated with this activity. The rig is isolated from the RCS w hen not in
use and does not create any new system interfaces with the RCS system.

2. Could the proposed activity iners ue the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

1he sampling rig is isolated by an SS actuation signal and is not credited for any accident
mitigation function as speclued in ths TSAR and is not part of the post Accident Sampling
system.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of eccurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety prevMusly evaluated in the SAR? No.

There is no credible failures associated with this activity and the sampling rig is not part of any
SSC important to safety, therefore, it cannot increase the probability of occurrence of a
malfunction.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously eval ited in the SAR7 No.

There are no credible failures associated with this actisity and since the sampling rig is not
credited for mitigation of any accident previously evaluated. its failure cannot increase the
consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to safety.

$. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

There are no credible failure modes of the sampling rig and no new interfaces with any a C. Any
internal pressure boundary failare can be quickly isolated and vented through the sample hoods
exhaust and drain sptems and any releases will be contained within the Aux. Building. Since any

.
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pressure boundary faiiure can be quickly isolated, it does not represent a new or different type of
accident.1

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The sampling rig does not have any credible failures. The pressure boundary of the RCS is
maintained through upstream isolation valves, both automatic and manual. Any intemal pressure
boundary failure can be quickly isolated and vented through the sample hoods exhaust and drain

. systeras and any releases will be contained within the Aux. Ilullding. Since any pressure
boundary failure can be quickly isolated, this does not i.oresent a new or different type of
equipment failure,

i

I
7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved

Technical Specification? No.

The sampling rig itself is not a part of ITS and is not part of the Post Accident Sampling system.
The results generated from the sample taken from the sampling rig are in the ITS, No system
parameters or setpoints are affected by this activity and the dissolved gas limits are not changed.

t

_ _
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SA/USQD Subjectt M AR 96-0105-01 (Mecatiss Installation)

DngriMon

This modification installs Mecatiss fire barriers on conduits DPCl4, DPCl3 and DPCl6 in Fire Area
CC 108108, and installs Mecatiss Ore barriers on cable tray 643 and conduits AllC957, AHC958, CilF20
EFS$6, RSFI, VBFl. VBF2 and junction box All 324 in Fire Area CC 124 ill to provide compliance to
10CFR50 Appendix R Section 111.0.2. Each of these electrical raceways contain circuits that are essential
to safe plant shutdown for a 10CFR50 Appendix R fire scenario.

Unreviewed Safety Ouestlan Determination (10 CFR 50.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No. '

The changes being implemented by this modification involve the installation of Mecatiss lire
barrier protection on three conduits in Fire Area CC 108108 and on one cable tray, seven
conduits and ajunction box in Fire Area CC 124 ill. These raceways conte 5 circuits essential
to safe shutdown for the respective fire area, and the Mecatiss fire barrier installation is needed to
provide compliance to the separation requirements of 10CFR50 Appendix R, Section 111.0.2 as

.

defined by FSAR Section 9.8.8 In order to accommodate the installation of the fire barriers this
modification also reroutes some of the circuits due to (1) physical interferences prohibiting the
installation of Mecatiss on the existing raceways, and (2) insuf0cient cable ampacity to
accommodate the installation of Mecatiss on the existing raceways. The rerouted circuits are
scismically supported and installed in accordance with electrical physical separation criteria. The
installation of the fire barriers and the circuit reroutes do not change the electrical power source,
control logic or process monitoring signals for any of the end devices that pertain to the cables in
this raceways, Therefore, this modification has no impact on system design boundaries or
parameters. FSAR Sections 8.2,9.8 and 14.0 have been reviewed.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

Electrical control logic, instrumentation signals and electrical motive power to end devices are not
changed by rerouting circuits or installing fire barriers on electrical raceways. Therefore,
equipment essential to mitigating the consequences of an accident and maintaining Assion product
barrier performance is not alTected by this modification. FSAR Sections 8.2 and 140 have been
reviewed.

3, Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a mal'' etion of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The new circuits installed by this modification to accommodate the circuit rerouting are in
compliance with the qualification requirements of IEEE 3831974. The load calculations have
been reviewed for the seismically quali0ed supports for raceways that are being protected with
Mecatiss, and the supports have been upgraded as required to accommodate the additional weight
from the Mecatiss fire barricts. The installation of the Mecatiss barriers requires derating the
allowable ampacity for power cables that feed continuous electrical loads. The required amount
of ampacity derating has been establishtd by testing conducted by Underwriters Laboratories.
The derating factors established by this testing have been applied to the specinc power cables that
are being protected by this modi 0 cation. Each derated cable ampacity has either been determined
to be sufficient to power the respective electrical load based on its existing routing, or the cable is
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being rerouted by this modification to allow the use of less sesere derating factors to provide 'he
required a.npacity. This ampacity derating evaluation is documented in Electrical Calculation E-
96 0003. Based on the above, this modiueation does not increase the probability of occurrence or
malfunction of equipment previously esaluated in the FSAR. FSAR Sections $.I.2 and 8.2.2.12
have been reviewed.

4. Could the proposed acthity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previounty evaluated in the SAR7 No. |

De cable reroutes and the tray and conduit fire t>arriers installed by this modification have no
impact on the existing electrical coordination of the circuit breakers and fusing for the respective
cables. Any malfunction of these cables or fire barriers involved with this modification would, in
a worst case scenario, result in isolating the circuit by activating the protective breaker or fuse.
Safety functions would then be performed by the redundant circuits and components. Derefore,
the consequences of malfunctioning equipment as a result of this modi 0 cation are not increased.
FSAR Section 8.2.2 has been reviewed.

$. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a difTerent type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The cable retouting and the electrical raceway fire barriers installed by this modification do not
add, de'ete or change any end devices associated with the cables. System control logic and plant
parameters are not affected by this modi 0 cation, and therefore, no new failure modes are created.
FSAR Sections 8.2.2.11,8.2.2.12 and 9.8.8 have been reviewed.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The Mecatiss fire barriers that are being installed on electrical raceways by this modi 0 cation serve
the function of protecting the raceway and respective safe shutdown cables in the event of an
Appendix R fire. This is the first installation of the Mecatiss material at CR 3. The capability of
the Mecatiss material to provide the required fire protection has been proven by extensive UL
testing of the material on actual raceway / cable models, typical of CR 3 raceway installations, and
subjecting them to worse case fire environments. In some cases the actual raceway condgurations
on which the Mecatiss will be installed differ from the tested con 0gurations. For these cases, Fire
Protection Engineering has performed evaluations correlating the actual configurations to the test
models justifying the acceptabuity of the Mecatiss material to protect each portion of raceway
being protected by this modification. These evaluations are documented in NS96 0017. " Fire
Protection Evaluation for MARS 96 0105 01 and 96-0105 02," Based on the above, different
types of malfunctions of equipment are not created by this modification. FSAR Sections 9.8.7.5
and 9.8.8 have been reviewed.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
Technical Specification? No.

Electrical raceway fire barriers are not addressed ir the bases for the Technical Specifications.
Since no system logic or plant design parameters are affected by this modi 0 cation, the margin of
safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Speci0 cation is not reduced. Technical
Specification Dases B3.3.18 and B3.8 have been reviewed.
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SA/USQD Subject: MAR 96-02 09 01 (Install Disson Digital Indicators)

Ducription

This MAR installs 4 single narrow range Dixson digital indicators and replaces the existing International ;
instrument dual range meters with Disson dual range indicators. The Disson indicators being added
(0 200 gpm range) are to resolve the issue of ining half of the narrow range indicatlan during a loss of
battety and resolving a separation concern. The dual indicators being added (0 200 and 0 500 fpm) to
replace the existing dual range are being installed to eliminate the nonlinear scales, provide a digital
readout and improve meter accuracy.

Unreviewed Saferv Guntion Deltimination (10 CFR $0 50

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

IIPI Injection Flow is involved in any SBLOCA. The flow instrumentation is used by the
operators to monitor llPI flow to assure (1) that the llPI system is working properly in that it is
providing a flow of borated water to the core and (') that it is not operating above pump runout
(540 gpm per pump indicated). Adding an additionallow range instrument per llPI Injection Line
and changing the existing indicators from analog to digital to increase their accuracy, does not
increase the probability of the occurrence of the spectrum of SPLOCAs.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

Adding an additional low range instrument y llPI Injection Line and changing the existing
indicators from analog to digital to increase their accuracy does not change the consequences of
the llPI Line Break accident as evaluated in the FSAR. It in fact enables the operator to better
monitor the performance of the tat system in cooling the core as it provides an additional string
of low range instrumentation for each IIPl injection Line so that no electrical failure can take out
the low range instrument on an injection line, improved ability to monitor the performance of the
llPl System in other accidents evaluated in the FSAR where it is required also means the
consequences of those accidents are also not increased by this modification.

3. Could the proposed a:tivity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The installation of the new indicators and new instrument strings as safety related electrical
equipment similar to the installation of the previous indicators and following all the design
requirements for such strings (EQ, Seismic Electrical Separation requirements, etc.) assures that
the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipms..t previously evaluated in the FSAR
will not be increased.

4. Could the proposed activity increa, ic consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The malfunctions of equipment previously evaluated in the FSAR for SDLOCAs and ilPI Line
Breaks are found in tables 614 and 619 of the FSAR. The consequences of those rnalfunctions
with the new digital indicators and the new low range itPI flow instrumentation are not increased,
as they are bounded by the previous analysis and the digital indicators and new low range
instruments strings will not change that analysis.
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,

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a difTerent type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No. I

Adding an additional low range instrument per lipi injection Line and changing the existing
indicators from analog to digital to increase their accuracy does not create a new accident. No
new unanalyzed accident like a new type of line break or loss of major equipment is created or
introduced by adding additional instrumentation or converting the existing analog instruments to
digital.

6. Could the proposed activity create the por,sibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

Adding an additional low range instrument string per lipi Injection Line and changing the
exkting indicators from analog to digital to increase their accuracy does not create a new
malfunction. Two potential common mode failures were considered for the use of digital
indicators for this modi 0 cation:(1) Software introduced common mode failure w hich is addressed
in the supplemental guidance for 10CFR$0.59 Evaluation of Digital Upgrades;(2) Common mode
failures induced by EMI/Rrl Interference. Similar digital indicators were tested and are
documer/ in Dixson Test Report 60643 96N A similarity analysis will be performed prior to
turnover (MAR Open item #12) which will include a confirmatory on4ite RFI test using CR.)

.

.

portable transceivers. Additionally, a specific certified EMl/RFI test report will be perfonned
prior to MAR closure.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as denned in the bases for any improved
Technical Speci0 cation? No.

This change does not reduce the margin of safety for a SBLOCA. In fact, by adding 4 narrow
range instruments, it increases the margin of safety as defined in the basis for the Technical
Speci0 cations.

,
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SA/L'M}D Subject: Mar 96 06 02 01 (EFIC Control Module Replacement)

Description

The design activity modifies the existing Emergency Feedwater initiation & Control (EFIC) system.
Reference Vitro logic drawing 3801 1014 (detailed) and B&W logic drawing 1184731D (simplined).
Specincally, this design activity will enhance the existing EFIC Control Module, level control function, for
Steam Generator (SO) level control in the event of Loss Of Main feedwater related events. The objective -
of this design activity is to reduce operator burden due to deficier.cles in the EFIC level control module.

Unreviewed Safetv QuettinnDcterminatinn (10 CFR $0 $9)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The design activity addresses a specine portion of the EFIC automatic level control function.
EFIC operates in response to loss of normal feedwater events, as well as, SBLOCA, SBO, and
MSLB. The EFIC system does not initiate any FSAR accidents. Therefore, this change to the
EFIC system cannot increase the probability of occurrence of accidents evaluated in the FSAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No,

ne design activity cannot affect EFW initiation and supply during an accident evaluated in the
FSAR. The level corarol circuitry is not described in the FSAR.- The only requirement is to

- provide the SG with a minimu'm of $50gpm (at a SO pressure of 1050psig) for a Loss Of Main
Feedwster accident. Level Rate control is not a requirement; I is only an objective to minimizet
overcooling. Framatome Technologies, Incorporated analysis "EFIC/EFW Control Evaluation"
(51 1266199) ensures these aspe:ts are maintained. De design activity enhances existing Steam
Generator level control by allowing EFIC to automatically control level to the desired limits,
reducing operator interaction (existing manual control is maintained and remains unchanged).
EFIC uses the selected level setpoints for controlling EFW Cow to prevent excessive OTSO fill
rates and RCS overcooling. The design activity does not affect the EFIC initiation or isolation and
now requirements are maintained. De SO level tats control function is not changed. De
initiation, Isalation, and control functions are contained withh separate modules. There is no
interaction between initiation, isolation, or level control ibnctions assumed in the FSAR accident
analysis. llence, this design activity does not alter EFIC EFW initiation, control, and isolation
functions and does not create any additional system interfaces that could afTect other mitigating
equipment. Because this cannot degrade the operation or perfonnance of any equipment assumed
for accident mitigatio t in the FSAR accident analysis, it cannot increase the consequences of any
accident evaluated in the FSAR.

- 3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The subject design activity does not alter the ability of the EFIC and EFW systems to initiate and
provide required EFW Gows following an accident. De design activity only affe:ts a portion of
the level control circuitry and does not alter the initiation or isolation functions of EFIC. De -
EFIC system also remain the same as those previously defined. Since the previous and existing
EFIC malfunctions remain unchanged as a result of the design activity, EFW operation and

- performance cannot be affected, and EFW will be supplied to the stetun generators as assumed in
the accident analyses. De design activity does not create new interfaces with other fluid systems.
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Also, because the design activity does not affect EFW sptem operation or performance and
because it does not interface with other fluid systems, it cannot increate the probability of a
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the FSAR.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The design activity is limited to the signals for level control and do not affect the initiation or
isolation functions of EFIC. The only malfunctions previously evaluated in the FSAR that could
potentially be affected by this design activity are those which impact EFW level control.
Ilowever, this design activity enhances the level control circuitry .timction by allowing EFIC to
control steam generator level rate to minir ire overcooling. The intent is to reduce operator

|
interaction, but it dc.cs not climinate it.

EFIC level and level rate control function is not changed. The initiation, isolation, and control
j functions are contained within separate modules. There is no interaction between initiation,

isolation, or level rate control functions assumed in the FSAR accident analysis. Therefore, the
design change cannot increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the FSAR.

$. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
presiously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

With the design change activities described in Section A abose, the EFiC system will continue to
have the same interfaces with other plant systems. These include (1) the main steam system
(through the ADVs),(2) the IE vital bus power which powers the EFIC cabinets. (3) the FFW
system, and (4) the main steam and main feedwater isolation through the FOGO Logic. The
Atmospheric Dump Valve (ADV) control circuitry is physically separated from the EFW level
control circuitry and cannot be alTected by this change. Electrical faults that could require power
supply protection have been considered in the EFIC cabinet design and toe planned change cannot
further affect the power supply. The change to the EFIC level control function cannot initiate any
accident because the EFIC level control function interfaces only with the EFW system and the
EFW system is isolated from the steam generators by check valves until required for accident
mitigation. The FOGO logic initiation and isolation functions are contained within separate
modules from the level control circuitry and cannot be affected by this change. Because the
planned change to the EFIC level control function cannot affect the Main Steam System, the EFIC
power supply, EFW initiation or FOGO Logic, and cannot affect the steam generator feedwater
supply until actuated for accident mitigation, it cannot initiate any accident. Therefore, this
change o the EFIC system cannot create an accident of a different type than previously evaluated
in the FSAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The failure modes for the design activity are the same as those prior to the change. The revised
level control function does not create any n.w syste n interfaces or failure modes that could
introduce malfunctions of equipment of a different type as discussed in Section A. Because the
design activity does not introduce different interfaces or failure modes, it cannot create the
possibility of a malfunction of equipment important to safety W a different type than previously
evaluated.
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! 7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as denned in the bases for any improved
Technical Speci0 cation? No.

| Specinc margins of safety are not quantined in the basis for the improved Technical

| Speci0 cations (ITS) applicable to the emergency feedwater system llowever, certain acceptance
limits are quantined in the ITS and FSAR for key parameters to ensure EFW post DBA heati

| removal functions are satisfied. The EFIC system level control functions will not be changed by
this design activity.1hc design activity will enhance the level control function by allowing a
" quicker" response to the control valves. In addition the EFIC functions in response te, plant
trantients will not be affected by the design activity. The required E/' W Oow assumed in the
FSAR accident analyses will be maintained by the design activity, therefore, there is no affect on
existing acceptance limits or reduction in the margin of safety associated with the EFW system as
denned in the basis for any improved Technical Specincation. Framatome Technologies,
inco potated analysis "EFIC/EFW Control Evaluation"($1 1266199) ensures the design activity
does not change the 90w requirement.

I
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SA/USQD Subject: M AR 96-0713-01 (Replace MU V11te Controllers)

Descrintion

This modification is in response to REA 95-0108 which requested that MU 1505.POC and MU 1505 /P
(MUV 16/31 valve controls) be replaced as they are obsolete, parts are no longer available, and only one
repair kit for MU.16/31.POC remains in stock.

On loss of NNI X ll8VAC power, the old Bailey E/P controllers continued to operate " sluggishly";
thereby allowing slow positioning of the valves from the control board, llowever, the new Moore
Industries E/l being purchased to replace the Dailey E/P will not operate with power removed. Therefore,
an additional power source is being added that is independent of NNI X ll8VAC power supplies. This
new power source will be supplied via a new, " break before make", relay being added to each of the
instrument power strings. The relay will be energized by NNI X ll'" AC. The NNI.X 118 VAC power
will be wired across a set of normally open contacts while the new ..dVAC power sourec will be wired
across a set of normally closed contacts. On loss of the NNI.X ll8VAC power, the relay will change state
and the backup ll8VAC power supply will feed the control instruments.

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

Failure of either and device, i.e., MUV.16 or MUV.31, has been previously identified and
analyzed as credible operational transients. Howtver, the malfunction of the RCS makeup or RCP
seal injection control valves is not credited as either a pr6 cursor or contributor to the initiation of
any Design Basis Accident described in the FSAR. Therefore, the modification cannot increase
the probability of occurrence of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

Neither of these valves are containment isolation valves. ney are system control valves. The
instruments are not a pan of the control valves " pressure boundary'' and will not contribute to
RCS or contaminated water leakage. Dese control valves are not required as part of any accident
mitigation strategy. System! component operational functions remcin unaffected such that these
modifications will have no impact on any accident analysis. Therefore, this modification cannot
increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

Reliability of the control valves will be increased with the replacement of the, older, obsolete
instruments and the addition of the ability to power the instruments from a third power source.
The new instruments are common to the industry, will have the same control characteristics as the
old instruments and will not introduce any new flow / pressure changes into the systems being
operated. Both valves will still fail to mid point on the loss of.10 to +10 control signal. Both
vahes will still revert to manual control on the loss of NNI X 24VDC power. Both valves will
still revert to manual control and be operable on loss of NNI.X ll8VAC power. Reliability of the
new relays and the tr.ethod of actuation (contacts change to the backup power _when relay coil is
lost) negates the failure modes of the coil. A malfunction would be detected within an operating
Shin.via'SP 300/301 logging of the status of the red indicating light across the relay contacts. The
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" air lock" feature of the valves has not been changed by this modification. The
system / component resynse to the loss of power, e.g. 24VDC or ll8VAC. or loss of 10VDC
control signal, or loss of air remains effectively unchanged. The new instrumerits, however, could
not operate, albeit sluggishly, upon losa of Il8VAC as did the original design. Therefore, a third
power supply will be installed to provide backup in the unlikely event of a transfer switch failure.
This new power supply would only be called upon to supply power after both the main power

;

feed and primary backup have failed. It is a redundant backup supply whose failure could only t

affect operation in the event of multiple failures had already xcurred. Thus, its failure under such *

circumstances is not considered credible. Therefore, this modification cannot it. crease the
probability of the occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to safety evaluated in the
FS A R.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
'

to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

Neither of these valves are containment isolation valves. they are system control valves. The
instruments are not apart of the control valves " pressure boundary" and will not contribute to RXS
or contaminated water leakage. These control valves are not required as part of any accident
mitigation strategy. No new credible failure modes are introduced by this modification.
System! component operational functions remain unaffected such that these modifications will
have no impact on any of the accident analyses. Therefore, this modincation cannot increase the
consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to safety presic 4 evaluated in the
FSAR.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

Failure of either MUV 16 or MUW31 tas been identified and analyzed as credible operational
transients, lic wever, the malfunction of the RCS makeup or the RCp seal injection control valves
is not credited as a contrit>utor or precursor to the initiation of any identined accident scenario.
No new interfaces with safety related equipment or power sources were introduced by this
modification. Systenvcomponent operational functions remain unaffected. Therefore, this
modification cannot create the possibility of an accident of a different type that any previously
evaluated in the FSAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

A dilTerence in failure modes has been identified with the change out of the obsolete valve
controllers for MUW16 and MUW31. The old Bailey E/p would continue to operate
" sluggishly" following loss of NNi X ll8VAC power, llowever, the new Moore industries E/l
replacing it will completely fail to function on loss of Il8VAC and the valve will go to a closed
position. To guard against the complete loss of Il8VAC power to the controllers, a third
ll8VAC power source which is not NNI X ll8VAC dependent will be wired into the control
scheme, via relays, to assure the operation of the E/Is on loss of NNI X ll8VAC. The design of
the new relay circuit negates any identined failure modes of the relay. This new power supply
will only be called upon to supply power in the esent both the main power feed and primary
backup have failed. Thus, it is a redundant backup supply whose failure could only affect
operation in the event of multiple failures having e.fready occurred. The valves' operational
characteristics will not be affected by this modincation. Therefore, this modification cannot
create a different type of malfunction of equipment important to safety than any previously
evaluated in the FSAR.

.
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7. Could the proposed activity teduce the margin of safety as denned in the bases for any improved
*

Technical Speci0 cation? No. "

!
The RCS Makeup and RCP Seal injection capabilities are not addressed in the Improved
Technical Specl0 cations or its flases not are they specifically required for accident mitigation.
llowever, during nonnal plant operation they are required to remain functional in the event of a
loss of NNI X power. This modincation assures that these capabilities are maintained such that
any safety margins that might be inferred by their operation continues to be satis 0ed.

.

'
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SA/USQD Subject: MAR T96-0716 01 (Addition Of Cl Sptem Thermal Relief Valses)

Dnuillktn

j This T MAR will add thermal pressure relief valves C16279/280 to the Cl system piping for
'

AllllE 14All411. Without these valves, post LOCA heat input to AlulE.14All4B and the associated Cl
piping could espand the Guld in these components and overpressurite/ rupture their pressure boundary. A
permanent mod 10 cation will be developed to replace this T MAR at a later date.

Unreview c1 Safety Ouestion Determination f 10 Cl R 50.!9)

I, Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

ihe installation of relief valves in the Cl piping within the Reactor Building will not increase the
prchability of occurrence of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR. The Ci sptem ser es
no safety related function, other than providing a means of containment isolation after an
accident. The valves will allow the Ci sptem to relieve intemal pressure which may build up
following an event which causes isolation of the containment isolation valves (CIV.34,35,40 and
41). This will ensure the ability of the closed Cl pipe to function as one of the two containment
isolation boundaries.

2. Could the proposed a$tivity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

The consequences of an accident previously evabiated in the FSAR are not increased. The Cl
piping within the RB is one of two containment isolation boundaries. The omission of the
capability to relieve internal pressure from the piping could possibly result in the feiture of one
level of containment isolation. Ilowever, the installation of relief valves will protect the integrity
of the pipe during scenarios where the intemal pressure would have challenged the allowable
pressure of the system. The slight amount of water (less than 30 gallons) released into
containment during pressure relicfis insignificant for RB Cood level considerations.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The probability of occurrence ofinalfunction of equipment previously evaluated in the FSAR is
not increased. The installation of relief valves protects the Cl piping boundary from over-
pressurization during a LOCA or any other scenario where the cavity cooling piping is isolated
and subjected to elevated temperatures. If the system were to rupture during normal operation.
CR 3 would be required to enter LCO 3.6.3 and isolate the affected train of the cavity cooling
portion of the Ci system within 4 hours. Normal operating conditions do not cause sufficient
intemal pressure rise in the isolated train of cavity cooling, as is evidenced by past operating
esperience. The only credible rupture scenarios could occur during operating periods above
allowable RD temperature limits, w hich would require power reduction, or during a LOCA, w hich
would not require entry into the LCO.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

De consequences of malfunction of equipment previously evaluated in the FSAR are not
increased. De Ci system serves no safety related function other than to provide e containment
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boundary in the event of an accident. The system contains two containment barriers, the
containment isolat!on vahes and the closed piping s) stem itself(type 111 penetration). Prior to the
installation of the relief valves, closure of the isolation valves coupled with an energy input to the
system could result in an increase in the intemal pressure of the Ci system beyond ailowable
limits, resulting in only one remaining boundary. The installation of the relief vahes protects the
Cl piping boundary, ersuring it will continue to function as a containment boundary, even after
proper closure of the containment isolation valves.

$. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The possibility of an accident of a different type than any previously evaluated it the FSAR is not
created. The Ci system serves no safety related purpose, other than providing a means of
contairenent isolation. The installation of relief valves ensure that the pipe boundary remains
functional, even after an accident.

6. Could the proposed actisity crec.te the possibility of a difTerent type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The possibility for malfunction of equipment of a different type than any previously evaluated in
the FSAR has not been created. The FSAR requires two containment barriers for containment
isolation, which allows the failure of one barrier without compromising containment integrity.
The installation of relief valves actually reduces the possibility of malfunction, as the piping
boundary is more likely to remain intact following an accident. Failure of a relief valve to rescat
after opening is outside the CR.3 design basis. Ilowever, if such a failure occurred, the
containment isolation valves would still ensure containment integrity.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
Technical Specification? No.

The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced. The
installation of the relief valves protects the piping boundary, which is one of two containment
barriers telled on for containment isolation, ensuring it remains intact following an accident. The
margin of safety, as expressed in the exposure of unacceptable levels of off site and control room
doses, is not reduced, since boundary performance is enhanced.
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SA/USQD Subjectt M AR 95-0717 02 (Reg. Guide 1.97 Low Range llPI Flow Recording)

j Descrintion
,

The llPI System is designed to maintain core cooling for large break sites and operates independently of,
and in addition to, the LPl System. Automatic actuation of IlPI is initiated by low RCS pressure and or
high reactor building pressure. Initiation of the emergency operation provides the following actions:

The valves in the lines connecting the BWST to the llPl pump suction headers open.a.

b. The valve in each IIPI line opens.
c. IIPI pumps start.

This MAR adds How recording capabilities for the low range llPI R.G.1.97 Type A, Category I
instrument strings to the RecalPSPDS computer.

This modi 0 cation is required to satisfy the R.O. l.97 display / recording requirements and to satisfy CR 3
licensing commitments. The parameter in question was originally identined as a R.G. l.97 Type D,
Category 2 variable. In 1989 and 1996 this parameter was identined as requiring upgrading to a Type A.
Category i variable; however, recording capability was omitted from the upgrade. The implementation of
this MAR will provide for the addition of Recall /SPDS computer inputs for safety related low range llPI
now lops MU 23 dPT9, M.| 23 dPT10, MU 23 dPTil and MU 23 dPT12 signals.

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

Since this passive recording function is provided only to document historical flow data and
provide trending capability for the low range HPI System, any failure associated with this
recording function will not be an accident initiator and, therefore, will not increase the probability
of the occurrence of an accident as previously evaluated in the FSAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

Since this passive recording function is provided only to document historical Dow data and
provide trending capability for the low range llPI System and is not utiilzed for any accident
mitigation / function, and since safety related indicators are provided for operator use to mitigate
the consequences of any accident, the implementation of thi modi 0 cation will net increase the
consequences of an accident. Adding recording of Dow signals will not challenge any Ossion
product barrier, therefore, this modi 0 cation will not increase the consequences of an accident
previously evaluated in the FSAR.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety presiously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

All harduare associated with the implementation of this modi 0 cation is consistent with existing
equipment currently installed. In particular, the existing Foxboro isolatoresignal conditioners
used to provide separation of safety related and non safety related portions of the loop are the
sa..se isolators currently used in other Fosboro safety related applications. Considering this
consistency in hardware use and application, no new type of hardware failures will be generated
due to' the implementation of this modi 0 cation. The additional probability c.f failure by adding
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additional non safety cabics that interface with existing safety related equipment does not increase
the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment because the isolators used are
existing equipment and have no failure modes that would expose the existing safety equipment to
failure in the non safety part of the circuit.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety presiously evaluated in the SAR? No.

This modi 0 cation installs data retention and recording functions only. A failure associated with
this passive, recording function will not impede the mitigation of any design basis accident
condition previously analyzed, in addition, the recording function is designed to address single
failures. Therefore, any failure that would be associated with equipment installed by this
modi 0 cation would be bounded by existing accident analysis. Since no safety related'important to
safety functims will be effected due to the installation of this modincation, there will be s
increase in the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to safety as previously
evaluated in the FSAR.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

No new hardware failures or failure mechanisms will be generated due to the implementation of
this modi 0 cation. Since this function supports only data retention / recording and is not used for
any accident mitigation function, a (silure associated with this passivs recording function will not
initiate or create any challenge to a Ossion product barrict. The hardware and its application used
by this modification is consistent with other similar installed equipment and meets all single
failure design requirements. Therefore, the implementation of this modification will not create the
possibility of an accident different from any previously evaluated in the FSAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluata.: in the SAR? No.

No new hardware failures or failure mechanisms will be generated by the implementation of this
modification. Safety related inlation devices are used to assure electrical isolation is maintained
between the existing safety related low range llPI control circuitry and the added non safety-
related Recall /SPDS computer / recording portion of the loop, Any failure that would be associated
with the equipment installed by this modi 0 cation would be isolated from the existing safety
related circuits by the signalisolation devices. Therefore, the implementation of this modi 0 cation
will not increase the possibility of a malfunction of equipment of a ditTerent type important to
safety or any consequences associated wi:h the equipment than was previously evaluated in the
FSAR.

7. Could the proposed activiiy reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
TechnicalSpecification? No.

No new hardware failures or failure mechanisms will be generated due to the implementation of
this modi 0 cation. Since there are no specific safety related protective N accident mitigation
functions associated with the data retentlort' recording capability - imriemented by this
modification, and no specific operator accident mitigation responses are supported by this
function, there are no impacts on accident mitigation capabilities. Since there is no credit taken
for this data recording / retention capability for accident mitigation, there are no impacts on the
safety analysis. Therefore, there is no impact on any associated " margin of safety" as defined in
the bases of any improved Technical Specification.

.
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I

SA/USQD Subject! MAR W4121$-Ot (Replace SW Solenoid Valse)

Ducription

REA96-Olll responded to precursor card 96 0174 which identified a " Operator Work Around" caused by
the cuessively slow closure time of SWW277. The proposed fix was to replace the installed solenoid
valve having a Cv of 0.75 with one that has a Cv of 1.2. This was discussed with ASCO who
recomtnended using a Model NEFil18316054 which has a Cv of 3 and piping the Solenoid directly to the
cylinder, CWOR W%l2 l$ 01 implements the ASCO recommendations to resolve the " Operator Work
Around."

The change in valve stroke time has no impact on SWW277's valve body function as a pressure boundary, j

no new failure modes are created or existing failure frequency increased for any SSC Safety function,
therefore, the new relocated solenoid valve will not adsersely effect any SSC Safety function.

Unreview ed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50.591

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

A postulated SW System failure / malfunction is not an initiator of any of the FSAR Chapter 14
Accidents. Therefore, changes to non accident initiators cannot increase the probability of
occurrence of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR Chapter 14,

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

The manual function of adding demin. wster to the SW Surge Tank to maintain inventory prior to
the postulated accident occurrence is not changed by the proposed activity, therefore, the SW
System capability to support accident mitigation is tmchanged. Because the SW System Safety
function capability is unchanged, accident consequences evaluated in the FSAR are also
unchanged.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The manual function of adding demin, water to the SW Surge Tank to maintain inventory prior to
the postulated accident occurrence is not changed and the failure frequency for each potential
solenoid salve failure mode occurrence. Therefore, the failuta idquency of the SW System as
well as any SSC's safety function supporting accident mitigation are unchanged. Therefore, the
probability of equipment malfunction previously evaluated in the FSAR is also unchanged.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The manual function of adding demin, water to the SW Surge Tank to maintain inventory prior to
the postulated accident occurrence. Therefore, the SW System function supporting accident
mitigation is unchanged. Because the SW System Safety function capability is unchanged,
equipment malfunction consequences evaluated in the FSAR are also unchanged.
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5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously esatuated in tne SAR7 No.

A postulated SW System failure / malfunction is not 6n initiator of any of the FSAR Chapter 14
Accidents. The manual function of adding demin. w0ter to the SW Surge Tank to maintain
inventory is not changed. Therefore, the SW System normal and accident function capabilities are
unchanged. Because the SW System capabilities are unchenged there is also no change to its
potential to initiate an evaluated accident or one of a different type than previously evaluated in
the FSAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

t

The manual function of adding demin. water to the SW Surge Tank to maintain inventory prior to
the postulated accident occurrence is r.ot changed and no new failure modes effecting the safety
function of any SSC. Therefore, the SW System as well as any SSC's safety function supporting
accident mitigation are unchanged. Because SSC's Safety function capabilities are unchanged,
the potential for equipment malfunction of a different type than evaluated in the FSAR are also
unchanged.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce th, Mrgin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
Technical Specification? No.

Neither the ITS nor the ITS Basis documents address the function of adding make up water to the
SW Surge tank, therefore, the margin of trlety is not reduced.
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S A/USQD fobject: MAR 97 0103 01 (RemovalOf Transfer Switch ESCP 1)

Description

This MAR removes manual transfer switch ESCP l and its associated supports.

Manual transfer switch ESCP l is a panel assembly consisting of four circuit breakers. The switch has two
input power sources (Vital Bus Train A and B) and two output loads (ES Light Matrix Train A and B
which are safety related per Reg Guide 1,97). Under nonnal conditions, the breakers are eligned to allow
power now from the input source to the resper*ive output load. Upon power failure to one of the input
power sources, the operator can elect to manually realign the breakers from normal position, to altemate
position. The ahemate breaker alignment provides a crosstic and allows the live power bus to feed power
to the opposite train output load. The switch is located on the back wall of the control room. The switch is
unique in design and is not duplicated within the plant.

The transfer switch was originally classined as non safety, procured and installed as non safety because the
indicating lignt system was originally classified non safety. The indicating light system and associated
instrumentation were later reclassined to safety related per the requirements of Reg Guide 1.97. Ilowever,
during the upgrade of the system, the transfer switch was not included and remained non safety.

Furthermore, it was discovered that the transfer switch possesses the possibility of connecting both "A" and
i"B" Trains together through a single failure of one of the breakers, thus potentially losing both sets of ES

indicating lights. This creates a common mode failure situation.

Therefore, the transfer switch is being removed to climinate the common mode failure concerr s and the
possibility of losing both sets of indicating Ughts. There is no design basis need to maintain power to both
safety trains of light in the event of a single failure. In addition, the ES indicating light system wi!l now
meet the requirements of Reg Guide 1.97,

Unreview ed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR $0.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

The removal of manual transfer switch ESCP 1 causes no new interfaces with Guld systems or
automatic actuation circuitry. ESCP l is a non safety related component which is being removed
to maintain the integrity of the safety related, per Reg Guide 1.97, ES indicating light system.
Therefore, the proposed activity could not increase the probability of occurr. > :e of an accident
previously evaluated in the FSAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

No new 5terfaces with Ossian barriers or mitigation equipment have been created by the removal
of ESCP l. The capability to respond to design basis accidents has not been diminished. ESCP l
only allowed the capability to power one train of ES indicating lights from an alternate train
power souru. There are no Technical Speci0 cation or FSAR requirements for having ESCP 1
and no requirement for having redundant power supplies for the ES indicating lights. The
potential loss of a set of ES indicating lights has been considered as part of their associated
system! component design where required or desired. Therefore, the consequences of an accident
previously evaluatsd in the FSAR could not be increased.
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3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

ESCP l was originally classi0ed as non safety, procured and installed as non safety because the
indicating light system was originally classined non sa cty. The indicating light system nr.d ther

associated instrumentation were later reclassified to safety related per the requirements of Reg
Guide 1,97, flowever, during the upgrade of the systam, the transfer swhch was not included and
remained non safety,

furthermore, while reviewing the design of the transfer switch, it was discovered that it did not
meet CR 3 Electrical Design Criteria in terms of Separation and isolation requirements. The
transfer switch possesses the possibility of tying both "A" and *B" Trains together through a
single failure of one of the breakers, thus potentially losing both sets of ES indicating lights.

There are no Technical Speciucat!on or FSAR requirements for having ESCp l and no
requirement for having redundant power supplies for the ES indicating lights. Therefore, the
transfer switch is being remosed to eliminate the electrical separation / isolation concerns and the
possibility of losing both sets of indicating lights.

The ES Indicating lights will now be powered through their dedicated Vital Bus with no longer
any interface with ESCP 1, if one set of indicating lights is lost, there is no method of re.
powering them through the alternate power source without the transfer switch, lloweser, the
other set of indicating lights remain and there are other indication lights on the control board for
the Operators to utilire. Removing ESCP l reduces the probability of an occurrence of a
malf.metion by climinating the possible power train crosstie Therefore, there is no increase in the
probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated
in the SAR.

4, Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The ES indicating lights will now be powered tnrough their dedicated Vital Bus with no longer
any interface with ESCP l. If one set of indicating lights is lost, there is no method of re-
powering them through the alternate power source without the transfer switch, llowever, the
redundant indicating lights in the opposite train would be available to futuil the required safety
function,

ne modification creates no new failure modes or new interfaces with components c * systems
whose malfunction could contribute to a radiological release. The replacement of ESCP l reduces
the consequences of a malfunction by maintaining separation of Reg Guide 1.97 indicators and
0,d- 1r ;.vaer fources which serve mitigating functions. Therefore, the proposed modincation
does not 1..cretse the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the fSAR,

5, Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

No new iriterfaces with Ossion product barriers, RCS, MSTW Auld systems, or automatic
actuation circuitry, e.g., RPS, ESAS or EFIC, have been created.by these modi 0 cations. This

__ modi 0 cation only remoses manual transfer switch ESCP l. De modi 0 cation creates no new-
failure modes or new interfaces with components or systems whose malfunction could contribute
to a radiological release Although the loss of it set of ES indicating lights while in operation
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could occur,it could not possibly result in the initiation of an accident of a new type. Therefore,
the proposed activity could not create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the FSAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a dilTerent type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The ES indicating lights will now be powered through the wedicated Vital Bus with no longer -
any interface with ESCP l. If one set of indicating lights is lost, there is no method of re-
powering them thrtugh the alternate power source without the transfer switch. Ilowever, the
other set of indicating lights remain and there are other indication lights on the control board for
the Operators to utillie.

There are no Technical Specification or SAR requirements for having ESCP i and no requirement
for having redundant power supplies for the ES indicating lights. Therefore, the transfer switch is
being remosed to eliminate the electrical separation / isolation concems and the possibility of
losing both sets of indicating lights.

,

The potential common mode failure mechanism from the failure of ESCP l for the ES system
MCB irdication has been removed improving ES system MCB reliability and further ensuring r-
MCD indication availability w hen needed.

The loss of a set of indicating lights as uell as a loss of an indicating lights, is an analyzed event
in the Technical Speci0 cation. The SAR does not address ESCP 1; in addition, there is no
requirernent for the ES indicating lights to have redundant power supplies. Therefore, this,
modincation does not increase the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than previously evaluated in the SAR.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
. Technical Speci0 cation? No.

There are no Technical Specincation or SAR requirements for having ESCP 1 and no requirement
for having redundant power supplies for the ES indicating lights, The loss of a set of indicating
lights, as well as a loss of all indicating lights, is an analyzed event in the Technical Specification.
Therefore, there is no reduction of safety as defined in the bases for any improved Technical
Specification.
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SA/USQD Subject: MAR 97 0105-01 (Reg, Guide 1,97 LPI Flow Recording by Plant Computer)

Descrintion

The LPl System is designed 3 maintain core cooling for large break slics and operates independently of,
and in addition to, the llPI System. Automatic actuation of LPI is initiated by Low RCS pressure or high
mctor building pressure. Initiation of the emergency operation provides the following actions:

The valves in the lines connecting the llWST to the LPI pump suction headers open,a.

b. The valve in each LPI line opens.
c. Decay heat remosal pumps start.
d. Decay heat clowd cycle cooling water pumps start.
c. Decay heat seawater pumps start.

He development of this MAR supports the addition :,irecordhg capabilities for the LP! R.G. l.97 Type
A, Category I instrument strings to the plant cornputer. R.O. l.97 Type A variables are defined as those
variables that provide primary information needed to permit the Control Room operator to take the

-

specided manually controlled actions for whb.h no automatic control is provided and that are required for
safety systems to accomplish their safety function for design basis accident events. They are plant specific
and were selected on the basis of the CR 3 Emergency Operating Procedures.

This modi 0 cation is required to satisfy the R.G. l.97 data retention' recording requirements and to satisfy
CR4 licensing commitments (see FPC to NRC Letter 3F0796 03). The parameter in question was
originally identined as a R.O.1.97 Type D Category 2 variable. As a result of the CR 3 R.O. l.97 Study,
this parameter was identified as requiring upgrading to a type A. Category i variabic. The implementation
of this MAR will provide for the sparing of Recall /SPDS computer inputs for non safety related LPI Dow
loops Dil.001 DPTl and Dil.001 DPT2 and the replacement of these signals on Recall SPDS with signals
from safety related LPl Dow loops Dll 1 FK31 and Dil 1 fK41,

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination f10 CFR $0 59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

This modi 0 cation provides for the addition of How recording capabilities to safety related LPI
now loops Dil 1 rK31 and Dil l.FK41 and the removal of non safety related LPI now signals
currently provided by Dil-001 DPTl an Dil 001 DPT2. The Dow signal generated by both the
safety related loops and the non safety related loops provide the same process information to the
plant computer system. De replacement of the non safety related signal with the safety related
signal will provide a higher level of confidence that historical information will be available for
trending and evaluation purposes following an accident, since the new signals will be generated
by a safety related rather than by a non safety related loop, and will satisfy the CR 3 licensing
commitment for the recording capability of these R.O.1.97 Type A, Category I variable.

This now reco. ding capability is provided by the non safety related Pig.nt integrated Computer
System (PICS). In addition, safety related signal isolation is provided to isolate the safety related
now indication function from the non sifety computer provided data retentiort' trending capability
provided by this modification. All associated physical design (conduit installation, etc.) has been
developed in accordance with applicable Seismic 11/1 criteria. Since this passive recording
function is provided only to document historical Dow data and provide trending capability fe the
Decay lleat lumoval System, any failure associated with this recordir'g function will not t>e an
accident initiator and, therefore, will not increase the probability of the occurrence of an accident
as previously evaluated in the FSAR.

-
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2. Coulo 9 proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evrluated in the
SAR7 *

This modification provides for the addition of now recording capabilities to safety related LPI
now loops Dil I FK31 and Dil 1 F K41 and the removal of non safety related LPI now signals
currently provided by Dil 001 DPTl an Dil 001 DPT2. The flow signal generated by both the
safety related loops and the non safety related loops provide the same process information to the
plant computer systern. De replacement of the non safety related signal with the safety related ,

signal will provide a higher level of confidence that historical information will be available for
trending and evaluation purposes following an accident, since the new signals will be generated 1

by a safety related rather than by a non safety related loop, and will satisfy the CR 3 licensing
'

comrnitment for the recording capability of these R.G.1.97 Type A, Category i variable.

This How recording capability is provided by the non safety related Plant integrated Computer
System (PICS). In addition, safety related signal isolation is provided to isolate the safety related
now indication function from the ron safety computer provided data retentiWtrending capability
provided by this modi 0 cation. All associated physical design (conduit installation, etc.) has been

,

'

developed in accordance with applicable Seismic 11/1 criteria. Since this passive recording
function is provided only to document historical Dow data and provide trending capability for the
Decay llent Removal System and is not utillied for operator use to mitigate the consequences of
any accident, the implementation of this modi 0 cation will not increase the consequences of an
accident.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

This modi 0 cation provides for the implementation of now recording capabilities for R.G. l.97
Type A, Category I LPI for safety related loops DH 1 FK31 and Dil 1 FK4 l, The
implementation of this modi 0 cation is consistent with existing plant designs and equipment. All
hardware associated with the implementation of this modification is consistent with existing
equipment currently installed. In particular, the isolators / signal conditioners utillied to provide
separation of safety related and non safety related pcetions of the loop are the same isolators
currently utillied in other safety related applications. Based upon this consistency in hardware use
and application, no new hardware failures or failure mechanisms will be generated due to the
implementation of this modi 0 cation. In addition to the single failure design of the Decay Heat
Removal System and since this isolated non safety related recording function supports data
retention and recording capabilities only, the implementation of this modification will not increase
the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to safety and previously
evaluated in the FSAR.

4. Could the proposed actisity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

This modification presides for the implementation of now recording :apabilities for R.G. l.97
Type A, C.tegory I LPI loops DH 1 FK31 and Dil 1 FK41. The implementation of this
mmlification is consistent with existing plant designs and equipment. No new hardware failures
or failure mechanisms will be generated due to the implementation of this modification. The
addition of the safety related isolators will prevent any failure associated with the non safety-
related plant computer system from impacting the performance of the safety rdated LPI flow

j

loops. Since no safety related'important to safety functions will be impacted due to the
installation of this modification there will be no increase in the consequences of a malfunction of
equipment important to safety as previously evaluated in the FSAR.

I
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5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in tne SAR7 No.

This modification provides for the implementation of flow recording capabilities for R.G. l.97
Type A, Category I LPI for loops DH l fK31 and DH 1 FK4 l. The implementation of this
modification is consistent with existing plant designs and equipment. No new hardware failures or
failure mechanisms will be generated due to the implementation of this modification. Since this
function supports only data retention and recording and is not utilized for any accident mitigation
function, a failure associated with this passive, recording function will not initiate or create any
challenge to a fission product barrier. The hardware and its application utilized by this
modification is consistent with other similar installed equipment and meets all single failure
design requirements.

The addition of the safety related isolators will prevent any failure associated with the non safety-
related plant computer system from impacting the performance of the safety releted LPI flow
loops. Since the non-safety related plant computer wil! be separated from the safety related LPI 1

flow indication 4ontrol functions, no new failure modes, which have not been previously
analyzed, will be created. Therefore, the implementation of this modification wiH not create the
possibility of an accident different than the previously evaluated in the FSAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

This modification provides for the implementation of flow recording capabilities foi R.G.1.97
Type A, Category I LPI loops Dil 1 FK3-1 and DH l FK41. The implementation of this
modification is consistent with existing plant designs and equipment. No new hardware failures or
failure mechanisms will be generated due to the implementation of this modification. Safety
related isolation devices are utilired to ensure electrical isolation is maintained between the safety-
related Decay Heat Removal cortrol circuitry and the non safety related plan: computerirecording
portion of the loop. Since safety related electrical isolators are provided to isolate the passive,
non safety related plant computer recording function from the safety related LPI flow indication
circuitry, the implementation of this modification will not create the possibility of a different type
of malfunction of equipment important to safety than wa+ *eviously evaluated in the FSAR.

7. Cculd the proposed c ctivity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
TechnicalSpecification? No.

This modification provides for the implementation of flow recording capabilities for R.G. I,97
Type A, Category I LPI for loops DH 1-FK31 and DH t FK4-1. The implementation of this
modification is consistent with existing plant designs and equipment. No new hardware failures or
failure mechanisms will be generated due to the implementatien of this modification. Since this
function supports data reWion and recording capabilities only, any failure associated with this
passive, recording function will not initiate or create an accident cond|&n previously analyzed.
Since there are no specific safety-related protective or accident mitigsa functions as:ociated
with the data retenilon/ recording capability implemanted by this modification , and no specific
operator accident mitigation responses are supported by this function, there are no impact on
accident mitigation capabilities. Since there is no credit taken for this data recording / retention
;apability for accident mitigation, there are no impacts on the safety analysis. Therefore, there is
no impact on any associated " margin of safety" as defined in the bases for any improved
Technical Specification.
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SA/USQD Subject: M AR 97 021101 (Install Secondary Winding Protectors)

Descriotion

Tha change being implemented by this activity is the installatior; of secondary winding protectors to protect
current transformers (CT's) from damaging efTects of high voltart that would result from an open
circuited CT secondary circuit. Fire induced damage to CT circul r> ts postulated to cause open circuit
conditions for CT circuits. Therefore, in order to ensure electrical power is available to support safe
shutdown in the event of 10CFR50 Appendix R design basis fire, essential CT circuits that are subject to
fire damage are being modified to include CT secondary winding protection.

Unreviewed Saferv Question Determination (10 CFR 50 59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

The changes to the electrical power distribution system that are being implemented by this
modification only involve the mounting of CT secondary protectors on the control and instrument
cabinets of electrical components (Diesel Generator Control Panels EGCP 1 A and EGCP IB, Unit
4.16kV Switchgear MTSW 2A/2B and Engineered Safeguards 4.16kV Switchgear MTSW-
2C/2D/2E/2F) and connecting the secondary protectors in parallel with the CT windings, these
electrical power distribution components support equipment that is used to maintain plant
operating parameters within required design margins and envelopes. The installation of CT
protectors will not degrade the reliability of the electrical power distribution system, but will
actaally enhance its reliability to support sp.fety systems and equipment by precluding the
damaging high vollege conditiorc that would result from an open circuited CT. The capability of
the electrical power system to support safety systems is not reduced by this modification. A single
failure of a secondary protector, in some instances, may result in tripping the respective power
train with which it is associated. Ilowever, the unaffected train will remain operable. The worst
case effect of a failed secondary protector would be loss of one diesel generator or loss of one of
tbc offsite power sources to the 4kV ES Busses. The remaining diesel generator or offsite power
source would be available to prevent a station blackout condition. A loss of both diesel generators
and all offsite power sources would be necessary for a station blackout condition to occur, No
other accidents a: defined in FSAR Chapter 14, are affected by this modification. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR is not increased.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident pr-viously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

The installation of the CT secondary protectors will not result in any change to the operation of
the diesel generators or the control and operation of switchgear breakers. The capability of the
electrical power distribution system to support safety systems and equipment that is essential for
rest anding to design basis accidents will not be affected by these changes. The worst case effect
on the diesel generators from a single failure of a secondary protector would be loss of a single
diesel generator, leaving one diesel generator operable. Since the safety analysis assume that only
one diesel generator is available, the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
FSAR wit: not be increased.

.
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3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a me function of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The secondary protectors that are to be installed in safety related equipment by this modi 0 cation
will be located in areas classined as " mild" environment by the CR3 Environmental and Seismic
Quali0 cation Program Manual. The protectors are certified for mild environmental locations pr
the requirements of 10CFR$0A9. The scismic integrity of the electrical cabinets in w hich they are
located has been evaluated and documented in the Structural Design input Record for this MAR-
Sept. ration of redundancy is ensured by locating each secondary protector in the same electrical
cabinet or switchgear lineup that contains the Specinc CT that it is protectinc,. All wiring for this
modincation is accomplished by intemal wiring changes. No Geld cables are installed c,r changed
by this modification, therefore, cc.hle separation is not impacted. Based on the above, the additioni

of t e secondary protectors does not impact the quali0 cation of existing equipment nor affect theh

electrical separation of redundant safety related equipment.

The impact of the failure of a secondary protector is evaluated based on considering the details of
operation of the secondary protector and the effects of an open circuit, short circuit or ground
condition that could result from a failed protector. The secondary protector is connected in
parallel with the secondary winding of a CT. Und:r normal operating conditions the protector
draws only a minimal leakage current from the CT (not enough to affect CT accuracy). In the
event of an open circuit in the external CT wiring (such as nre induced damage to a CT circuit
conductor) the normal metering or relaying burden will be removed from the CT secondary
winding, and current now through the secondary protector will be increased. As current continues
to flow through the protector, the resulting heating with!n the protector will activate an intemal
ther.nostat switch which will short the CT secondary winding (safe condition). Once the

I thermostatic switch closes to short the CT secondary winding, the protector wi_ll start to cool.
'

Eventually the thermostatic switch will open, and if the open circuit condition still exists, the cycle
will sim@ repeat.

Based or e operati + of the secondary protector, an opea circuit failure within the protector will
not be detected E 'T and the associated metering, protective relaying and power distribution
equipment will fui m,,n normally. However, a short circuit or ground failure within the protector
would result in loss of the CT burden (metering and'or protective relaying).

A short circuit or ground failure of a secondacy protector connected to CT's that are used for
metering devices will have no impact on the continued operation of the respective electrical power
distribution component because metering is only used for monitoring purposes and does not
interlock with electrical distribution equipment. Except for diesel genera:or KW indication, the
loss of metering will have no impact on the capability of the electrical distribution system to
supply power to safety equipment. Diesel generator KW indication is essential to the operation of

:
the diesel generations in order to ensure that the diesel does not operate above the allowable KW
ratings or b. yond the time limitations for certain KW ratings. Operation of the diesel generator
beyond the permissive ratings or limitations could result in loss of the diesel. Hcwever, the failure
of the secondary protector that causes loss of the diesel KW indication constitutes a single failure.
Therefore, the remaining diesel is available to support the operation of safety systems and
equipment.

A short circuit or ground failure of a secondary protector connected to CT's that are used for
ground differential relaying will not activate the respective ground differential relay because the
phase CT's used for ground differential relaying are connected in parallel resulting in a vector
sum of zero current for each three chased input to the relay. Thus, the input to the ground

t.

,
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differential; relay will remain unchanged in the event of a shorted or grounded CT secondary
protector and will not cause the relay to activate tripping the respective power source.

A short circuit or ground failure of a $ccoadary protector connected to CT's that are used fro
differential relaying will activate the respective diiferential relay as a result of the perceived
unbdanced condition that is detected by the differential relay. The activation of the differential
relay results in tripping the power source that the activated differential relay is monitoring. The
uorst case scenario of this occurrence is postulated to be a design basis accident concurrent with a
LOOP, and the failed seconc. j protector occurring for the differential relaying of the "B" Train
diesel generator. Since the secondary protectors are safety related components, the failed
secondary protector constitutes the single failure of this scenario. Ilowever, the single failure of
the secondary protector will only affect one of the safety related power trains, and the redundant
train is then available to support the operation of safety systems and equipment.

Section 3.5 of NEl 96 07 indicates that modification which degrade the performance of safety
systems below the design basis, or which increase challenges to Safety systems, constitute an
increase the probability of a malfunction of equipment important to safety. The worst case effect
of a failure of a secondary protector would be the loss of one of the safety related power trains.
Ilowever, only one power train is assumed to function in the FSAR accident analysis, and the
redundant power train would be available to support saiety systems. Also, the loss of one power
train due to a failed secondary protector does not affect the performance of the remaining power
train, nor increase the challenges to the remaining power train. Therefore, based on the guidance
provided by item 3.5 of NEl 96-07, the probability of occurrence of. malfunction of equipment
previously evaluated in the FSAR is not increased.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The secondary protectors interface with the electrical power distribution system which provides
power for the support of safety related equipment used to control radiological release. The
secondary protectors enhance the reliability of the electrical power system by ensuring the
integrity of current transformers in the event of an open circuit condition on the CT secondary
circuit. A single failure of a secondary protector could result in loss of one of the redundant safety
related power trains. Ilowever, only one power train is assumed to function in the FSAR analysis,
and the redundant power train will be available to support safety systems and equipment necessary
to respond to a design basis accident. Therefore, the reliability of the electrical power distribution
system to support safety elated equipment is not diminished by this modification, and the
consequences of malfunction of equipment previously evaluated in the FSAR is not increased.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The CT secondary protectors to be installed by this modification only impact the AC electrical
ywer distribution equipment. Electrical power is used to support safety systems and equipment
needed to maintain plant integrity for all modes cf plant operation. The worst case postulated
failure of the AC electrical power system is the loss of all AC power (Station Blackout). This
conditio; 8 evaluated in FSAR Section 14.1.2.9. the installation of the secondary protectors will
not in: 'e M likelihood ofloss of all power since the CT secondary protectors serve to protect
electrical eqwpment from an open condition on CT secondary windings. Based on the above, the
reliability of the electried support equipment affected by this modification is not degraded, and
the possibility of an accident of a different type than previously evaluated in the FSAR is not
created.
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6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equiptaent
impc,rtant to safety than any previously evaluated :n the SAR? No.

The response to Question 3 above details a we .e scenario in which a single failure of a
secondary protector could result in the loss vione of the redundant safety related AC power
systems. Loss of one redundant power train is within the plant design basis for single failure
criteria. Even total loss of all AC power, which is beyond the p.)stulated impact of this
modi 0 cation, is addressed in FSAR Section 14.1.2.9 (Station Blackout Accident). Consequently,
the installation of the secondary protectors does not create the possibility for malfunction of
equipment of a different type than any previously evaluated in the FSAR.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
Technical Speci0 cation? No.

The installation of secondary protectors does not change the control logic of any electrical power
distribution system components, does not change any relaying or breaker operating setpoints, and
does not impact diesel generator loading. De AC electrical power sources are not changed in
their capability to provide sumcient capability, redundancy and reliabilit, to ensure the
availability of the necessary power to ES systems to maintain plant parameters within their design
limits. The worst case effect of a single failuce of a secondary protector would be the loss of one
diesel generator or the loss of one of the otTsite power sources. Each of these conditions is
addressed in the improved Technical Specificatient Section 3.8.1. Also, these conditions remain

_

within the bounds of the FSAR analysis. Therefoer, the margin of safety as defined in the basis
for any Improved Technical Specification is not reduced.
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SA/USQD Subject: MAR 97 0218-01(DilV 3 and DilV 4 Cable Reroute)

Descrintion

MAR 97 0218-01 provides for the modification of circuits for DilB 3 and DHV 4. The MAR provides
the separation of redundant trains to fully confotm to Appendix R requirements for !!!'LO Pressure
Interface.

The change being implemented by this modification is the relocation of the power supply cables for DHW
3 and DilV-4 to comply with the separation requirements of 10CFR50, Appendix R.

The power cables for Dil%3 and DilV 4 are both currently routed in cable trays with energized cables and
are susceptible to fire-induced three phase hot shorts in the Intermediate Building and in portions of the
Reactor Building. Since it is only necessary to prevent opening of one valve to maintain the pressure
boundary, the power cable for DHW3 and DilV 4 will be rerouted to meet the requirements of 10CFR50,
Appendix R. In the Intermediate Building the cable for DHV 3 will be routed in cenduit for protection, in
the Reactor Building the cable for DHW4 will be routed such that there is a radiant shield conduit
protecting the cable in areas where there is less than 20 feet of separation between the cables for DHV 3
and DilV-4.

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50 59)

I, Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The changes to the power supply circuits that are being implemented by this modification only
involve rerouting of the circuits to meet Appendix R separation criteria, and replacement of the
EQ splices with an eqaivalent EQ connection. These changes do not affect the design or safety
function of the end devices (DHV-3 and DHV-4). DHW3 and DHV 4 are normally closed motor
operated valves that provide redundant isolation of the dropline from the Reactor Coolant System
hot leg. These valves are opened during normal cooldown to allow initiation of the Decay lleat
(DH) System after the Reacto Coolant System pressure and temperature have been reduced. Fire
induced spurious opening of these valves during power operation could result in a Loss of Coolant
Accident (LOCA) by overpressurizatien of the DH system piping.

3

Rerouting of the circuits wil* preclude simultaneous spurious operation of both valves during a
design basis fire and therefore not increase the probability of occurrence of a LOCA.
Replacement of the splices with EQ qualified quick disconnect connectors will have no adverse
impact on the safety function of the valves and therefore will not increase the probability of
occurrence of a LOCA.

The addition of safety related conduit supports, conduit, cable, and quick disconnect connectors
to these circuits, since they are designed for seismic and environmental effects, will not adversely
impact the electrical distribution system nor increase the probability of a Station Blackout event.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

DilV-3 and DHV t are normally closed motor operated valves that p ovide redundant isolation of
the dropline from the Reactor Coolant System hot leg. These val es are opened during normal
cooldown to allow <.iitiation of the Decay Heat (DH) System after the Reactor Coolant Syem
pressure and temperature have been reduced. Fire induced spurious opening of these v
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during power operation could result in a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) by overpressurization
| of the Dil system piping. Rerouting of the circuits will preclude simultaneous spurious operation
| of both valves during a design basis fire and therefore not increase the consequences of a LOCA.
i Replac: ment of the splices with EQ qualified qu!ck disconnect connectors will have no adverse

impact on the safety function of the valves and therefore will not increase the consequences of a
LOCA. The operation of the DilV 3 and DilV 4 valves and the Decay Heat System in general is
not c.nanged by this modification, and the system will continue to function as designed for decay
heat removal, low pressure injection, and mixing of borated coolant.

3. Could the proposed activity incr:ase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The new cable and quick disconnect connectors to be installea by this modification have been
qualified for a harsh environment, and the conduit supports have been designed to applicable
codes and for postulated seismic events. Cable and conduit routing is being upgraded to preclude
the effects of a design basis fire. Since the cable and quick disconnect connectors are qualified
per 10CFR50.49 criteria, a failed cable or connector is considered a single failure as defined by
Criterion 21 of 10CFR50.34, General Design Criteria. Single failure criteria is not violated by the
failure of a cable or quick disconnect connector. The qualification of existing essential equipment
is not impacted, and the physical separation of redundant circuits is being improved; therefore,
there is no increase in the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to
safety.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The circuit rerouting and splice replacement enhance the reliability of the redundant power
supplies for DilV 3 and DHV.4 by ensuring a design basis fire does not affect both trains. A
single failure of the cable or a quick disconnect could result in loss of power to one of the
redundant safety related valves; however, since the modification does not affect the power supply

- design, the previous analysis for single failure remains the same for the valve safety functions.
Therefore, the reliability of the power supplies to the equipment is not diminished by this
modification, and the consequences of malfunction of equipment previously evaluated in the
FSAR is not increased.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
- previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The worse case postulated failure for these circuits is that a design basis fire will cause three phase
hot shorts in both power cables, resulting in both valves spuriously opening during normal
operation, which could result in a LOCA by overpressurization of the DH piping. This
modification :nhances the ability to prevent three-phase hot shorts from developing due to a
design basis fire by routing cable in accor1ance with 10CFR50, Apnendix R. The modification
provides added protection by using existing fire barriers and by routing some cable in conduit to
provide protection, and isolation. Based on the above, the reliability of the equipment affected by
this modification is enhanced, an the design function is unchanged; therefore, this activity does
not create the possibility of a an accident of a different type than any previously evaluated in the
FSAR.

-
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6. Could the propond activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

With the exception of replacement of the existing splices with quick disconnects, there is no
change in the equipment design. The EBS Grayboot quick disconnect connectors are
environmentally and seismically qualined for the proposed installation, and are considered
equivalent in design and function; therefore, the proposed activity does not create the possibility
of a different type of malfunction of equipment important to safety than any previously evaluated
in the FSAR,

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as denned in the bases for any improved
TechnicalSpecification? No.

Improved Technical Speci0 cation (ITS) Bases 83.8.1, B3.8.2, B3.8.9 and B3.8.10 address the AC
power distribution system for operating and shutdown conditions. These ITS Bases address the
major power sources, and components, and discuss the consequences and actions in the event of
the inoperability of a power source. The AC electrical power sources are not changed in their
capability to provide suf0cient capacity, redundancy, and reliability to ensure availability of tbc
power supplies to the valves.

ITS bases 3.4.5,3.4.6,3.4.7,3.5.2,3.5.3,3.9.4 and 3.9.5 address ECCS and Decay Heat Removal
during Modes 4, 5 and 6, and discuss the consequences and actions in the event of the
inoperability of a component. The operation of the Decay Heat System is not affected by this
change.

The specific cable routing meets 10CFR50 Appendix R criteria, and the conduit supports are
designed within code (AISC) allowables and meet seismic criteria; consequently, the changes
proposed by this modincation do not reduce the margin of safety as defined in the ITS bases,

d
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SA/USQD Subject: M AR 97 04-03-02, Phase 1 (Modify EDG Air Handling System)

Descritstion

This change is a modi 0 cation to the Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) Air Handling System (AH XL)
identined on FD 302 754, sheet I of 2. The scope of work covered by this MAR is as follows:

a) Addition of one,30" x 30", and three,20" x 24", supply registers on the supply fan discharge line in
erh engine room. Fans AIIF 22A and AHF 228 provide cooling flow to EDG "A" and AHF 22C
and AHF 22D provide cooling flow to EDG "B"

b) Replacement of the existing Glters with new filters rated for a total system Howrate of 55,000 CFM.
(Note: Only 47,000 CFM is required at this time. The 55,000 CFM value is bases on the required air
now for the intended Upgrade of the EDG to 4150 kW. Both Dowrates listed are based on 2 fan
operation.)

c) Rebalance of the system airdows to new design requirements,

The scope of the structural work covered by this MAR is as follows:

a) Modi 0 cation of the access platforms for the filters to allow insta'lation of the new filters. The
platforms to be modified are not sdety related equipment. However, they are anchored through bolts
onto safety related concrete walls. Therefore, only safety related concrete anchoe bolts will be used.
The platforms will be fabricated and installed per current plant procedures (NOW Manual, MP-804,
MP-139). They are designed to meet standard requirements of design codes such as AISC, OSHA,
and SBC (Standard Building Code). Seismic requirements are in accordance with the Environmental
and Seismic Qualification Program Manual.

b) Evaluation of the additional weight due to the new grilles, on the existirq duct and duct supports.

c) Sizing of the welds used to attach the new duct extensions to the existing duct. New grilles are being
added to the duct system as described above. These grilles are housed in short duct sections (duct
extensions) which are welded to the existing ductwork. Calculation S97 0121 has evaluated the weld
size required and the additional weight of the grilles and duct extension.

d) Installation of padeyes for personnel fall protection at the platforms. The padeyes to be installed are
not safety related equipment. However, they are anchored through bolts onto safety related concrete
walls. Therefore, only safety related concrete anchor bolts will be used. The padeyes will be
fabricated and installed per current plant procedures (NOW Manual, MP-804, MP 139). They are
designed to meet standard requirements of design codes such as AISC, and OSHA.

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination M0 CFR 50 59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

The platforms modified by this MAR provide the same functions and meet the same design
requirements as the existing platforms. Thus, the modification of the existing platform:; to
facilitate the installation of the filters will not have any eiTect on the occurrence of.an accident
previously evaluated in the FSAR.
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Esisting duct supports have been evaluated for the additional weight due to the new grilles and
wcre found to be capable of supporting the additional weight. Therefore, the addition of the new
grilles will not have any effect on the occurrence of an accident previously cvaluated in the FSAR.

The new grilles and Glters being installed by this MAR perfonn the same functions and meet the
same design requirements as the existing grilles and Olters. The installation of these components
enhances the EDG Air llandling Systems' ability to operate within_ its design basis limits since it
reduces the overall system pressure loss and fan horsepower requirements while maintaining the
same air flow rate.

The padeyes installed by this MAR provide the fall protection functions and meet the design
requirements of AISC and OSilA. Thus, the installation of the padeyes for fall protection will not
ht ye any effect on the occurrence of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR.

The EDG Air flandling System is a support system for the EDGs and therefore is required to
operate when the diesel is required to operate. The EDGs perform an accident mitigation support
function for Design Basis accidents involving a Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP) by providing an
assured source of electrical AC power for the accident mitigation systems. Failure of one of the
EDGs (or one of their support systems) to perform its accident mitigation function, that is failure
to start or provide adequate power, is postulated for the accidents involving a LOOP. The work
associated with this MAR does not change the ability of the EDG to perform its accident
mitigation function. The failure of EDG Air flandling System (All XL) or any component
contained in this system is not an initiating event for any accident identified in Chapter 14 of the
FSAR. The failure of one of the EDGs or its associated support system is not considered a
precursor or identined in any accident initiation scenario other than Station Blackout (SBO).

Other accidents / conditions which must be considered include Station Blackout (SBO), Iligh
Energy Line Breaks (IIELB) and flooding.

Both EDGs are assumed to not function in a SBO. As such, the support system are not required to
function. Therefore, the work associated with this MAR does not impact the SBO analysis.

The components of the EDG Air flandling System alTected by this MAR are located in the EDG
Building. High energy piping is not located in the EDCFBuilding'and therefore breaks are not
postulated to occur in this building. Therefore, no HELB failure modes are affected by this
modi 6 cation.

This MAR does not affect flooding. Also, none of the new equipmer.t being installect is located
on the floor, so there is no impact on a flood level (height). Finally, none of the work in this
package involves modification to any existing curbs, nor does it install any new curbs, so there is
no impact on flood levels.

in summary, the system performance has not been negatively affected by the installation of the
additional supply g.illes or the new type of Glter. The EDGs remain capable of providing
emergency electrical AC power during all accident events concurrent with a LOOP. The EDGs
will continue to perform their function of providing power to the connected loads dunng
postulatec' plant accidents. Since the EDG reliability is not adversely affected, the probability of a
station blackout (SBO) is not increased. Therefore, there is not an increase in the probability of an
accident previously evaluated in the FSAR.
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2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

The platforms modified by this MAR provide the same functions and meet the same design
requirements as the existing platforms. The new platforms have no efTect on the consequences of
an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR.

Existing duct supports have been evaluated for the additional weight due to the new grilles and
were found to be capable of suppo ting the additional weight. Therefore, the addition of the new
grilles will not have any effect on the consequencet. of an accident previously evaluated in the
FSAR.

The padeyes installed by this MAR p< ovide the ail protection functions and meet the designr

requirements of AISC and OSilA. Thus, the installation of the padeyes for fall proter. ion will not
have any effect on the consequences of an accident previously evaluated n the FSAR.

This MAR does not adversely affect EDG Air Handling System performance or reliability,
therefore there is no adverse impact on the EDG reliability cr availability. Since the EDO is
unaffected, there is no adverse impact on existing ac dent analyses which require EDG operation
and thus no increase in any accident consequence. This MAR does not afr t or involve anyec

radioactive components, it simply installs additional grilles and a different type of air filter in the
supply ductwork of EDG Air llandling System. The new grilles and filters do not affect dose in
any area of the plant. Additionally, this MAR does not affect er involve any of the 3 primary
fission product barriers (fuel cladding, RCS piping / pressure boundary, or containment structure).
The w ork associated with this M AR does not degrade or prevent any actions described or assumed
in any accident described in the FSAR nor does it alter any assumptions previously made in
evaluating radiological consequences of any accident describe in the FSAR.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of
equipment important to safety prev 4usly evaluated in the SAR7 No.

>

This MAR installs components into the EDG Air 11andling System which meet or e:'cced the
requirements of the original componentt The system function is unchanged by the installation of
additional grilles or l,y the change in type of fiiter utilized. The new components have the same
failure mechanisms as the existing ccmponents.

The platforms modified by this MAR provide the same functions and meet the same design
requirements a the existing platforms. The new platform systems are structurally adequate to meet
their functional purpose, therefore they do 'rt increase the occurrence of a malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the FS AR.

Existing duct supports have been evaluated for the additional weight due to the new grilles and
were found to be capable of supporting the additional weight. Therefore, the addition of the new
grilles will not have any effect on the occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the FSAR.

The padeyes installed by this MAR provide the fall protection functions and meet the design
requirements of AISC and OSl'A. Thus, the installation of the padeyes for fall protection will not
have any effect on the occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the FSAR.
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NO1 E- Per page 7 of Topical Design Itasis Document 9.2, Single Failure, " single passive g
failure of mechanical components (e.g. pipe breaks, separation of a valve disc from its
stem, etc.), are not part of the CR 3 design basis and are not assumed in the design of
fluid mechanical systems at CR 3." The following discussion is provided for
completeness and is not intended to imply any commitment to single passive failure
criteria.

The new Olters are passive components and no active failure is associated with them. A passive
failure of the filters would be exceeding the allowed pressT , drop on the Otters. This failure is no
different than the same passive failure of the existing filters and the consequences would be the
same, either a reduction in airdow or a bursting of the Olter. Since the new filters have a higher ,

burst pressure than the existine filters, the chance of filter rupture is lower. Also, the new filters
have more media than the e .isting filters and therefore will load more slowly (pressure drop
increases more slowly than for existing litters for th same dust loading). Since PM 139 checks
filter differential pressures every three months, t%e chance of exceeding the filter changeout
pressure is reduced. Therefore, the new Olw do not create a different failure than previously
evaluated.

The new Olters are slightly heavier (approximately 10 lbs. per filter) than the existing filter and
weigh approximately 6 lbs. more than the filters originally installed in the housing. The wei,5t of
the grilles and associrted dampers is slightly more (approximately 35 lbs.) than the ductwork they
are replacing. Therefore there is a seismic / deadweight impact. These impacts have been
evaluated in structural calculation S97 Ol21, Revision 0 and found to be insignificant and within
the capabilities of the existing supports.

The new grilles are passive components and no active failure is associated with them. A passive
failure of the grille would be to reduce the airflow through that particular grille which would
result in a si;ght reduction in the flow to the engine room. However, the flow through the other
grilles would increase and total flow would remain nearly the same. The new grilles provide the
same function as the existing grilles and therefore, no new failure mode is created. The duct
extensions which house the new grilles and associated dampers are installed in the same tr.anner
e the existing duct extensions and therefore do not create an increase in probability of occurrence
af a malfunction of equipment.

De work associated with this MAR does not delete or modify any system or equipment protective
features or downgrade any support system performance. Additionally, it does not reduce any
system or equipment redundancy or independence, nor does it increase the frequency of operation

s

of the system or equipment. Therefore, the proposed activity does not increase the probability of "

occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the FSAR.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The changes installed by this MAR will not cause an increase in the failure of the EDG Air
Handling System. There is no adverse impact on EDG operation. Therefore, there is no impact
on the consequences of a malfunction of important to safety equipment. His MAR does not
affect or involve any radioactive components. It simply installs additional grilles and a different
type of air filter in the EDG Air Handling System. The new grilles and filters do not affect dose
in any area of the plant. Additionally, this MAR does not affect or involve any of the 3 primary
fission product barriers (fuel cladding, RCS piping /presere boundary, or containment structure).
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The platforms modified t this MAR provide the same functions and meet the same design
requirements as the existing platforms. The new platform systems are structurally adequate to
meet their functional purpose and do not increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the FSAR.

Esisting duct supports have been evaluated for the additional weight due to the new grilles and
were found to be capable of supporting the additional weight. Therefore, the addition of the new
grilles will not have any effect on the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the FSAR.

The padeyes installed by this MAR provide the fall protection functions and meet the design
requirements of AISC and OSilA. Thus, the installation of the padeyes for fall protection will not
have any effect on the consequences of a ma. function of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the FSAR.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an sccident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

This modification to the EDO Air llandling System does not affect the opciation of that system,
the EDGs or any other plant equipment. The functions of the individual components being
replaced and the FDO Air liandling System are not changed. The new components are all passive
in functica and do not introduce any new or different failure modes to the EDG Air Handling
System, EDCs or any other existing plant equipment.

The new Glters do contain minor amounts of combustibles (plastic and sealant). The addition of
these combustibles has been evaluated and found to have insignincant impact on the fire loading
of the area. The new fire lead is still within the capability of the fire suppression system. The
small amount of additional combustibles does not charge the fire rating or create a hazard
different from the existing fire. Additionally, the spray pattems of the sprinkler system are not
impacted by this MAR.

The platforms modified by this MAR provide the same functions and meet the same design
requirements as the existing platforms. The new platform systems are structurally adequate to
meet their functional purpose and they will not be sources to cause any failure mechanisms.

Existing duct supports have been evaluated for the additional weight due to the new grilles and
were found to be capble of supporting the additional weight. Therefore, the addition of the new
grilles will not create the possibility of an accident of a different type than previously evaluated in
the FSAR.

The padeyes installed by this MAR provide the fall protection functions and meet the design
requirements of AISC and OSHA. Therefore, the addition of the new padeyes will not create the
possibility of an accident oQ different type than previously evaluated in the FSAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evalueted in the SAR? No.

The platforms modified by this MAR provide the same functions and meet the same design
requirements as the existing platforms. The new platform systems are structurally adequate to
meet their functional purpose and they will not be sources to cause any different types of
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the FSAR. Existing duct
supports have been evaluated for the additional weight due to the new grilles and were found to be
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capable of supporting the additional weight. Therefore, the addition of the new grilles will not
create the possibility of a difTerent type of malfunction of equipment important to safety than
previously evaluated in the FSAR.

The supply grilles and filters being installed per this M AR meet or exceed the design requirements
of the originally installed equipment. The failure mechanism of the filters and grilles are the same
as for the existing filters and grilles. Dere are no new failure modes introduced and no new
interfaces created by this MAR.

The padeyes installed at the platforms provide fall protection functions and meet the design
requirements of AISC and OSHA. Therefore, the addition of the new padeyes will not create the
possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment important to safety than previously
evaluated in the FSAR.

The components of the EDG Air Handling System affected by this MAR are located in the EDO
Building. High energy piping is not located in the EDG Building and therefore breaks are not
postulated to occur in this buildings. Therefore, no HELB failure modes are affected by this
modification.

NOTE Per page 7 of Topical Design Basia Document 9.2, Single Failure, " single passive
failure of mechanical components (e.g. pipe breaks, separation of a valve disc from its
stem, etc.), are not part of the CR-3 design basis and are not assumed in the design of
Guid mechanical systems at CR 3." The following discussion is provided for
completeness and is not inte' ' imply any commitment 'o single passive failure

'

criteria.

The new filters are passive components and no active failure is associated with them. A passive
failure of the filters would be exceeding the allowed pressure drop on the litters. This failure is no
different than the same passive failure of the existing filters and the consequences would be the
same, either a reduction in air 0ow or a bursting of the filter. Since the new filters have a higher
burst pressure than the existing alters, the chance of filter ruptere is lower. Also, the new filters
have more media than the exiuing filters and therefore will load more slowly (pressure drop
increases more slowly than for existing filters for the same dust loading). Since PM 139 checks
filter differential pressures every three months, the chance of exceeding the filter changeout
pressure is reduced. Therefore, the new filten do not create a different failure than previously
evaluated.

The new grilles r e passive components and no active failure is associated with them. A passive
failure of the gril, would be to reduce the airdow through that particular grille which would
result in a slight reduction in the flow to the engine room. However, the flow through the other
grittes would increase and total flow would remain nearly the same. The new grilles provide the
same function as the existing grilles and therefore, no t'ew failure mode is created.

This MAR does not affect Gooding. Also, none of the new equipment beine, installed is located
on the Door, so there is no impact on a flood level (height). Finally, none of the work in this
package involves modification to any existing curbs, nor does it instali any new curbs, so there is
no impact on flood levels.

Diiring tl.c installation and post modification testing of this MAR, the EDG Air Handling System
(and associated EDG', will be declared inoperable. This is acceptable since the other EDG will
remain operable during this time.

I30
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7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as denned in the bases for any improved
Technical Speclucation? No.

This MAR does not impact the improved Technical SpeciGcations (ITS). The EDG Air liandling
System is not specifically addressed in the ITS. Ilowever, per the definition of " Operable -
Operability" in section 1.1 of the ITS, the EDG Air llandling System is addressed as auxiliary
equipment for the Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs). Section 3.8.1 and 3.8.2 of the ITS
identify the requirements for the EDGs. None of the requirements listed in those sections are
impacted by installing additional supply grilles to the supply air system or by the change in type
of Glter. The changes do not affect the capability or reliability of the EDGs. Therefore, there is
no impact to any margin of safety implied by the availability of the EDO. The bases for these
sections do not speci0cally address the EDG Air llandling System so there is no impact to the
bases of the Technical Specifications.

The platforms modined by this MAR provide the same functions and meet the same desip
requirements as the existing platforms. Therefore, the modified platforms have the same margin
of safety as the existing platform.

-

Existing duct supports have been evaluated for the additional weight due to the new grilles and
were found to be capable of supporting the additional weight. Therefore, the addition of the new
grilles will not have any effect on any margin of safety.

The padeyes installed by this MAR provide the fall protection functions and meet the design
requirements of AISC and OSHA. Therefore, the addition of the new padeyes will not have any
etTect on any margin of safety.

.
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SA/USQl) Suhjectt 97-04-06-01 ( ASW204 Spring Pack Replacement)'

Descrintion

Lubrication of ASW204 has reduced the stem friction of the valve (providing greater torque to thrust
convecsion), to the point that the torque switch has a minimum setting which exceeds the allowable thrust
limits for the valve. The required range of adjustment can be restored by replacing the torque switch
spring pack with a unit with a lower spring rate, similarly to the conversion performed for ASW5 by MAR
95 11-05 01.

UnrevieggsiSafety Ouestion Determincion (10 CFR 50.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluted in the SAR7 No.,

ASW204 admits steam to EFP-2 under emergency conditions. This salve is not used until aller
an accident occurs; the torque switch spring pack replacement proposed by this MAR will allow
the valve to perform as designed. It replaces a similar part (different spring range) that performs
the same function, but does n;t change the design, function, or method of performing the function
of the ' - Wce ASW204 is not used until after an accident has occurred, it cannot initiate any
FSAP iu Therefore, this change cannot increase the probability of occurrence of an
accidet ausly evaluated in the FSAR.

2, Could the pcoposed actwity increase the conseqwncu, of an accident previously evaluated i t the
SAR? No,

Because cf maintenance activities affecting valve parameters, the existing torque switch spring
pack does not have adequate range for correct setting of the torque switch. Replacement of the
existing spring pack with a unit with a lighter spring will restore the torque switcu's ability to be
set properly. The valve's ability to perform its safety function is thereby preserved; this cannot
increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety paviously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The proposed activity installs a correctly ranged spring pack (same design as existing except for
spring range) to allow ASV 204 valve protective device (torque switch) to perform properly. This
engineered feature guards against malfunction of the valve; restoring its ability to be properly set

4 guards against equipment malfunction caused by ovenorquing (which creates thrust levels too
high for valve components to withstand). The calculated minitaum !brust setting achievable with
the replacement torque switch spring pack is 16,428 lbs, which will assure full travel of the valve
stem without premature actuation of the torque switch; therefore, the probability of malfunction of
equipment is not increased.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The proposed activity replaces ASV-204 torque switch spring pack vith a similar unit (identical in
function and design except for lighter spring tension), to restore the ability of ASW204 torque
switch to protect the valve components from overtorquing. This prevents valve malfunction, and
preserves its ability to perform its safety function. If the torque switch were inadvertently set to
its lowest setting with the new spring pack, the developed thrust would still be above the

|
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' itmum required thrust for valve operation under all design conditions (ref. calculation
cd 0214 and MAR DIR). Since the new spring pack allows the torque switch to protect the
valse from overtorquing, provides minimum achievable thrust sufficient to assure full valve travel
(even if torque switch is improperly set), and does not affect valve function or operation in any
other way, ASV 204 failure modes are not alTected by this change. ASV 204 cannot fail in a
different way after this modification, and the consequences of a valve failure remain the same, so
this activity cannot increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important ,o safety,

$. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

This activity replaces the existing ASV-024 Limitorque operator torque switch spring pack with a
new one with a different spring ratt The minimum achievable torque switch setting with the new
spring pack still provides thrust above the minimum requirements for the valve, even if the switch
is incorrectly set at its lowest setting (ref. calculation E92-0214 and MAR DIR), so the switch
cannot prematurely open and stop valve travel. Neitner the function or operation of ASV 204 is
changed. The protective ability ofits torque switch is restored, since the switch range will allow
the proper setting to protect valve components from overthrust. Neither the valve function nor
method of operation is being changed, and it will perform its design function exactly as before;
therefore, the poss'bility of an accident of a different type is not created.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The design function of ASV 204 is to admit steam to EFP 2 (steam driven emergency feedwater
pump). The replacement of the valve's existing torque switch spring pack with a new unit with
different range will allow the valve's torque switch to properly perform its protectivc function (to
protect the valve's components from overtorquing). The new spring pack is the same as the old
one in design, function, and method of operation (except for spring tension). The minimum
achievsble thrust with torque switch at its lowest setting with the new spring pack is still above the
minimum required for valve operation, so the torque switch will not prematurely stop valve travel-
(even if the torque switch is inadvertently set to its lowest setting). . This activity does not effect
the design f.metion of ASV 204 in any operational mode, accident scenario, design basis event, or

,

licensing basis event. Therefore, a different type of malfunction of equip ent is not created by
this activity.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
TechnicalSpecification? No.

The proposed activity will allow ASV 204's torque switch to be properly set, thereby preserving
the valve's ability to fulfill its safety function as currently defined. Neither the valve's function,
method of performing it, nor probability of failure is adversely affected by this activity; therefore,
the margin of safety is not reduced.
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SA/USQD Subjectt MAR 97-05-15-05 (Upgrade EDG Radiator Fan Drive Assembly)

Descrintion

This modification will upg ade the radiator fan drive assemt, lies that will be installed, under MAR 97 05-
15-01, on the Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs) at Crystal River Unit 3 (CR 3). MAR 97 0515-01
will replace the EDG radiators, fans, and some fan drive components to support increasing the EDG ratings ,

identined under MAR 9610-05 01, An increase in required radiator fan drive train horsepower is a result
of the EGD Radiator Mooirication 97 05 15 01, This modi 0 cation is being performed to strengthen
selected drive train components and connections to assure that they can withstand the required horsepower
demands of the radiator fan (installed under MAR 97 0-15 01) during low temperature operation [15 deg
F]. During such operation the required horsepower to the drive train components is increased due to the -
Increase in density of the air being drawn into the radiator with the fan rotating at a constant 900 RPM.
The radiator fan flow rates are based on the maximum intake supply temperature , the constant fan speed
based on a fan blade pitch, and the use of Ethylene Glycot/ water solution for the radiator coolant. This is a
mechanical modification to the EDG skid which is safety related.

- Unreviewed Safety Question Determination (10 CFR 50.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The failure of an EDG is not considered a precursor or contributor to any design basis accident
other than Station Blackout where both EDGs are assumed to have failed. However, this
modincation only enhances the reliability of the EDG without creating any new interfaces or
adversely affecting existing ones. The upgrade of the drive train's clutch assembly and
connection joints, enhances its overall capabilities without adversely impacting other drive train
components. The,efore, this modification cannot increase the probability of occurrence of an -
accident evaluated in the SAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No. -

The EDG drive train assembly is a support system for the EDGs and is required to operate when
the diesel is required to operate. The EDGs perfonn an accident mitigation support function for
design basis accidents mvolving a Loss of Offsite Power [ LOOP) by providing an assured source
of electrical AC power for the accident mitigation systems. Failure of on of the EDGs (or one of
their support systems) to perform its safety function, i.e., failure to start or provide adequate
power, is postulated for the accidents involving a LOOP. The work associated with this MAR
increases the design capability on the drive train; thereby, providing for better assurance of proper
performance under accident conditions. As discussed above, the mitigation capabilities of the
EDGs and their support systems remain enchanged by this modification, in addition, the
consequences of a SBO are unaffectt.d because both EDGs and their associated support systems
are assumed not to function in the event.

The assumptions in the accident analysis's [of at least one EDG and ES train is available) will
remain valid, and the calculated consequences of all accidents evaluated in the SAR will remain
unchanged because the 3 primary Ossion product barriers remain unatTected. Therefore, the
consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the SAR could not be increased by this
modification.
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3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The upgrade will increase the clutch assenioly, the connection joints ano the overall drive trains
load capability to transmit engine lip to the radiator fan. This change assures that all of the
constituent drive train components are capable of withstanding lip demands commensurate with
EDG Mode 5 operation [230 llP) and well as Mode 4 I operation. In this way the reliability of
the radiator drive train and therefore the EDG has been maintained without any adverse affect on
other SSCs.

This modi 0 cation will not aher the function or operation of the EDGs. The internal modi 0 cations

to the drive trains components and connections (clutch assembly, connection joints) will only
improve the load carrying capability of the dicsci radiator drive train. This modi 0 cation will not
affect the drive train con 0guration or support configuration as installed under the radiator
modi 0 cation [ MAR 97 05 15 01). All drive train components will have sufGcient design
capability, with safety factors, to maintain the required !!P demand during low temperature
radiator fan operation.

No new interfaces are created and no existing ones are adversely affected by this modification.
No new failure modes are introduced and no existing ones are adversely affected by this
modi 0 cation.

Therefore, this modi 0 cation could not increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of
equipment important to safety as previously evaluated in the SAR.

,

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

This modification will not a:Tect the function or operation of the EDGs, EDG associated
equipment [ drive train components) or 4160V ES busses as previously evaluated in the SAR. A
complete failure of an EDG, including its support system, has been postulated in the FSAR. As
this modification upgrades the diesel radiator fan drive train to provide a greater capability of
transferring more power required for low ambient temperature operation of the fan, it can only
enhance the diesel performance capabilities. The performance and mitigation capabilities of the
FDGs and associated drive train components are not diminished by this modification.

Therefore, the consequences of malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the SAR cannot be increased by this modificatien.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? Nc.

This modificatbn only affects the diesel generator, and complete failure of a diesel and/or
supporting systems is address:d in the SAR. No new interfaces are created and no existing ones
are adversely affected by this modification. Therefore, this modification cannot create the
possibility of an accident of a different type than previously evaluated in the SAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No.
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This modi 0 cation will upgrade the c;ntrifugal clutch assembly and connection joints in the drive
train determined to have insuf0cient horsepower capacity to support fan operation at required
Dows at minimum ambient air temperatures (15 deg F]. The centrifugal clutch and identined
connection upgrades will increese the clutch [270 itP] and connections (300 llP] capacity to
transmit engine llP to the radiator fan. This change assures that all of the constituent drive train
components are capable of withstanding IIP oemands commensurate with EDG Mode 5 operation
[230 ilP] and Modes 4. I. In this way the reliability of the radiator drive train (clutch assembly
and connection joints] and therefore the EDG has been maintained without any adverse affect on
other SSCs.

This modi 0 cation will not alter the function or operation of the EDGs. This modi 0 cation will r.ot
affect the drive train con 0guration or support condguration as installed under the radiator
modi 0 cation [ MAR 97 0515 01j. All drive train components have sufficient design capability,
with safety factors, to maintain the required itP demand during low temperature radiator fan
operation.

The drive train component connections will be assembled utilizing a shrink ut between the
connection hub and shalt This assembly technique is superior to a friction St and therefore is
capable of higher torque transmission.

No new interfaces are created and no existing ones are adversely affected by this modi 0 cation.
No new failure modes are introduced and no existing ones are adversely affected by this
modification.

Moreover, the complete failure of a diesel and/or it supporting systems is addressed in the SAR.
This modi 0 cation increases the capability of the raoiator fan drive train to provide the required
power at low ambient temperatures by modifying the clutch. Malfunction of the drive train
components would simply render the diesel inoperable, creating a failure of the diesel which has
already been addressed in the SAR.

Therefore, this modi 0 cation cannot possibly create a different type of malfunction of the
equipment important to safety than previously evaluated in the SAR.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
TechnicalSpeci0 cation? No.

Specinc margins of safety are not quantined in the basis for any Tech. Spec. applicable to the
EDG system. However, certain acceptance requirements are quantined in the ITS bases to ensure
electrical power is available post-DBA.

The Bases for Tech Spec 3.8.1 Electrical Power Systems AC Sources - states that the electrical
power system for CR-3 provides independence and redundancy to ensure an available source of
power for the Engineered Safeguards (ES) systems.

The onsite power source for each 4160V ES bus is a dedicated EDG.

In the event of loss of off-site power, the ES electrical loads are automatically connected to the
EDGs in suf0cient time to provide for a safe reactor shutdown and to mitigate the consequences
of a design basis accident.
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Each EDG must be capable of starting, accelerating to rated speed and voltage, and connecting t
its respective ES bus on detection of bus undervoltage. This must be accomplished within IL
seconds.

Each EDG must be capable of accepting required loads within the assumed loading sequence
intervals, and continue to operate until ofTsite power can be restored to the ES buses. These
capabilities are required to be met from a variety ofinitial conditions, such as the EDG in standby
with the engine hot and the EDG in standby with the engine at ambient conditions. Proper
sequencing of loads, including shedding of nonessential loads, is a required function for EDG
operability.

The roodification to the EDG radiator fan drive train will not alter the function and operation of
the EDG, or affect the performance capabilities of the subject drive train to assist the EDG.
Therefore, this modification will not affect the existing acceptance requirements or reduce any
margin of safety identified in the ITS Bases..

,

,
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SA/USQD Subject: 97-05-18-01 (I AP.lB Motor Replacement)

Descriotion

This modification will replace the motor at IAP IB. The old motor is obsolete. The new motor's rating
has increased from 114 amps to 119.9 amps. IAP 1B is a 100 HP continuous duty motor with a service
factor of 1.15.

; Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50.59)
|

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

IAP 10 is not an initiator to Chapter 14 accidents nor is this equipment credited in the accident
analysis during licensing basis events. Therefore, changes to non accident initiators cannot
increase the probability of occurrence of an accident.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accioent previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

The backup instrument air compressor IAP 10 motor change ensures a viable supply of backupi

l

instrument air is available when needed. The associated breaker coordination review (REA
|

97-0555) ensures the installed equipment is adequately designed and switchgear components
protect the load and cables as required. This modification will help ensure instrument air system

,
'

availability. The function and operation of the system is not changed. Therefore, all systems
which use the instrument air system will not be adversely impacted and accident consequences are
not increased.

,

| 3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
! important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

| This modification provides proper motor selectian and ensures the associated cable sizing,
switchgear protective settir.gs, and breaker coordination review for backup air compressor
IAP IB. The selection of equipment is in conformance to CR-3 Electrical Design criteria, and is
consistent with criteria stated in FSAR section 8.2.2.5. Therefore, this design activity does not
increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the FSAR.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

! The modification is limited to changing components associated with the backup instrument air
compressor. Per FSAR section 14.1.2.9.4, the ADVs are provided their own dedicated backup
supply of bottled air during an SBO event. Per FSAR section 9.10.2, instrument air is not
required for any pneumatic components required for safe shutdown or reactor building isolation.

|- Breaker coordination review conducted per REA 97 0555 ensures the design activity has rm
| impact on switchgear MTSW 3D. The instrument air system and switchgear MTSW 3D bound
| the equipment interface associated with this modification and the information supp;ied in this

section justify why there is no impact to these systems. Therefore, the proposed activity does not
increase the consequence of a malfunction of equipment important to safety,
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5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

This modi 0 cation is limited to replacing the backup air compressor IAP IB motor. The changes
ensure the function of the backup air compressor is available if the normal station air compressors
are unavailable. The changes are confined to components that are only used to operate the backup
air compressor. The electrical calculation review ensures the new settings properly protect all
components associated with IAP ID and are properly coordinated with the Reactor Aux. Bus
MTSW 3D. Since the changes to existing equipment are properly designed and the changes are
confined to non accident initiator equipment, the activity does not create the possibility of an
accident of a different type than any previously evaluated in the FSAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The design changes are limited to replacing the backup air compressor IAP 1B motor. De
modification does not add, reduce, or modify the function of the equipment or change the
interface of the equipment to other plant systems. Since there is no net change to plant equipment
due to this modification, the activity does not create the possibility of a different type of
malfunction of equipment important to safety than any previously evaluated in the FSAR,

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in th'c bases for any improved
TechnicalSpecification? No.

Since IAP-IB or its function is not described in the basis of any ITS, including B3.6.3,3.7.2 and
3.7.4 (instrument air for MSIVs, ADVs, and Containment Purge Valves), then the activity does
not reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved Technical Specifications.
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SA/USQD Subjeett M AR 97 05-19-01 (EDG Room Cooling Fan Control Circuit)

Descriotion

The Emergency Dicsel Generator Air llandling System consists of two separate but identical ventilation
systems. Each system consists of two fans and associated ductwork (AllF 22A and AHF 228 for EGDG.
I A, and AliF 22C and AliF 22D for EGDG IB). Currently, both fans automatically start when the diesel
begins block loading, even though only AllF 22A m AllF 220 is required for EGDG 1 A, and only AllF.
22C m AllF 22D is reouired for EGDG 18. Fans AllF 22A and AHF 22C have remote shutdown
isolation circuitry, but f,ms AHF 228 and AHF 22D do not have this circuitry.

As a result of testing done under MAR 96-10-05-01, the diesel generator is being upgraded to a higher load
rating, nnd both fans will be required for dicsci generator operation. Consequently, the circuits for fans

- AllF 22tl and AHF 22D need to be provided with remote shutdown isolation circuitry to ensure their
capability to support tha diesel generators upon transfer of control to the Remote Shutdown Panel. In
addition, as a result of the Thermo-Lag reduction program, certain circuits have been identified for circuit
reroutes. Additional analyses of the existing routing and circuitry have determined that certain cables need
to be rerouted for AliF 22C and AHF 22D to meet Appendix R requirements. Emergency Diesel air
handling fan requirements will be addressed by the diesel upgrade MAR 9610-05 01.

- MAR 97 0519 01 provides for the modification of the control circuits for diesel gerierator room cooling
fans AllF 228, AHF 22C, and AHF 22D. The Mar provides separation of redundant trains, and provides
remote shutdown control circuit isolation for fans AHF-228 and AHF 22D in. order to fully conform to
Appendix R requirements. Required conduit is being routed by MAR 97-05 17-02 to meet the above
10CFR$0 Appendix R requirements. The MAR is safety related as defined in the 10CFR50.59 Safety
Evaluation and associated design documents.

The changes being implemented by this modification are the installation of remote isolation circuitry for
AliF 228 and AHF 22D, and relocation of the control circuit cables for AllF 22C and AHF 22D to
comply with the requirements of 10CFR50, Appendix R. In addition, this modification relocates Relay
2All 371 PS to another fire area.

Unreviewed Saferv Ouestion Determination (10 CFR $0.59)

I, Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The changes to the circuits that are being implemented by this modification involve cable
rerouting and addition of remote isolation circuits to meet Appendix R crite ia. These changes do
not affect the safety function of the end devices (AHF 22B, AHF-22C , and AHF-22D). AHF-
22A and AHi-22B automatically start when Diesel I A begins block loading, and AHF-22C and
AHF-22D automatically start when Diesel IB begins block loading.

Rerouting of the circuits for fans AHF-22C and AHF-22D will reduce the possibility ofloss of the
fan during a design basis fi e and therefore not increase the probability of occurrence of an
accident previously evaluated in the FSAR. Addition of remote isolation contacts for AHF 22B
and AHF-22D will provide the capability to isolate these fans from a control room fire, but will
have no adverse impact on the safety function of the fans; therefore it will not increase the
probability of occurrence of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR.
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in addition of safety related conduit suppurts, conduit, cable, and fuses to these circuits, since they
are designed for seismic and environmental effects, will not adversely impact the electrical
distribution system nor increase the probability of a Station Blackout event.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

The changes being implemented by this t.odification are the installation of remote isolation
circuitry for AliF 22B and AliF 22D, and relocation of the control circuit cables for AHF 22C
and AHF 22D to comply with the requirements of 10CFR50, Appendix R. In addition, this
modification relocates Relay 2AH 371 pS to another fire area to reduce the possibility of loss of
Fan AHF 22D for a license basis fire. The EGDG Air Handling System in general is not changed
by this modincation, and the system will continue to function as designed, and the consequences
of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR are not increased.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The new cable, terminal blocks, and fuses to be installed by this modi 0 cation have been qualined
'

for a mild environment, and the conduit supports have been designed to applicable codes and for
postulated seismic events. Cable and conduit routing is being upgraded to preclude the effects of
a license basis fire,

A failed cable, terminal black, or fuse is considered a single failure as defined by Criterion 21 of
10CFR50, Appendix A, General Design Criteria. Single failure criteria is not violated by the
failure of a cable, terminal block, or fuse because the redundant train is unaffected and available

to perform the safety function. The quali0 cation of existing essential equipment is not impacted,
and the physical separation of redundant circuits is being improved; therefore there is no increase
in the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to safety.

Spare contacts of existing safety-related relays will be utilized for the remote shutdown isolation
circuitry Although failure of the added remote shutdown isolation circuit relay contacts or fuses
could cause the fan to not operate, the circuitry and fuses being added to AHF-22B and AHF-22D
are identical to the approved circuitry that already exists for Fans AHF 22A and AHF 22C, and
will providc Appendix R safe shutdown compliance for these fans for licensing basis control room
fire. The relay contacts and fuses have an inherently low probability of failure and have been
designed, procured, and installed under strict controls, therefore the probability of their
malfunction is negligible. The quali0 cation of existing essential equipment is not impacted, and
the physical separation and isolation of redundant circuits is being improved; therefore there is no
increase in the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to safety.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previouny evaluated in the SAR? No.

The addition of remote shutdown isolation circuitry and circuit rerouting enhance the reliability of
the recundant control circuits for AHF-22B, AHF 22C and AHF-22D by ensuring a design basis
fire does not affect both trains. A single failure of the cable or fuse could result in loss of control
power to one of the redundat safety related faris; however, since the modification makes the
AHF-22B and AHF-22D circuitry identical to the AHF-22A and AHF-22C circuitry, the previous
analysis for single failure remains the same for the fan safety functions. Therefore, the reliability
of the control circuit to the equipment is not diminished by this modi 0 cation, and the
consequences of malf'metion of equipment previously evaluated in the FSAR is not increased.
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5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The worst case postulated failure for these circuits is that a oesign basis fire will cause open -

circuits, shorts, or grcunds which could result in loss of a fan control circuit. Also, the control'
circuits for fans AHF 22B and AllF 22D presently do not have remote shutdown isolation
circuitry which would allcw the control circuit to be isolated from the control room during a
control room fire; therefore, the fans are currently cssumed to be lost for this event. This
modification enhances the ability to prevent these anomalies from developing due to c * sign
basis fire by routing cable and providing remote shutdown isolation in accordance with 10CFR50,
Appendix R.- The modincation provides added protection by using existing fire barriers and by
routing some cable in conduit to provide separation, protection, and isolation. Based on the

_

above, the rehability of the equipment affected by this modification is enhanced, and the design
function is unchanged; therefore this activity does not create the possibility of an accident of a
different type than any previously evaluated in the FSAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
-important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The new cable, terminal blocks, and fuses to be installed by this modification have been qualified
for a mild environment, and the conduit supports have been designed to applicable codes and for
postulated seismic events. The new remote shutdown isolation circuits for fans AHF 22D and
AHF 22D are considered equivalent in design and function to the existing circuits for AHF-22A
and AHF 22C; therefore, the proposed activity does not create the possibility of a different type of
malfunction of equipment important to safety than any previously evaluated in the FSAR,

t

'
7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved

| TechnicalSpeci0 cation? No.

Improved Technical Specification (ITS) Bases B 3.8.1, B 3.8.2, B 3.8.9, and B 3.8.10 address the
AC power distribution system for operating and shutdown conditions. These ITS Bases address
the major power sources and components, and discuss the consequences and actions in the event .

of the inoperability of a power source. The AC electrical power sources are not changed in their
capability to provide suf0cient capacity, redundancy, and reliability to ensure availability of the
power supplies to the fans.

The specific cable routing meets 10CFR50 Appendix R criteria, and the conduit supports are
E designed within code (AISC) allowables and meet seismic criteria; consequently, the changes

proposed by this modification do not reduce the margin of safety as defined in the ITS bases.

L
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SA/USQD Subject MAR 97 06-10-01 (AllV I A and ID Circuit isolation)

Descrintion

This MAR addresses the corrective action required for the Reactor Building purge valves AHV I A and
AllV lD with respect to the " Notice of Violation" Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Inspection
Report No. 50 302/95-2103 and the subsequent Licensee Event Report (LER) 95 025 02. This MAR also
satis 0cs the commitment made regarding restart issue D-30.

Therefore, this MAR performs the following activities:

1. Installs fuses in terminal box All 23 and AH 24 to isolate the non-safety related high radiation
contacts number RM Al 1 in the Control Room Radiation Monitoring Cabinet from the safety related
control circuits for purge valves AllV 1 A and Al{V-ID (Drawing Ref. 208-005 AH 35). All
equipment shall be seismically mounted. Structural requirements will be addressed by an FCN with
the appropriate SA/USQD.

2. Installs isolation fuses in terminal box AH 23 and AH 24 to isolate :he non-safety related differential
pressere switch contacts AH 552 DPS and AH 266-DPS from the safety related control circuits for
purge valves AHV I A and AHV ID respectively (Drawing Ref. 208-005 AH-35). All equipment
shall be seismically mounted. Structural requirements will be addressed by an FCN with the
appropriate SQ/USQD.

3. Downgrades Class IE (B) cables AHE46 and AHE51 to NrTClass IE or Associated (XB) cables.
These cables are routed from the Radiation Monitoring cabino e the Control Room to termirial boxes
All 23 and All 24 respectively. The cab!cs have been verified as being routed in Class IE (B)
raceway for their entire length and satisfy the requ!rements of FSAR Sections 8.2.2.12 and 8.2.2.13
and the Electrical Design Criteria - Electrical Circuit Physical Separation and Cable Tray Loading
(Rev. 4 dated 04 27 95) criteria. The change was determined not to affect the design, function or
method of performing a function described in the FSAR. Therefore, because no criteria are violated,
the downgrading of these cables does not require a USQD.

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

None of the accidents evaluated in the FSAR are initiated by the containment purge valves.
Additionally, this Modification does not affect the function or the method of performing the
function of containment isolation. Therefore, the probability of occurrence of an accident

_ previously evaluated in the FSAR cannot be increased.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

No assumptions utilized in the FSAR accident analyses are changed or affected. The containment
isolation functions of the Reactor Buildir.g purge valves AHV I A and -lD are not affected by this
Modification. Failure of the fuses being installed by this Modification will not afwet the valves'
ability to maintain containment integrity; therefore, the proposed activity cannot increase the
consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR.
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3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
- importam to sefety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

This Modification provides isolation fuses between non safety related and safety related portions
of the control circuits for Reactor Building purge valves AHV l A and ID. Failure of these fuses
does not affect the ability of the valves to perform their safety function (containment isolation).
Providing proper isolation of non safety related portions of AHV-l A and AHV lO control<

circuits will protect the control power supplies of other equipment important to safety (MUV 253,
CAV 2 & CAV 6). Therefore, the modification cannot increase the probability of a malfunction
of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the FSAR.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The installation of isolation Ases does not change the electrical control logic and therefore does
not change the function or method of performing the function of the operation of the purge valves
AllV I A and AHV lD. Because the purge valves AHV I A and AHV ID will perform the same
function as previously the consequences of a malfunction would remain the same. Therefore,
there is no change in consequences of a malfunctioa of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the FSAR.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a ditTerent type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

These valves and their associated control circuits cannot initiate accidents. The installation of
isolation fuses by this Modification does not affect the function or method of performing the
function of the Reactor Building purge valves AHV I A or AHV ID. The failure of the fuses does
not affect the ability of the valves to maintain containment integrity. In most accident scenarios,
the valves are closed and deactivated already (Modes 14). Therefore, the proposed activity
cannot create the possibilities of an accident of a different type than any previously eva!uated in
the FSAR.

t

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunc: ion of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

Equipment failure modes and interfaces are not chunged from what is described in the FSAR.
Required safety related equipment is the same as existing with the addition of required separation
features. System and equipment operation are not changed; failure of the isolation fuses installed
by this Modification would only affect the ability of AHV-I A and AHV ID to open (not their
safety function). Therefore, no new possibility of a different type of malfunction could be
created.

s

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Improved
TechnictilSpecification? No.

ITS Bases were reviewed, and none were found to be affected by the proposed modification.
Sections B3.6, B3.6.3 apply to these valves.

The margins of safety related to these valves pertain to containment integrity gleak rate) under
accident temperatures / pressure conditions. Proper isolation of non-safety related circuit
components from safety-related components will not reduce the margin of safety, in that the
control power supplies of other safety-related equipment (MUV-253, CAV 2 & CAV 6) are
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protected from failure of non safety related components. Otherwise, system perfomance and
operation are unchanged by this Modification, and failure of the circuit isolation fuses does not
affect the ability of the Reactor flullding purge valves All%I A and AllWID to maintain
containment integrity (their safety function), Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in the
bases for any impr.ved Technical Specification will not be reduced by the proposed change.

_ = _
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SA/USQl) Subject: MAR 97 0616 01 (Modl0 cations to The RCP Lube Oil Collection Systems)

Descriotion

The RCP motor lube oil piping .md collection systems will be modified by MAR 97 0616 01 in order to
bring them into full compliance with 10CFR$0 Appendix R, Section ||l.0.

Several potential lobe oil leakage sites have bean identined and reported in LER 97 009 which are outside
the lube oil collection systems on each ^f the four RCP motors, These sites will be brought into Appendix
R compilance by modifying the lube oil tyste:ns and the tube oil collection systems.

Unteriew ed Safety Ouestion Determination f10 CPR $0.59)

Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurt.:nce of an accident previously'

evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The loss of coolant now acci Jent is discussed in the FS \R. The modi 0 cations required in MAR
97 06 16-01 do not affect ti s configuration or design function of the tube oil system or lube oli
collection system, therefore. the probability of occurrence of internal motor faults or power supply
faults to the motor which could affect the probability of a loss of coolant now accident are not
increased. The modinertions are an enhancement to the RCP labe oil collection system's
performance and will me st applicable design, material, and const uction standards. The changes
will therefore minimize tie possibility of lube o'l induced fire, and the probability of a design
basis fire in the scactor b illding is not increased. Therefore, the probability of occurrence of an
accident previously evaluated in the FSAR is not increased.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

The consequences of a loss of coolant Dow accident will not be alTected since the modifications
proposed by the MAR are structural imprm nents to the RCP lube oil collection systems and will
not impact the operation of the RCP motor. Also, there are no changes which could affect the
pump coastdown pronic as discussed in the FSAR Section 14.1.2.6 because the modi 0 cations do
not affect *e RCP motor function or con 0guration. The CR 3 fire Protection Plan postulates a
reactor building fire that includes tne total inv;ntory of the four RCP lube oil systems and
determines that this event will not prevent the safe shutdown of the plant. Therefore, these
modifications to the RCP lube oil and tube oil collection systems will not increase the
consequences of this event. Also, these structural linpravements do not create any new release
mechanisms, and they do not have an impact on any radiation release barriers or calculated
radiological doses. Therefore, there are no radiological consequenos associated with these
modi 0 cations.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The enhancements to the RCP lube oil collection systems are improvements and will not have an
adverse affect on the RC ' motor, tube oil system, or tube oil collection system. The modi 0 cations
will meet applicable structural codes and standards. Therefore, the probability of a malfunction of
equipnient important to safety is not increased.
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4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment imponant
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The proposed changes to the lube oil collection system could not have any radiological
consequences since they are structural enhancements uhich will minimize the loss of oil from the

collection systems. There is no potential to increase the consequences of the failure of equipment
credit to the mitigation of FSAR accidents. Also, no new release mechanisms are created and
there is no impact on radiation release barriers.

i
!

5. Could the proposed activity creata tl asibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR

Since the condguration and function of the oil collection system is not altered, there is not an
increase in the probability of an accident previously thought to be incredible in the FSAR. The
enhancements to the lube oil system do not create any new accident initiators or failure modes of
difTerent type than those previously evaluated in the FSAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment,

'

important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No. I

The modi 0 cations to the RCP lobe oil and lube oil collection systems improve the oil collection
capabilities on the motors. With this improved capability, the amount of oil collected will closely
correspond to the amount of oil added through the oil addition lines. This will provide a higher
degree of con 0dence that any oil leakage is being collected by the system, but will not cause any
changes in procedures or maintenance activities. The Appendix R requirements for collecting
from all potential RCP tube oil leakage sites will be met without creating the possibilitv of a
different type of malfunction of equipment important to safety. There are no adverse uTect
possible from the proposed changes that could create the possibility of a different type of
malfunction of equipment important to safety than any previously evaluated in the FSAR.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as denned in the bases for any improved
TechnicalSpecincation? No.

There are no safety limits challenged by the modi 0 cations to the RCP motor lube oil systems.
Also, the upgrades to the tube oli systems w ill not cause any changes in ITS controlled parameters
suel, as thermal power or fuel damage. The modifications will ensure Appendix R and FPC
requirements for the RCP lube oil and lube oil collection systems are met. The pump motor
coastdown characteristics are not changed and all accident analysis assumptions remain bounding.
Therefore, the margin of safety is not reduced.

L
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SA/USQD Subject: M AR 97 0618-01 (Installation And RemovalOf Temporary Jumpers)

Descriotion

1he Revision 0 Safety Assessment for MAR 97 0616 01 addressed the original MAR scope ani
concluded that no USQD was required to implement the scope as defined. A management waivttr
was granted for the requirement to generate a USQD for this MAR. FCN #1 added to the scope of
MAR 97 0618 01 the Installation and removal of temporary jumpers to support work activities
while the plant was in Mode 5. Revision I of the Safety Assessment, which reviewed FCN Al,
determined that a USQD was required for the additional scofe of work implemented in FCN #1,
This USQD, therefore, is written specifically to address the scope of work described in : CN #1 to
MAR 97 06.I8 01.

I CN #1 to MAR 97 0618-01 provides for the installation and removal of temporary mechanical
jumpers and isolations so that the Turbine Generator Lube Oil system nay be flushed and the
Turbine may be put on Turning Gear while the Rotor is not installed. These temporary
modi 0 cations are of a routine nature and implemented per instructions and requirements provided
by Westinghouse.

Unreviewed Saferv Ouestion Determination (10 CFR $0.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The use of mechanicaljumpers and isolations for the turb.ne lube oil system while in Mode $ is
not a precursor or initiator for any accident evaluated in the FSAR. These components will be
removed from the turbine lube oil system upon reinstallation of the rotor. The jumpers and
isniations 5 stalled and removed per FCN #1 of MAR 97 0618 01, therefore, do not increase the
probability of occurrence of any accident previously evaluated in the FSAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

The temporary use of mechanical jumpers and isolations in the turbine lube oil system while
awaltiag reinstallation of the generator rotor is not a precursor or initiator to any accident and does
not alter any assumption previously made in evaluating the radiological consecuences of any
accident described in the FSAR.

The use of these jumpers and isolations does not play any direct or indirect role in mitigating the
radiological consequences of any FSAR described accident and does not affect any Assion product
barrier.

Therefort, there is no increase in the constquences of an accident previously evaluated in the
FSAR resulting from the implementation of FCN a l to MAR 97 0618-01,

3, Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the ShR? No.

The turbine, and the turbine lube oil system, are classilled as a non safety related plant
components. Their are no effect. either direct or indirect, to equipment evaluated as important to
safety that are impacted by the implementation of FCN #1 to M AR 97-0618 01.

.
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The terr porary use of jumpers and isolations per FCN #1, while the rotor is removed in Mode 5, i

does not impact, directly or indirectly, any equipment evaluated as important to safety. |
!

Therefore, there is no increase in the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment j
imponant to safety previously evaluated in the FSAR.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previomly evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The turbine generator, and turbine lube oil system, is outside of the reactor building containment
boundary, These components have no role in the mitigation of any accident. The modifications
of MAR 97 0618 01 FCN #1 do not impact the operation or performance of any important to
safety equipment.

Therefore, there are no changes to the consequences of a malfunction important to safety that have
previously been evaluated in the FSAR that result from the implementation of MAR 97 0618 01
FCN #1.

$. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The installation of mechanicaljumpers and isolations for performing a turbine tube oil flush and
operation of the turbine turning gear while the plant is in Mode 5 does not effect the operation,
performance, or interface with any fission product boundary or equipment imponant to safety.

Therefore, there is no possibility of an accident of a different type than any previously evaluated
in the FSAR that results from the implementation of MAR 97 0618 01 of FCN #1 to that MAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a difTerent type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 Nr.

There are no new failure modes of eqtiipment imponant to safety created by the implementation
of MAR 97 0618 01, A failure of otic of the mechanicaljumpers or isolations installed in the
turbine lube oil system during Mode 5 has the potential of spilling lube oil within the turbine
building or of keeping the turbine otT of the turning gear, but this has no affected upon the
operation of equipment imponant to safety that is required in Mode 5.

Therefore, implementation of FCN # t to MAR 97 0618 01 does not create the possibility of any
difTerent type of malfunction of equipment important to safety than have been previously
evaluated in the FSAR.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
Technical Specification? No.

The operation or performance of the generator rotor, or the turbine lube oil system in Mode 5, is
not addressed, or credited fur operation, in the basis for any improved Technical Specification.
Therefore, the imr% mentation of MAR 97-06 18 01 does not reduce the margin of safety as
defined in the bases . r any improved Technical Specification.
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SA/USQD Subject: W97 07 06 01 (New Bentley Nesada TSI)

Deurintion

MAR 86.l| 02-014 )3 installed new Bentley Nevada Series 3300 Turbine Supervisory Instrumentation
(TSI) in the Test instrumentation Calibration Room to provide heressed local diagnostics for the main
turbine. MAR 891bl4 01/02 installed new proximeters and probes for the main feedwater pumps and
turbines to extend this capability to the feed pumps. The MAR was issued primarily to take advantage of a
feed pump turbine maintenance outage. Herefore, the probes were insalled. but connection to the new
vibration monitoring equipmer.t was deferred. The existing Bentley Nevada 5000 Series monitoring
equipment has remained in service until the present.

Numerous instances of spurious alarms have underscored the need to complete thh installation. REA 94.
0757 documented a problem with FWP 2A outboard bearing going in and out of alarm due to low
frequency (4 Itz, or 240 rpm) noise. Since the pump rotating speed is 4500 to 4800 rp m or 75 to 80 Itz,
the low frequency noise was not associated with the rotating element. Subsequent atialysis by Bentley
Nevada concluded that the 4 llz signal component was due to flow instability in the suction piping. TMAR
94 06-08-01 temporarily raised the " alert" and " danger" setpoints for the outboard beating to preclude
spurious alarms. Ilowever, hardware solutions such as the addition of low frequency filterI were rejected,
since the new Series 3300 System would resolve this issue, once fully implemented.

- This COWR connects the new FWP 2A and 28 probevproximeters to the Bentley Nevada Series 3300
system in the Test instrument Calibration Room to provide local indication at VMr.l. The system
provides the following indication: FWP 2A/2B and FWTB 1 AllB inboard and outbovJ vibration (x and y
axis), FWP 2A/2B and FWTibl A/IB thrust bearing vibration and position, FWTB 1 A,,B shaft
eccentricity. The esisting vioration monitoring system is 'maffect i by this activity and remains fully
functional,

in addition to connecting the probes /proximeters, this CGWR also installs spare cables from VMC.I to
local terminal boxes at the feed pumps. These cables will be used to provide annunciator output to the
Control Room Events Recorder when the Series 5000 System is retired. Interface with the Events
Recorder and disconnecting the existing vibration monitoring system will be accomplished by MAR 90-09
09 01.

The TSI equipment is a fagnostic tool used by the operator to trend potentially degraded conditions. It
performs no cont 4ol functions, provides no interlocks nor initiates any equipment trips. The FSAR
recognizes the existence of this system and lists main turbine and main feedwater pump turbine vibration,
eccentricity, differential expansion and thrust bearing wear among the principal alarms for the Steam and
Power Conversion System. NOD 31 lists the main feedwater pumps among the sptemvequipment
required for normal reactor heat removal. Iloweser, the system performs no safety function and is
classilied a non safety related, it should be noted that this activity provides additional and improved
Jiagnostic capability, t'.creby enhancing safe operation of the main feedwater pumps.

_ The supervisory instrumentation can fail in one of two ways. It can provide erroneously low indication and
fail to provide indication and alarm of a valid trouble condition, or it may provide erroneously high
indication and provide spurious or false alarms. These same failure modes are shared by the existinF
Bentley Nevada 5000 Series. llowever, since the supervisory system provides no automatic control,
actuation or interlocks, and procedures are in place to ensure proper response to alarm conditions, these
failure modes have no nuclear safety significance. Because the two monitoring systems are totally
independent and utilize their own probevproximeters, connecting the new feedwater pump sensors to the

-

3300 System can not impact the existing 5000 Series equipment, its indication or alarms.
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FSAR Section 14.2.2.9 was reviewed for potential impact of this activity on the Loss of Feedwater
analysis. Since the supervisory instrumentation plays no initiating or mitigating role in this accident, the
FSAR analysis could not be impacted by this change '

,

Unreviewed Saferv Question Determination (10 CFR $0.591

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

Feedwater pump supervisory monitoring is passive in nature and provides no autornatic control
functions, interlocks or trips for any plant equipment. This eqtilpment directly monitors the
performance of the feed pumps and feed pump turbines, but does so in a tr.anner consistent with
vendor recommended practices. No other interfaces c.re established by this activity. Connection *

and activation of supervisory instrumentation can neither initiate nor precipitate a loss of one or
both feedwater pumps. Therefore, the proposed activity could not increase the probability of
occunance of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

As previously discussed, the supervisory instrumentation provides no automatic control functions,
interlocks or trips for any plant equipment, in addition, the indication provided is not relied upon
in the mitigation strategy for any analyzed accident. TL equipment is purely diagnostic in nature
and is only used to trend potentially degraded conditions. In addition, this activity has no impact
on any SSC associated with the storage, transportation or disposal of radioactive material.
Therefore, this activity could not increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in
the FSAR.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

As discussed previously, supervisory instmmentation is strictly diagnostic and performs no
automatic protective or interlock function. Installation of this CGWR provides additional local
monitoring capabilities, but Las no impact on or interfaces with the existing system. The new
supervisory instrumentation does not interface with any SSCs other than the main feedwater
pumps, turbines, VMC 1 and raceway in the Turbine Duilding. The interfaces established by this
activity are consistent with vendor recommendations and standard construction practices and
create no new failure modes, As indicated previously, this activity provides additional and
improved performance monitoring capabilities and thereby enhances safe operation of the main
feedwater pumps.

Based on the above discussion, connection of the new supervisory instrumentation has no impact
on the function of any SSC described in the FSAR. Furthermore, activation of the new system
introduces no new failure modes. Therefore, the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of
equipment it'mortant to safety previously evaluated in the FSAR could not be increased.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

FSAR Section 10.3.5 describes the loss of one or both feedwater pumps, but contains no
discussion of the role of supervisory instrumentation. Supervisory instrumentation is strictly

15I
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diagnostir in nature and performs no automatic protective or interlock function. Its primary
function is the detection and trending of potentially degraded conditions to help present |

component failure;it performs no function once a failure has occurred. As discussed previously. |
this activity enhances the diagnostic capabilities and has no impact on the existing supervisory |
instrumentation. Therefore, the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to safety 1

previously evaluated in the FSAR could not be increased.

$. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

As previously indicated, connection of the new probes'proximeters creates no new interfaces or
potential secondary effects beyond the new monitoring system itself. Activation and operation of
the new instrumentation has no impact on the existing system and essentially creates a redundant
(but local) indication system. The installation satisnes applicable design codes and criteria and
presents no new failure modes or system vulnerabilities.

Since no new previously unanalysed interfaces are established and the design of the monitoring
system as described in the FSAR is maintained, this activity neither creates new accident initiators
nor makes previously evaluated initiators more probable. An accident of a different type than
previously evaluated in the FSAR could therefore not be created.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The new supervisory instrumentation consists of the same basic components as the existing
system, but utillies more state of the an technology. The system relies on loct,I sensors (position
or vibration monitoring probes) the pumps and turbines, and signal processors m a remote cabinet.
Annunciation capability is also provided, but not connected under this activity. The only
interfaces established by this activity are those between the new probeVproximeters and the new
monitoring equipment. New raceway is also installed for the routing of these circuits. No other
SSCs are impacted. Therefore, the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
imponant to safety than previously evaluated in the FSAR could not created.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as denned in the bases for any Improved
TechnicalSpeci0 cation? No.

The main feedwater pump supervisory instrumentation is not addressed in any Technical
speci0 cation or associated Bases, llowever, this activity provides additional local diagnostic
capabilities to supplement the existing system. There is no reduction in current capabilities or the
level of monitoring. Therefore, the margin of safety as denned in the basis for any improved
Technical Specl0 cation could not be reduced.

:

i
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SA/US }D Subject: MAR 97 08-02 01 (Increase Motor Operator Site on FW%14 and 15)

Descriotion

Motor operators for the main feedwater pumps' (FWP 2A and B) suction isolation valves (FWWl4 and
15) are increased in size to satisfy new higher calculated, closing thrust requirements (405 psid) for a
postulated link break. This SA/USQD applies only to this installation of larger motors operators and
associated mechanical. electrical and structural changes.

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occunence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The proposed modification improves valve operator capabil;ty. No signl0 cant new failure modes,
effects or interfaces are created. 't he probability of malfunction is not increased. No changes are
made to the controls, logic or method cf operation. Improving the capability of the valve
operators and their electrical and structural supporting equipment cannot increase accident
probability. The increase in EDO load will te justined as acceptable in the EDO loading
calculations. Derefore, the probability of a station blackout ev nt is not increased. The margin
of safety is not reduced and the probability of a station blackout is not increased.

This modincation does not increase the probability of a loss of feedwater, since the new operator
is no more likely to spuriouly close the valve than the existing operator. Also a spurious closure
of one valve does not constitute a loss of feedwater event. Therefore, previout,1y evaluated
accident probability cannot be affected by the proposed change.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

Increasing the size of the valve operators only better ensures their accident mitigation function by
providing adequate thrust to close the valves, in the required time, against maximum differential
pressure, when required by the EFIC system in response to a line break. Required valve stroke
tims remains the same and is factored (with margin) into the gear ratios of the new operators.
Det gn basis function is better ensures, therefore this improvement in response capability ensuresi

that previously evaluated consequences are not increased.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The new vperators and their electrical and structural interfaces \ support functions are designed to
be able to perform their design basis function of closing the valve in the required timeframe
against the design basis differential pressure. The existing valves are incapable of performins this
function. This design meets all mechanical, electrical and structural design cri'eria to ensure
proper operation of the valve. The failure modes demonstrates that the probability of malfunction
of the valve to close or spurious operation is not increased. Therefore the proposed modification
does not increase the prcbability of malfunction of equipment important to safety. Mechanical,
electrical and structural DIR's (including EDG loading considetations as a procedurally controlled
MAR open item) demonstrate that there are no adverse etTects. Design margins and criteria
(electrical, mechanical and structural) are maintained and satisfied by the modincation.
Failure modes and effects analyses indicate no signincant new failere modes or effects.
Equipment has equal or better qualificaFori, installation and design function capability as existing
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and much better valve closing capability. Net probability of malfunction is reduced, by better
ensuring the valves' safety function.

4. Could the proposed activity increase thw consequences of a malrunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The valves, their operators, operators interfaces, electrical power distribution and the power
sources are affected, llowever, this design meets til mechanical, electrical and structural design
criteria to ensure proper operation of the valve. The failure modes demonstrates that the
consequences of failure modes and effects are not changed, since the components are similar, and
provide for the same functions, but with increased capabilities. Failure to perform the design
basis safety function (valve closure) c'c not changed. Consequences of malfunction of the
electrical equipment are not affected and consequences of spurious valve operation also are not
changed. Therefore consequences of malfunction are not changed.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

Loss of feedwater must be considered, since this could result from spurious closure of the valves.
I!owever, this is not a newly created accident possibility, No new system it' erfaces are created
with other systems that initiate accidents. The probability of malfunction is not increased. The
valves only close to mitigate possible accident consequences. Failure modes, effects and methods
of operation are unchanged. Closure time requirements are not changed. This increase in the
closing capability of the valve operators and their electrical and structural supporting
equipment' systems cannot create the possibility of an accident of a dilTerent type than pieviously
evaluated.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previou',1y evaluated in the SAR? No.

No new failure modes, effects or interfaces are created. The salve operators and their electrical
and structural supporting equiptment/ systems are capable of perfonning their design basis safety
function, Mechanical, electrical and structural calculations also demonstrate that there are no
adverse effects. Failure modes and effects are not changed. Therefore no new possibility of
malfunction could be created by the modification. The new operators and their electrical and
structural interfaces / support functions are designed to be able to perform their design basis
function of closing the valve in the required timeframe against the design basis differential
pressure. The existing valves are incapable of performing this function. The ftmetion of the valve
is not changed. Also, the operation of the valve (normally open) is not changed. No new
interfaces are created with other equipment important to safety. Adherence to design criteria for
conduit routing ensures that no common mode failures are created. Existing failure modes of
valve failing to close or spurious operation have been previously evaluated and are not r,ew
malfunctions. Therefore, the proposed modification does not create the possibility of a
malefaction of a different type.

=.:
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7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as denned in the bases for any improved
TechnicalSpecincation? No.

Margin of safety, relevant to the affected valves, pertains to peak clad temperature and RCS
temperature and pressure since the valves must close for a main steam line br:ak. - Tht.. is no
change of function, failure modes or effects. The valve operator capability is improved, to ensure
function for new higher calculated maximum differential pressure. Electrical. mechanical and
structural calculations demonstrate that design requiremes.ts are satisned and there are no adverse

effects.- Improving the valve operators' capabilities cannot reduce the margin of safety. The
valves wf|' be better able of perfonning their design bases safety fur stion.

_
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SA/USQD Subject MAR 97 08-03-01 (Install Hellef Valses On DilllE I A and iB)

Descriptinn

When the shell side of a Decay lleat llent Exchanger (DilllE 1 A or DilllF.lD) is 12:ed, a rise in tube
fluid temperature will cause a large increase in shell pressure. Without overprer,ure protection, the heat
exchanger could fall due to increased pressure. During normal operation, de heat exchangers are in
service and the Decay lleat Closed Cycle Cooling Syste n will accommodate any fluid expansion.

MAR 97 08-03 01 installs relief valves on the shell side of DilllE l A and DilllE lB. The valves w" oc |

located on the inlet piping downstream of DCV 5 (A loop) and DCV 6 (B loop) Piping to the relief valve :
!vill be 1 1/2" ant''he outlet will be 2". A line from the discharge side of the valves will be routed to the

rum sumps. The valves and upstream piping will be Seismic Class I and the discharge piping will be
Seismic Class 3. All of the piping and components will be located in the Decay llent Pits
(Elevation 75'0").

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion DeterTnination (10 CFR $0.59) I

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

Only the Decay llent Closed Cycle Cooling (DC) System is being altered oy this design change.
A failure of the DC System is no an initiator of the accidents described in FSAR Chapter 14.
Therefore, this change cannot initiate or change the probability of occurTence of any of the
accidents previously evaluated in the FSAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the co isequentes of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

Each loop of the Decay lleat Closed Cycle Cooling (DC) System is indepe dent and designed to
provide 100% heat removal capability during LOCA emergency conditions. The relief valves will
be a component of the DC Sy* tem and will not change the independence or heat removal
capabilities of the system. By maintaining the heat removal capacity of the DC System the
consequences of an accident do not increase.

| 3. %ld the proposed activity increase the probab||ity of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The Decay lleat Closed Cycle Cooling (DC) System's design and construction requirements will
be met for the installation of the relief valves. The relief valves and associated piping will be
Seismic Class 1. The relief valves are considered passive mechanical components whose failure is
considered outside of the plant's licensing basis and by definition, is not credible. Therefore, this
change will not affect the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of the heat exchanges or
other DC System equipment important to safety.

4. Could tha proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety preWously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The Decay litat Clored Cycle (DC) System is design:d to provide two entirely seporate 100%
capacity loops. A Silure of one of the loops wil! not increase the consequences of an accident
previously svaluats in the FSAR since the operable loop can meet the assumed heat removsl
requirements. Any equipment malfunction would be bounded by the loss of a 100% capacity
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loop. Therefore, the design change cannot increase the consequences of a malfunction of
equipment important to safety.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

There are no new credible failures of the tellef valves or Decay llent Closed Cooling (DC) System
which affect the reactor coolant boundary or reactivity systems. The relief vahes being installed

,_ by this modification will only affect the DC System. Actuation of the relief valve will not affect
the integrity of the fuel or the reactor coolant system. Therefore, no new credible accidents of a
different type are created as a result of the implementation of this design change.

6. Could the proposed acth ity create the possibility of a ditTerent type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The Decay lleat Closed Cycle Cooling (DC) System is designed to provide two entirely 5.eparate,

| 100% capacity loopa Everi with a failure of one of the loops the other loop can meet the assumed
I

heat removal requirements. Any equipment malfunction would be bounded by the loss of a 100%
capacity loop. Also, the relief valves are considered passive mechanical components whose
failure is considered outside of the plant's licensing basis and by definition, is not credible.
Therefore, the design cFange cannot create a different malfunction of equipment important to i
safety.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in th'e bases for any improved
Technical Specification? No.

Per ITS 3.7.8, two 100% capacity Decay llent Closed Cycle Cooling Water (DC) System trains
are required to be operable in Modes I,2,3 and 4. With the margin of safety based on two loops,
a loss of an entire loop will not prevent the DC System from meeting its desigte function. De loss
of an entire loop is the bounding design condition and any component failure is bounded by the
" lost loop" failure.

This design change will no* affect the redundant capability of the system. The relief valves will
only actuate when an overpressure condition exist in the shell side of the heat exchanger. The
new valves and piping will be designed to meet the original design and construction requirements
of the DC System. The relief valves are considered passive mechanical components whose failure
is considered outside of the plant's licensing basis and by definition, is not credible. Therefore,
the design change does not reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for improved
Technical Specification.

_ __
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SA/USQD Subject: MAR 97 08-06-01 (MUP 4A. 4H and 4C Non EQ)
Descrintion

Stated bric0y, this SA addresses the jusi6ed retum of the grading of the motors for MUP 4A/D'C (main
geer oil pumps for the makeup 11PI pumps) from safety related EQ per MAR 47 08-06 01 to the accepted
pre MAR condition of safety related, non EQ. This is possible due to the performance of a point specific
radiation calculation, M 97 Ol27. which documents that the area in which the motors are installed is not a
radiologically harsh environment.

Unreviewed Safety Oerstion Determination i10 CFR $0 $9)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The operation of the main gear lube oil pumps will remain unchanged by the replacement of the
4C main gear lube oil pump motor with a circumferentially larger motor that is fully capable of
performing its design basis function. The motor replacement does not change the function, design
or operation of the makeup /ilPI pumps; electrical characteristics of the subject motors will differ.
A failure of a makeup pump's main gear lube oil pump may allow degradation of the gear i

assembly but can not initiate an accident. A failure of a makeup pump has been evaluated as a
single failure of the ECCS which has been evaluated in chapter 14, section 14.2.2.5.3 of the
FSAR. The difference in electrical loading with the replacement motor has been evaluated and is
accounted for in the emergency generator calculations. The calculations assure that the
emergency generator is not overloaded. The MAR provides settings for the motor overloads and
motor circuit protectors which ensures that a motor fault or overload will not affect other
equipment. Therefore, the replacement of the 4C main gear lube oil pump motor with a larger
motor will not increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously evaluated in the

| FSAR.
|

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

The primary purpose of the main gear lube oil pumps is to minimize wear on the makeup pump's
gear assembly during makeup /llPI pump start. The replacement motor has not changed this
function or created any new failure modes; it is a fully quali6ed IE motor, capable of performing
its design basis function. He etTects of a main gear lube oil pump failure to start due to motor
failure or stop due to control failure is no different than the existing motor's failure effects. The
replacement motor for the 4C mala gear tube oil pump will not change the performance of the

,
gear assembly's lube oil system. Since the gear assembly's performance is not changed, the

I makeup /ilPI pumps performance is not changed. Since the makeupliPI pump's performance
l remains unchanged, the ability of the independent and redundant ECCS IIPI trains to perform the

safety function described in chapter 14 of the FSAR for makeupliP1 pumps remains unchanged.
Herefore, the motor replacement does not increase the consequences of an accident previously
evaluated in the FSAR.

t 3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a inalfunction of equipment

| important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The replacement motor for the 4C main gear tube oil pump is fully quali0ed (IE) and has the
same form, St and function as the installed motor but is circumferentially larger. The power and
control circuits for the main gear tube oil pumps are presently installed and maintained as safetyi

! related circuits in accordance with the CR3 Electrical Design Criteria for Separation and Isolation.

I
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These circuits (such as terminations) will be maintained to conform wi'h the requirements as they !
exist for this circuit. The operation of the ntain gear lube oil pumps remains unchanged and there
will be no new interfaces with other equipment or systems. Therefore, the probability of the
makeup /IIPI pumps or other equipment malfunctioning has not increased.

4. Could the proposed activ'ty increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The replacement of the 4C main gear lube oil pump motors with a circumferentially larger
qualified motor does not change the controls or operation of the main gear lube oil pumps or the
makeup pumps. No additional operator action is required as a result of the 4C main gear lube oil
purnp motor being replaced with a circumferentially larger qualilled motor. The changes in the
overload and motor circuit protector settings are made in accordance with established site criteria.
The possible malfunctions of the main gear lube oil pump and their affects remains unchanged
with the replacement motors. Therefore, the main gear lobe oil pump motor replacement will not
increase the consequences of a malfunction of the makeup pumps or the makeup pump's tube oil
system previously evaluated in the FSAR.

$. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previousiy evaluated in the SAR? No.

The replacement of the 4C main gear tube oil pump motor with a circumferentially larger motor
only affects the makeup'HPl pumps and does not introduce any new fluid, electrical, control or
instrument interfaces. The fall re of a makeup /IIPI pump has been evaluated in Chapter 14 of(M
FSAR as a single failure to the ECCS. The replacement motor will not be EQ, but calculation M-
97 0127 has determined that it need not be EQ for this application. Therefore, the replactment of
the 4C main gear tube oil pump motor with a physically larger motor cannut create the possibility
of an accident of a different type than any previously evaluated an the FSAR.

6. Could the poposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunct'on of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The replacement of the 4C main gear lube oil pump motor with a circumferentially larger motor
only affects the makeup /llPI pumps and does not introduce any new fluid, elect-! cal, control or
instrument interfaces. The safety classification of the motor is not changed and the failure of a
makeup /IIPI pump has been evaluated in Chapter 14 of the FSAR as a single failure to the ECCS.

Therefore, the replacement of the 4C main gear lube oil pump motor change does not create the
possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment important to safety than any previously
evaluated in the FSAR.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in tim bases for any improved
Technical Specification? No.

IIPI

The makeup /IIPl pump's lube oil system is not specifically discussed in the ITS or the ITS bases
but the makeup pumps which the lube oil system supports are discussed. As long as the gear tube
oil system supports the makeup'llPI pumps safety function and does not cause a change in the
makeup /llPI pump's performance, the margin of safety as defined by the makeup'llPI pump's
performance is not reduced. This modification does not change the lube oil system's performance
since the original main gear lube oil motor for 4C is replaced with a motor which is equivalent in

4
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form, fit and function. Therefore, the main gear lube oil pump motor replacement does not
change the availability or performance of the makeup'llPI pumps, the margin of safety remains
unchanged a' 'efined in the ITS bases.

Emergency Diesel Generator (EDO)

The main gear lube oil pumps are loaded during block one of an ES actuation and therefore, can
affect the EDO loading. The EDO loading calculations will ensure that any additional loading
resulting from the replacement motor will not prevent the EDC from performing its intended
function or exceed its rating, therefore the margin of safety associated with the EDO is not
reduced.

,
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SA/USQD Subject MAR 97 0810-01 (Seismic Hrmeing)

i

Descrintion
'

'Ihis MAR modines several pieces of equipment.

DIESEL GENERATOR l'UEL OIL DAY TANK A and B: The modi 0 cation associated with the Diesel
Day Tanks is to add some bracing material that will restrain the ends of the tanks only during a seismic
event.

230/123Y BATTERY A and II: The existing connections for the battery rack fait established screening
criteria. Modi 0 cation consists of bolting new bracing to the battery rack to prevent excessive seismic
movement.

EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR A and B ELECTRICAL EQUlpMENT CABINET: There is a
problem with the PAX hear here cabinets being close to the Diesel n lay cabinet, Modification consists of
simply moving the hear here cabinet. ~nvar here cabinet shall be relocated approximately six inches further
away from cabinet.

DIEEEL GENERATOR B: The modi 0 cation to the emergency diesel is a minor modification to an air
deCector located at the generator end of the skid.

4160V ES 3A(NORTil): Modification is to attach existing conduit to upper portion of the cabinet to
climinate the possibility of conduit hitting against the cabinet.

~

480V ES BUS 3A and 3D: Add trolley stops to the ends of the breaker trolleys.

LETDOWN ISOLATION VALVE TO DEMINERAllZER MUDM I A: Provide clearanc between the
steel support plate en valve stem and the existing angle support on the wall.

AllD l CONTROL: This modi 0 cation is to add a tubing support for some air tubing coming off the
positioner valve.

Unreviewed Saferv Question Determination (10 CFR $0.59)

Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

The changes are minor and cannot initiate any accidents. Therefore, there is no increase in the
probability of an accident. Since the changes are minor and do not alTect the operation of the
equipment, then tP modifications will not increase the probability of occarrence of the accident
scenarios alter ' evaluated in the SAR. There are no new failure modes introduced by any of
these propt..d modi 0 cations. The modi 0 cations are intended to only enhance the existing
designs.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

All the changes being made do not change the function, operability, or the equipment's ability to
mitigate the consequenccs of any previously assumed accidents. Derefore, the assumptions used
in the SAR remain unchanged and there is no increase in the consequences of any accident
scenario as a result of any of these proposed modifications.
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3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The changes being made do not change the function or operability of any equipment important to
safety All cf the modifications are to increase the seismic ruggedness of the equipment. Except
as noted, no new equipment interfaces or operating conditions are created. Therefore, there is no
increase in the probability of a malfut:ction of equipment imponant to safety previously evaluated
in the FSAR.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment imponant
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No. j

'
The modifh n ins as previously explained do not change the function, operability, or the
equipment's ability to respond to any previous design basis issues. Because the equipment will
perform the same functions, and no new equipment interfaces are erested by the proposed
modi 0 cations, the assumptions used in the SAR remain unchanged. Therefcre, there is no
increase in the consequences for an/ rnalfunction of equipment.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

De proposed modifications are minor in nature and will not introduce any new failure modes to
the equipment. De associated calculations show the modi 0 cations are seismically adequate and
will not fail, or cause fr.ilure of the host equipment. These calculations show that all new
structural items aaded are within design code allowable strc'ses. Except as noted in Section A,
the new modi 0 cations will not affect other equipment important to safety or create interfaces that
could challenge a fission product barrier or fluid system boundary. Therefore, the proposed
modifications cannot create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any previously
evaluated in the FSAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The function, operation, and design characteristics of the equipment will not be atiected by the
proposed modifications. Bis is justified by analysivcalculationr. Therefore, the proposed
modifications cannot change the way equipment is designed to function, nor can the modi 0 cations
induce any new malfunctions. Therefore, the proposed modificatioas cannot create the possibility
of a malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type than previously evaluated in
the FSAR.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
Technical Speci0 cation? No.

De Bases of the ITS does not identify any margin of safety associated with the equipment
affceted by tne proposed modifications. The proposed modi 0 cations to all the listed equipment
are being justified by analysis /calculatioas to show that the modifications will enhance the seismic
ruggedness of the equipment. The proposed modifications do not change the way the equipment
is currently designed to operate, or function. Therefore, the proposed modi 0 cations cannot reduce
any margins of safety defined in the Bases for any ITS.

.
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SA/USQD Subject: MAR 9710-02 01 (Correct Selsmic information)

DrKtkilan

MAP. 9710-02 01 is correcting drawings FD 302-081 sheet i Rev. 63 (TSAR fig.10 2), FD 302 651
sheet 2 Rev. 39 (FSAR fig 41), fD-302 661 sheet 3 Rev. 60 (FSAR fig. 9 2), FD 302 681 sheet i Rev.
83 (FSAR fig.11 1), and FD 302 681 sheet 4 Rey,65 (SAR Fig.11 l). Calculatioas M97 0099 Rev. O
and M97 0100 Rev. 0 indicates inappropriate class breaks as shown on the Dow diagrams.

There are no new failure modes as a result of MAR 9710 02 01. These changes can be grouped into three
c .tegories as follows:

1. Changes to the location of ISI Code Class breaks to be consistent with ANSI NI8.2a 1975. In all
instances the piping / components are moved into a higher 151 Code Class; however, because all the
affected piping is small bore there is not change to the ISI/IST requirements.

2. Clarify seismic clastincation on a now diagram. The actual components are supported to Seismic
Class I requirements as determined by a review of MAR 86-05 08 01 and Deld walkdowns. This

! change will ensure the seismic class break is accurately renected on the now diagrams.
I 3. Correct seismic class breaks on the now d:agram. The actual components are Seismic Class I as

determined by a review of laysey drawing, design spec;0 cations, vendor drawings, and CMIS; this
change will corTect errors on the now diagram.

Unreviewed Saferv Ouestion Determination (10 CFR $0.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of An accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

Moving the 151 and Seismic class breaks will not impact any accidents evaluated in the SAR. The
changes to the ISI Code Classes are being done to support the requirements of ANSI N18.2a 1975
w hich was used to provide guidance for appropriate locations of Code Class breaks. The seismic
class break changes are being done to reDect actual connguration in the plant and the original
intent of the designs. Since the ISI Code Class and Seismic requirements have not been relaxed -
and the equipment in the plant requires no physical changes to comply with these requirements,
there can be no increase in the probability of an accident as described in the SAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

Moving the ISI and Seismic class break, will not increase the consequences of any accidents
evaluated in the SAR. The proposed activity changes ISI Code Class break locations to agree with
ANSI N18.2a 175 criteria and revise Dow diagrams to be consistent with the Seismic design
classincatiori of the plant. There is no required physical change or testing of the affected
piping / components to comply with the new requirements / corrections. Therefore, these changes
have no affect to the accident analysis assumptions or results.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probabiHty of oaurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The proposed activity chaages ISI Code Class break locations to agree with ANSI NIB.2a 1975
criteria and revise now diagrams to be consistent with the Seismic design classincation of the

_ plant in all cases the change will put pipe / components into a higher ISI Code Class or higher
Seismic class. Ilowever, there is no physical change required to the design or testing of the
affected piping' components. Since no ISI Code Class and Seismic requirements have not been
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relaxed and the equipment in the plant requires no physical changes to comply with these
requirements, no credible failure modes are associated with this activity. This activity does not
degrade piping' components and therefore, cannot increase the probability of malfunction.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The proposed activity changes ISI Codes Class break locations to be consistent with ANSI
N18.2a 197$ criteria and revises the now diagrams to be consistent with the Seismic design
classincation of the plant. No credible failure modes are associated with this activity and existing
failure effects have not changed. Therefore, there can be no change to the consequences of a
malfunction of equipment important to safety as described in the SAR.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The proposed changes do not change the con 0guration of the plant, add any new equipment,
change any procedures, or add any new interfaces and therefore cannot create a different type of
accident.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipinent
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The proposed activity changes ISI Code Class break locations to be consistent with ANSI N18.2a.
1H5 criteria and revises the now diagrams to be consistent with the Seismic 6esign classification
of the plant, in all cases this activity will put pipe / components into a higher ISI Code Class or
Seismic class. Ilowever, there is no physical change required to the design or testing of the
affected piping / components. Since the ISI Code Class and Seismic requirements have no' been
relaxed and the equipment is the plant requires no physical changes to comply with these
requirements, no credible failure modes are created. Therefore, this activity does not create a
malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type than previously evaluated in the
SAR.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any hnproved
Technical Specification? No.

This change will not reduce the margin of safety. These changes will include piping / components
into a higher ISI Code Class or Seismic class. The charges to the ISI Code Classes are being done
to support the requirements of ANSI NI8.2a 1975 which was used to provide guidance for
appropriate locations of Code Class breaks. The seismic class break changes are being done to
reDect actual connguration in the plant and the original intent of the designs.
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SA/US' ~ Subject M AR 9710-08-01 (SW Splem Ultrasonic Flow Meters)

Descript qni

The bat overall scope of MAR 9710-08-01 inmves the addition of three ultrasonic Dowmeters which
replace the existing now Annubars'" How measurement systems. These now measurements will fulfill the
objective of establishing pump peiformance, it should be noted that MAR 97 10 08 02 is being
coordinated with this ultrasonic dowmeter installation MAR. MAR 97 10-08 02 scope of effort is to
remove the existing Annubars'" from the DC System (DC 61.FE and DC 62-FE). Both MAR's are being
managed together to re-establish reliable and more accurate now measurement prior to system surveillance
performance testing.

This activity will:

Remove existing (1) SW system Banon d!p, which will be accompil5hed by a planned FCN,*

and (2) DC systems Eagle-eye d'p indicators and their associated impulse line tubing,
immediately down stream of the Annt. bars'" root valves.

Install clamp-on type non intrusive, ultrasonic transducers. The piping analysis for the SW*

and DC system piping will be reviewed to demonstrate that there is no change to the piping
system selimic integrity.

Under a planned FCN install conduit and cable for power supply and signal cable to the*

electronic console units for the DC and SW system.

The conduit, installed as a future planned FCN will have seismic anti-falldown design*

features.

The clamp-on transducer and electronic consoles will be located so as to be clear of any*

safety related equipment to prevent damage during a seismic event.

The 0< w instruments meet the accuracy requirements of ASME Section XI for IST

Unreview ed Saferv Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50.591

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? W

1he non safety related, nonintrusive, ultrasonic Howmeters do not have a credible mechanical
failure mechanism that can result in the DC or the SW System experiencing an interruption of
cooling Dow to safety related components. Unlike the Annubars'" which the ultrasonic
dowmeters are replacing, the ultrasonics are mounted as clamp-on Dowmeters on the outside of
the pipe. As a result, they will not incur now induced vibration that could create fatigue stresses
which could lead to a now element breakage that would result in a potential restriction in the Dow
stream. A failure of the dowmeter to provide now measurement readings during ASME Section
XI IST pump testing is credible, although unlikely. This could lead to inaccuracies in the DC
pumps surveillance testing, however, the DC pumps are redundant and a single dowmeter
problem would not be able to impact both of the DC pumps. Flowmeter failures are detectable
such that there is no indication upon loss of AC power to the units and an error message is
displayed when diagnostics detects a problem. In addition, other system temperature instruments
are available to diagnose any potential DC or SW Gow degradation problems and thereby detect
potential problems.
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Chapte 14 of Ac SAR identines several types of accident analysis associated with core and
coolant boundary protection as well as standby safeguards analysis. An evaluation of these types
of Chapter 14 accidents:

Uncompensated Operating Reactivity Changese

Startup-Accidente

Rod Withdrawal at Rated Power Operation Accidente

e Moderator Dilution Accident
* Cold Water Accident

Loss of Coolant Flow Accident*

Stuck out, Stuck in, or Dropped Rod Accident*

Loss of Electric Power Accident*

Station Blackout Analysise

Steam Line Failure Accidente

Steam Generator Tube Rupture Accidente

Fuelllandling Accident*

Rod Ejection Accident*

e Loss of Coolant Accident
Make up System Letdown Line Failure Accidente

Maximum liypothetical Accidente

Waste Gas Decay Tank Rupture Accidente

e Loss of Feedwater and Main Feedwater Line Dreak Accident
Anticipated Transient Without Scrame

indicated that these types of accidents are initiated by events or failures of other systems or
equipment that are not directly associated with the SW or DC systems. During normal plant
operation, the SW and DC systems provide a cooling water function to the Spent Fuel Pool, Decay
llent Removal 11 eat Exchanger, Control Complex Chillers, Waste Gas Compressors, and
numerous pump motors in the MU, DC, SW, RC, EF All, DS and Dli Systems. The replacement
Dowmeters, because they do not penetrate the pressure boundary of any Guid system and do not
communicate with any other equipment or systems, cannot create a failure in any Guid system or
control system that could initiate any of the accidents evaluated in the SAR.

Therefore, the replacernent of IST program measurement equipment cannot increase the
probability of an accident evaluated in the SAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

A Combination of the SW, DC, as well as the RW system, provide an overall ultimate heat sink
function during accident basis events. Potential failure of the ultrasonic Dowmeter electronics is
credible, however, its failure is readily detectable during testing and there are no on line
interfacing connections, system now readouts, controls, or interlock circuits that could affect the
operation of the DC or SW Systems.

As a result, failure of the ultrasonic dowmeter readout will not affect the operation of the SW and
DC Systems. With the systems not degraded and the redundant pumps available, there is no loss
of the ultimate heat sink function and no increase in the radiological consequences of an accident
described in the SAR resulting from the implementation of MAR 9710-08-01.
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3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

These ultrasonic dowmeters replace the Annubar* Dowmeters which had been previously
considered in the design basis (pressure boundary) of the plant. The esternally mounted
ultrasonic dowmeters do not have failure mechanisms like the Annubar dowmeters. This is a
result of the new ultrasonic dowmeters mounted external to the SW and DC piping. Therefore,
the new dowmeters cannot increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety as previously evaluated in the SAR.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The nonintrusive, non safety related, ultrasonic Howmeter does not have a mechanical failure
mechanism that is credible because it does not penetrate the SW or DC piping systems. Electronic
readout failure mechanisin is credible and as discussed previously in Section A, the failure is
readily detectable and can be corrected via proper maintenance.

The ultrasonic Howmeters are used periodically to verify operability of the DC and SW system
pumps and do not actuate any plant equipment or have any role in the mitigation of any other
equipment malfunctions. The Howmeters cannot make site dose releases greater and do not
handle radioactive Gulds. Since the new dow instrumen's cannot alTect the cou"e of mitigation
of equipment malfunctions, the proposed instruments can. tot therefore increase the consequences
of any malfunction of equipment important to safety,

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

No new functions, protective devices, controls, or system interfaces are installed or created by the
implementation of MAR 9710-08 01. The only significant configuration differences to the plant
is the addition of the permanently, extemally, mounted nonintcusive, non safety related, clamp-on
ultrasonic Dowmeter devices to the SW and DC pump discharges instead of the intrusive
Annubars* and the use of plant non vitil power for these devices.

MAR 9710-08-01 permanently mounts ultrasonic Dowmeters to the exterior of the piping. They
replace the inline Annubars* in the DC system that are being removed by MAR 97 10-08 02.
The ultramonic Howmeter is an independent system (in that it is not relied on by Operations for
plant operation) since it is used for periodic now testing of the DC and SW pumps. Its failute
would not result in degradation of these systems during testing operations and would not lead to
an accident of a different type.

The DC and SW systems along with the RW system provides the function of an ultimate heat sink
cooling to accident mitigating equipment. The heat sink function is provided through the SW
system which provides cooling functions for several key accident mitigating components
including such equipment as the RB Fan Assembly Cooling Coils, RB Ventilation Fan Motor
Coolers, the Motor Driven Emergency Feedwater Pump, Control Complex Chillers, and the MU
pumps. The heat sink function of the DC system is the Decay IIcat Removal System (DIO Decay
lleat Removal Exchangers along with other vital equipment heat loads. The SW and DC systems
function as accident mitigating cooling support systems and as a closed system provide a
radiological barrier between fuel cooling systems and the environment.
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This MAR's dowmeters, being non intrusise do not create penetrations that could compromise
the pressure boundaries of the SW and DC System and do not introduce any new failure
mechanisms to the Dow measurement function. In addition, they do not create any new interfaces
that could affect otner equipment that could cnallenge either Guld system or Ossion boundary
barriers. As a result, the ultrasonic powmeters cannot create challenges of a different type than
previously evaluated and thereby cannot create an accident of a different type than previously
evaluated in the SAR.

6. Could the proposed activity crea.e the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

This response addresses differences in failure modes from what it was before. Please refer to Part
A of this USQD for discussion of what type of failure modes are the same.

The only difference to ihe plant con 0guration and to the licensing basis insolves the change from
intrusive Annubars5 to non-intrusive clamp-on ultrasonic Dowmeters, from a piping stress
standpoint, the piping has been evaluated and continues to satisfy stress analysis for its seismic
and deadweight loadings and has been qualined for its application in the DC and SW Systems. As

,

a result, this change does not introduce a different type of malfunction.

The Dowmeters are not used as "important to safety' equipment and do not interface with or affect
other equipment. Because the Dowmeters are non intrusive in the SW and DC Ould systems and
unlike the Annubars* which can break in the stream, there is less opportunity to fail in a different
way. There are no new credib!c failures as a result of this modincatio'n and no difTerent types of
malfunctions of equipment than have not been previously evaluated in the SAR during normal
plant operation or during accident conditions.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as denned in the bases for any improved
Technical Specincation? No.

Technical Specl0 cation 3.7.7 addresses the operability of the Nuclear Services Closed Cycle
Cooling System. The Bases assume that the SW pumps are 100% redundant, independent, and
each capable of providing sufucient cooling water. 3.7.7 i: applicable to hiodes 14. According
to the Bases, in hiodes 5 & 6, the SW System is not required to be operable. No other
specincation addresses the Nuclear Services Closed Cycle Cooling System.

Technical Specitkation 3.7.8 addresses the operability of the Decay Heat Closed Cycle Cooling
System. The Bases assume that the DC pumps and piping are 100% redundant, independent, and
each capable of providing suf0cient cooling water. 3.7.8 is applicable to hiodes 14. In hiode 5,
w hen functional testing is performed, LCO 3 A.6 (RCS Loops biode 5. Loops Filled) is applicable.
ITS 3.4.6 allows one Dil train (and hence one DC train) to be operable. Therefc,re, testing of the
DC system which would render the DC train inoperable for the duration of the testing can be
accomplished within the ITS requirements.

The ITS Bases does not speci0cally address margin of safety for this design activity; however, it
does establish the margin indirectly through the Inservice Testing Program the minimum pump
performance requirements, which trend pump degradation to ensure that the required design basis
accident nows are attainable for the SW and DC systems. The new ITS measurement test
equipment improves the accuracy for maintaining pump degradation trending within the
established performance requirements of AShtE Section XI. In addition, the ultrasonic Howmeter
cannot impact systems that are required for accident mitigation and as a result will not cause the
Reactor Coolant System to exceed its safety limit parameters as defined in the ITS. Therefore,

.
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this design activity does not prevent the SW and DC systems from performing their design
intended functions and the margin of safety is not reduced.

Since the post modi 0 cation testing for MAR 9710-08 01 will demonstrate the ability for DC and
SW pumps to provide required pump performance characteristics and provide the required How
rates, and since no part of MAR 9710 08 01 impacted the redundancy or independence of the DC
and SW pumps, implementation of this modification does not reduce the margin of safety as
denned in the bases for any improved Technical Speci0 cation.

=-
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SA/USQD Subject: M AR 9710-08-02 (DC System Annubars)

Description

The DC System annubars removed by the MAR provide indication readout functions associated with the
ISI ASME Section XI requirements which is non safety related. The pump flow readout variable is not
used by plant operations for any safety related Ir%nt and is not part of any operational procedure or
emergency operation procedure.

The pipe plugs that are used to maintain the pressure boundary in the piping are safety related, and
appropriate for use in the 1/2" diameter weld couplings. The piping calculations associated with these lines
have been reviewed to confirm that there is no adverse impact on the piping qualification.

Unreviewed Safgtv Ouestion Determination (10 CPR $0.59)

I, Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The pipe plugs used to replace the annubars are at least equivalent to the existing annubars with
regard to maintaining the piping integrity, pressure boundary, and nuclear safety requirements.
The pipe plugs are designed, purchased, and installed per USAS B31.1,1967 requirements. Pipe
strets calculation M75 0004 has demonstrated that pipe stresses in the vicinity of the weld
couplings are within acceptable levels. in addition, the DC system is used for accident mitigation
and does not initiate any accidents. Therefore, this activity cannot increase the probability of an
accident previously evaluated in the SAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

The modifications to the DC piping do not increase the consequences of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR. The Npe plug installations do not create any new release mect.anisms, and
they do not have an impact on any radiation release barriers or calculated radiological doses. The
removal of the flow elements and installation of pipe plugs does not in any way affect the
performance capabilities of the DC system. Therefore, there are no radiological consequences
associated with these modifications, and no increase in the consequences of any accident
previously evaluated in the SAR resulting fam the implementation of MAR 9/ 10-08 02.

| 3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The pipe plugs tnat are used to maintain the pressure boundary in the piping are safety related and
appropriate for use in the 1/2" diameter weld couplings. The piping calculations (M75 0004)
associated with these lines have been reviewed to confirm that there is no adverse impact on the
piping qualification. Meeting these design requirements ensures pressure boundary integrity of
the modified configuration for all load cases (including seismic). Because the pipe plugs have
been designed to satisfy allowable stress levels and contain no active mechanical parts, it is
considered a passive component. According to the Topical Design Basis Document Single Failure

| Criteria, single passive failure of mechanical components (e.g., pipe breaks) are not part of the
CR 3 design basis and are not assumed in the design of fluid mechanical systems at CR 3. Also,
the modifications meet applicable mechanical codes and standards. Therefore, the probability of a
malfunction of equipment important to safety is not increased.
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i

4. Could the proposed activity inctme the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important I

te safety previously evaluated im SAR? No.

Replacing the annubars with the pipe plugs will not create any new release mechanisms or impact
any radiation release bartkrs. The plugs are designed to meet existing p!p boundary conditions,
tmd_there are no adverse effects possible due to the modifications. Thenfore, the proposed

,

activity will not increase the consequences of a malfunctior; of equipment mportant to safety *

previously evaluated in the SAR.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type 'han any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

,

;
.

'
According to the Topical Design Basis Document Single failure Criteria, single passive failure of
mechanical components (e g., pipe breaks) are not part of the CR.3 design basis and are not

;

assumed in the design of ibid mechanical systems at CR 3. Also, the modlucations do I.ot create ;

any new initiators or failure exposures. There are no new system interfaces created by this MAR. !

As stated in B.1, the DC system is used for accident mitigation and does not initiate accidents.
,

Therefore, the implementation of this MAR will not create the possibility of an accident of a =

different type than presiously evaluated in the SAR.
i

6. Could the proposed activity create the pouibility of a difTerent type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

.

The pipe plugs are deslaned to meet all applicable design codes, standards and quality assurance
requirements. Also, single passive failure of mechanical components are r.ot part of the CR 3
design basis and are not assumed in the design of fluid mechanical systems at CR 3. Therefore,

,

the propoced activity does not create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of
equipment important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR.

,

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin c(safety as defined in the bases for any improved
TechnicalSpecification? No.

The ITS Bases addren the operability of the DC system and ensure that the margin of safet)- !

challenged or reduced in any way. The modifications described in MAR 9710 08 02 require tnat
the current pipe configuration with the annubars installed be changed to install the pipe plugs.
The pipe plugs are designed to meet the pressure bounday requirements of the nuclear safety
related piping. Therefore, there are no accident or transient barrier challenges created by these
changes, and, the activity will not reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any
improved Technical Specification.

.
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SA/USQD Subject: T9710-09 01 (Install MU Flow Instrument)

Descriotiqn

his MAR will install a temporary, local, now instrument to be used to measure the minimum normal MU
supply now during normal operation (Modes I,2,3 and 4) and will establish an upper limit on this now.
This Oow measurement function is currently being performed by reading MU 24 Fi from the Control
Room. This now is controlled by MUV 30 and is referred to as minimum F pass now around
MUW31. MU 24 Fi will remain in place and will continue to be used for normal MU Cow indication.

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR $0.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

An accident initiator of a SBLOCA is the condition of thermal cycling of the llP!/Mu r onle area.
Severe and continuous thermal cycling of the llPI nonle area could result in a crack or break in
the llPl/MU nonic area. This uould be a SDLOCA. This modi 0 cation will not create a
condition t;.3t would cause more thermal cycles to the llPl/MU nonic than would occur without
the MAR. Therefore, this activity will not increase the probability of occurrence of an accident
previously evaluated in the SAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

The llPI system is required to mitigate accidents with radiological consequences as identined
above, This modi 0 cation will not change the ability of the llPI system to perform its safety
func<lon. The 36 gpm maximum bypass limit is ensured by setting MUW30 and maintaining it in
that posillor until the llPI system is called on to perform its safety function. Therefore, the
proposed activity will not increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR,

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The equipment important to safety is the itPl piping at the location of the ultrasonic detectors and
the llPl/MU nonic area. De installation of the ultrasonic transducers in the 11PI piping has been
seismically analyzed and detennined that it will not cause a malfunction preventing the 11Pt
system from performing its safety function.

Thermal cycling of the llPI nonle area will not be increased by this MAR: therefore, a
malfunction of that portion of the piping is not created by this MAR.

Therefore, the proposed activity will not increase the probability of occu.rence of a malfunction of
equipment important to safely previously evaluated in the SAR.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The llPI system is required to mitigate accidents with radiological consequences. This
modincation will not change the ability of the IIPI system to perform its safety function.
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The equipment important to safety are the HPI piping at the location of the uhrasonic detectors I

'and the llPl/MU nonle area. The installation of the ultrasonic transducers in the HPl piping has
been seismically analyzed and determined that it will not cause a malfunction preventing the HP!
system from performing its safety functim.

Thermal cycling of the HPI nozzle area will not b. increased by this MAR; therefore, a |

<aalfunction of that portion of the piping is not created by this MAR.

Therefore, the proposed activity will not increase the consequence of a malfunction of equipmer.;
3

important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

- A break at the HPI nozzle area is analyzed in the SAR as a SBLOCA. This modification only
effects that accident as an accident initiator. This modification will not create any new accident '

initiators. Therefore, the proposed activity does not create the possibihty of an accident of a
different type than any previously evaluated in the SAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The modification is only associated with the HPI system. Malfunctions of the HPI system (piping
breaks) were considered in the safety analysis as mentioned above.^ There are no other SSCs
affected by this modification. The modification will not efTect any' other portion of the HPI
system. Therefore, the proposed activity does not create the possibility of a different type of

- malfunction of equipment important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR.

7. Could the preposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined . oases for any improved
Technical Specification? No.

The margin of safety that is to be considered here is the excess HPl flow above the minimum
required amount to mitigate certain accidents. HPI hydraulic calculations performed as input to
SBLOCA analysis that estabiished Peak Clad Temperature, account for MUW30 being throttled
to a position equal to 36 gpm during normal operatica. As long as MUV-30 is maintained in that
position at the start of the accident mitigation process, the HPI system will be able to deliver its
required flows wi* i expected margin. Therefore, the proposed activity does not reduce the margin

j of safety as defined in the bases for any improved Technical Specification.

.
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SA/USQD Subject: M AR 9710-11-01 (MCC Motor Circuit Protector Setpoint Evaluation)

Descrintion

This MAR will evaluate parameters and related tolerances w hich affect the application of instantaneous trip
(magnetic only) molded case circuit breakers for motor circuit protection at CR3, This evaluation will
develop criteria for setting and testing these breakers to assure ample circuit protection without spurious
tripping during normal and extreme plant conditions (such as high voltage). The MAR will increase the
trip settings of the safety related ES circuit breakers (MCP) that have adjustable trips and do not meet the
revised design criteria. The MAR will also add ess an existing spurious tripping of MUV 69 and MUV-
69's sister valve MUV 62. The revised design criteria will ensure circuit breakers do not trip when
motorized equipment is started by adding additional conservatism to the calculated minimum circuit
breaker trip setting. The new design criteria provides for the worst case timing of the circuit breaker
closure (voltage equal zero) and a starting power factor of apptoximately 15% which equates to a DC
offset allowance of 1.6. The existing design criteria provides for a trip setting tolerance of 10% of locked
rotor current w hile the revised design criteria will provide for a circuit breaker trip setting tolerance of 25%z

and a motor e .ninallocked rotor tolerance of 10%. A number of the existing circait breaker trip settings
meet the revised design criteria and will not be changed. In addition to the circuit breakers which will
requi e trip setting changes, five circuit breakers and a cable will also require replacement to achieve
coordination of equipment ratings. Testing will be required on five replacement circuit breakers, DHV 5
and seven safety related circuit breakers manufactured t y Westinghouse to verify trip setting tolerances.

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR 50.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The circuit breakers probability of failure to open when operated or automatically tripped, or
failure to close when operated has not been increased by increasing the circuit breakers trip
setting. However, the probability of the circuit breaker failing due to spuriously tripping has been
decreased sirice the purpose of increasing the circuit breaker trip settings is to ensure the
equipment supplied by the circuit breakers is available to perform their function. The circuit
breakers possible failure modes are unchanged for the different modes of concern (normal
operation, accident conditions and post accident conditions). The circuit breaker's safety function
is to provide power to safety related loads and a circuit breaker failure is not an accident initiator.
The replacement cable's failure modes remain unchaaged and the replacement cable meets all the
desigr. characteristics of the existing cable for normal, accident and post accident conditions
without an increase in probability of failure. The cables are also not an accident initiator.

*
Therefore, the MAR does not increase the probability of occurrence of an anident previously
evaluated in the SAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

The revised design criteria will ensure circuit breakers do not trip when motorized equipment is
started by adding additional conservatism to the calculated minimum circuit breaker trip setting.
The new c' .ign criteria provides for the worst case timiag of the circuit breaker closure (voltage
equal zero) and a starting power factor approximately 15% wlich equates to a DC offset
allowance of 1.6. The existing design criteria provides for a tri; setting tolerance of 10% of
locked rotor current while the revised design criteria will provide for a circuit breaker trip setting
tolerance of 25% and a motor nominal locked rotor tolerance of 10%. Coordinatioa >f the trip
settings between the upstream circuit breakers (short time trip settings) and the branch circuit's
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circuit breakers with increased instantaneous trip settings is maintained and ensures that the
increased trip setting does not cause the loss of other equipment due to the upstream circuit
breaker tripping for a fault at the branch circuit level. The increased circuit breaker trip setting
ensures spurious tripping does not occur which would cause equipment to be unavailable for
accident initigation. The replacement cable provides additional short circuit capability which
ensures a circuit fault does affect other equipment. Therefore, the increassd circuit breaker trip
settings and replacement cable will ensure that equipment required for accident mitigation is not
jeopardized and there are no increases in the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in
the SAR.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the ptobability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evsluated in the SAR? No.

The MAR increases circuit breaker trip settings to ensure against unexpected circuit breaker trips,
replaces circuit breakers to obtain different trip ranges and replaces a cable to increase its
reliability but does not change any existing system interfaces. The purpose o'tS circuit breaker's
automatic trip is to isolate the circuit for an ele-trical fault, prevent the supp.y bus from being

| impacted by the fault and limit equipment damage. Since the replacement equipment (circuit
| breakers and cable) does not increase the probability of the equipment failure (similar equipment
| to that being replaced and of common use in the piant) or cause a loss of coordination between the
| branch circuit's circuit breaker and the upstream's circuit breaker, replacement equipment does
| not increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to safety

previously evaluated in the SAR.

The increases to the trip settings ensures the circuit breaker does not cause equipment to be
unavailable for conditions other than an electrical fault and for an electrical fault the equipment is
already unavailable. Therefore, the only malfunction the circuit breaker could cause is to not

f isolate the MCC bus from an electrical fault and cause the upstream circuit breaker to perform the
electrical fault isolation. Low impedance fault currents will be isola.ed rapidly at even the hip, hest
trip settings and credible high impedance electrical faults which are below the threshold of the
branch circuit's circuit breaker trip setting will continue to be isolated by the metor's overloads or
the fault will escalate into t. Iow impedance fault that trips the branch circuit's circuit breaker.
Since i creased circuit breaker trip settings will prevent equipment from malfunctioning due to an
unexpected circuit breaker trip and not decrease the probability of the circuit breaker to isolate a
faulted circuit, the increase in circuit breaker trip settings does not increase the probability of
occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR.
The tolerances used in deriving the new trip setting criteria in this MAR adds confidence that the
spurious tripping dee to starting current will not occur, while still providing adequate circuit
protection under normal and extreme plant conditions (reference MAR's DIR, Attachment 1).
These tolerances will be further validated by the testing perfonned by the MAR. The circuit
breaker's trip settings are also being tested in this MAR for those circuit breakers that couto
possibly :auw a loss of coordination with the upstream feeder circuit breaker (circuit breaker's
maximum available trip setting's margin is less than 200%).

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The MAR does not change the function of the circuit breakers or the single failure criteria to
w hich the safety related system is designed to. The MAR does provide additional conservatism in
the circuit breaker's trip setting to ensure a common mode event such as overvolta6e will no'
defeat the single failure design criteria. If a circuit breaker fails to isolate a circuit fault (a second
failure), ther *he upstream circuit breaker will isolate one supply bus from the fault and the
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redundant safety related electrical bus will continue to supply the redundant equipment trains
important to safety._ If a circuit breaker trips (fails open), the redundant safety related equipment i
is available as designed to the single failure criteria. Therefore, the proposed activity will not i

cause an increase in the consequences of a malfunction of equipment importan* to safety l
previously evaluated in the SAR,

5. Could the poposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a ditTerent type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The MAR does not create any new failure modes for the electrical system or change the function
of.he circuit breakers and the circuit for which the cable is being replaced. The circuit breaker
trip settings are increased to ensure the circuit breaker trips only for a circuit fault and not when
the equipment is started. The cable replacement is to ensure the cable has adequate cepacity for
the increased trip setting and does create a new failure mode. The circuit breaker replacements
provide a trip range which will allow a setting that will ensure the equipment ratings are properly

'
co, rdinated and do not introduce a new failure mode. Therefon., the increased circuit breaker
settings along with the circuit breaker and cable replacements will not introduce the possibility of
an accident of a different type previously evaluated in the SAR.

,

6. Could the proposed activity crvate the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

This MAR does not introduce any new I' aid, electrical, control or instrument interfaces or
iacrease operator burden and does not introduce any new failur.t modes. The function and
operation of the replacement circuit breakers and cable have not been changed. The installation of
the replacement cable will be in accordance with approved procedure:; and electrical design
criteria. The circuit breakers with revised trip settings and the replacemem circuit breakers will
continue to isolate the ES bus from faulted equipment, limit damage to the faulted equipment and
allow normal operation of the load supplied by the circuit breaker. All of the circuit breakers of
this MAR will have their load functionally tested to demonstrate operability after the trip setting is
changed. The circuit breaker's trip settings are also being tested in this MAR for those circuit
breakers that could possibly cause a loss of coordination with the upstream feeder circuit breaker
(circuit breaker's maximum available trip setting's margin is less than 200%). Therefore, the
limited testing and the existing test program along with the trip adjustment mechanism's
inherently reliable design will validate the circuit breaker trip settings without 100% trip setting
testing. Also, the circuit breakers do not presently have a tripping problem and the increase in the
trip setting will only ensure additional conservatism for the circuit breake safety function of
providing reliable power to safety related equipment. The circuit breaker's trip settings are also
being tested in this MAR for those circuit breakers that could possibly cause a loss of coordination
with the upstream feeder circuit breaker (circuit breaker's maximum available trip setting's
margin is less than 200%). Therefore, the increase'in circuit breaker trip settings and the
subsequent circuit breaker and cable replacement does not crcate tne possibility of a different type
of malfunction of equipment important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR.
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7. . Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved -
TechnicalSpecification? No. '

Additional conservatism in the circuit breaker ' rip settings bounds the worst case normal operating
conditions and continues to isclate circuit faults from the IE distribution system. Selective
coordination is maintained between the branch circuit's circuit breakers and the upstream feeder
circuit breakers. Credible high impedance electrical faults which are below the threshold of the
branch circult's circuit breaker trip setting will continue to be isolated by the motor's overloads or
the fault will escalate into a low impedance fault that trips the branch circuit's circuit breaker.
Therefore, the margin of safety is not reduced as defined in the bases for any Technical
Specification since the increased circuit breaker trip settings will ensure equipment is available to -
mitigate an accident and no new failure modes are introduced.-

.
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SA/USQD Subject: M AR 97-11-0101 (Isolation Fuses For RW-63-SV)

Descriction

This modi 0 cation performs the following activities:

1. Installs a fuse in the ESF B Main Control Board (MCB) to isolate the non safety related solenoid
valve RW-63 SV from the safety related circuits connected to VBDP-4, breaker #8.

2. Downgrades Class IE (B Train) cable RWF4 to Non-Class IE Associated (X) cable. This cable is
routed from the ESF-B MCB to RW-63 SV in the Auxiliary Bldg. Seawater Room. The cable has
been veri 6ed as tning routed in Class IE (Train "B") raceway for the entire length and satisnes
the requirements of FSAR Sections 8.2.2.12 and 8.2.2.13. In addition, this mes the CR 3
Eiectrical Design Criteria - Electrical CircP Physical Separation and Cable Tray Loading criteria.

This modincation will correct a design denciency by providing Class IE to Non-Class IE isdation
between safety related and non-safety related loads. The potential failure modes associated with the new
isolatic fuse are:

1. Failure of the fuse by prematurely Opening when RW-63 SV is energized.
2. Failure of the fuse to Open when a fault occurs dcwnstream of the fuse,

if the fuse Opens prematurely when RW-63-SV is energized, it will prevent a non-safety related testing
function ta be accomplished. This would be rcadily detectable when RWP 28 failed to start. No safety

'
,

related components would be affected. Therefore, this failure effect will not adversely affect the operation
of the plant,

if the fute fails to Open when a fault occurs downstream of the fuse, the result would be the loss of safety
related components fed by VBDP-4, breaker #8. However, since the fuse is safety related, this is
unsidered the only single active component failure and no additional single active failures are considered.
In addition, the test switch which supplies power to solenoid valve RW 63 SV is Norn ally Open and is
only closed to energize RW-63-SV during testing. Therefore, the foilure of the fuse will not increase the
probability of a mstfunction of equipment important to safety.

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Deterrnination (10 CFR $0.59)

1. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR? No.

The loads associated with vital bus distribution panel VBDP-4, breaker #8 consist of indicators
associated with various safety and non-safety related systems, Main Control Board (MCB) and
Remote Shutdown Fanel indications, and solenoid valves for testing of the Nuclear Services
Closed Cycle Cooling Pump, SWP 18 and Emergency Nuclear Services Seawater Pump,
RWP-2B. Based on review of the FSAR, there are no evaluated accidents which would be
initiated by failure of any load associated with VBDP-4, breaker #8. In addition, this modi 6 cation
provides electrical isolation which will serve to protect the safety related portions of the circuit.
Therefore, this activity will not increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the FSAR.

2. Could the proposed activi y increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

I
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This modi 0 cation will provide electrical isolation between a non safety related solenoid va!ve and
safety related loads powered from the same vital bus distribution panel. The associated circuitry
does not function to mitigate an accident nor is it credited in any accident mitigation strategy.
Implementation of this modification will not affect any of the accident analysis assumptions,
which, consequently. will remain valid. - Therefore, the proposed activity cannot increase the

.

consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
j important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

This modification provides an isolation fuse between safety and non safety related portions of the
vital bus distribution panel and associated loads. Providin;; proper isolation of Class IE and Non-
Class IE portions of VBDP-4, breaker #8 circuitry will protect the power supplied to other
equipment important to safety, as required by the Electrical Design Criteria. As Jiscussed in
Section A, none of the failure modes associated with the fuse will increase the probability of a
occurrence da malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the FSAR.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

..The installation of an isolation fuse will not change the function or method of performing the
function for operation associated with vital bus distribution panel VBDP-4, or any of the supplied
loads. The fuse will provide the required Class IE to Non-Class IE isolation to prevent a non-
safety related load from adversely affecting safety related loads. Therefore, as discussed in
Section A, none of the failure modes associated with the fuse will increase the consequences of a
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated its the FSAR.

. 5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

'

This modification installs a fuse as an electrical irolation device to isolate a non safety related i

solenoid valve from other safety related loads powered from the same vital distribution panel.
This will correct a design deficiency and will protect the safety related loads from a potential non-
safety related load fault condition. There will be no new system interfaces created by this
modification. Therefore, the proposed activity will not increase the possibility of an accident of a
different type than any previously evaluated in the FSAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

The instaliation of a fuse as an electrical isolation device does net change the failure mode or
interfaces associated with the vital bus distribution panel or related loads. This modification will
eliminate a potential failure mode concerning a fault condition in the non-safety related solenoid
valve circuit affecting the safety related portions of the vital bus distribution panel. Therefore, the
proposed activity will not create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the FSAR.
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7. Could the proposeu activity reduce the margin of safety as denned in the bases for any improved
TechnicalSpecification? No.

Providing electrical isolation of a non-safety related circuit component from other safety related
equipment will ensure the associated safety related- functions supported by the vital bus
distribution panel are not interrupted. The operation and performance of the Class IE components s

will not be adversely affected by this modification. The modification will correct a design T-
deficiency by isolating non safety related loads from safety related loads, which are not part of the
margin of safety discussed in the improved Technical Specc .:ations. Therefore, the proposed
mouincation does not reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Improved
Technical Specification.

|

!
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SA/USQD Subject: MAR 971107-01 (CREVS Undervoltage Lockout Relays)

Descrintiotl

The proposed Modi 0 cation will remove the 480V Undervoltage Lockout Relay contacts from the schemes
of the control complex cooling equipment (CREVs fans and Control Complex Chillers and associated
pumps). Jur pers will be installed to bypass the removed relay contacts so that the equipment will not be
tripped' locked out on ES Actuation. The physical change consists of disconnecting wiring from lockout
relay contacts to associated terminal block, and installing jumpers between the points where the contacts
were. This will not affect normal operation of the equipment; the only time that this modification will
change current system operation is on ES Actuation, when the equipment will not be tripped if it is
running.

Unreviewed Saferv Ouestion Determination NO CFR 50.59)

I, Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The control complex cooling equipment being modified by this MAR does not initiate any of the
accidents evaluated in FSAR chapter 14.2. The essential function of the cooling equipment is to
maintain control complex temperature adequately for equipment operation and personnel comfort,
restart of this equipment aRer LOCA/ LOOP is required within time limits to maintair required
temperatures; this function is jeopardized if locked out by " secondary" ES Actuations. EDG
failure is a precursor to a SBO accident. The controi complex cooling equipment was being shed
and locked out for EDG load management. Since the EDG's have been uprated, and are adequate
to maintain tne cooling equipment running (aner initial block loading of ES equipment), it is
undersirable on postulated subsequent ES Actuations to shed and reload it (which is complicated
in any case by restart limiting timers on the chillers). Since the Modification being performed
here is not effective until aner ES actuation occurs, and does not overload the EDGs, it cannot
increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously e"aluated in the SAR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR7 No.

The control complex cooling equipment being modified here maintains :ontrol complex
temperatures within required limits for equipment operation and personnel comfort. This
Modification will reduce the chance that control complex temperature will exceed required limits
aller an accident. These loads were being shed for EDG load management; case study E97-0043A
has evaluated EDG loading scenarios and confirms that the upgraded generators' load capacity
will not be exceeded. Increasing the reHe.bility of control complex temperature management will
positively affect the ability of control equipment and personnel to mitigate consequences of
accidents evaluated in the FSAR. EDG loading is maintained within equipment capabilities. The
SA/USQD includes open items to assure procedure revisions for required actions to avoid loading
sequences which could cause EDG loading problems.

TSCRN 210 QR Deficiency Report DR98-0199 must be approved prior te ascension from Mode 5
to Mode 4. DR98 0190 evaluates operator actions and modifications described in TSCRN 210 to
demonstrate that EGDG-I A and EGDG-lB are operable in Modu 5 and 4 without prior NRC
approval of TSCRN 210. The Deficiency Report will maintain the assumptions of EDG loading
Case Study CSE97-0046A Rev. O. NRC approval of TSCRN 2101S required for Modes 3,2 and
I operation.

I81
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Therefore, this MAR /FCN 3 cannot increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated
in the FSAR.

3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated ir the SAR? No.

Failure 'of control complex cooling equipment can contribute to increased probability of .

occurrence of malfunction of equipment important to safety, by exposing the equipment to
temperatures above rating. Additionally, personnel exposed to high temperatures would be more
prone to mistakes which could affect plant safety. Thi; ModiGcation will reduce the probability
of both these potential malfunction modes by increasing the reliability of control complex cooling,
by eliminating trip / lockout of the equipment on " secondary" ES trips. It also simplines the
equipment control schematics and eliminates circuit components which were potential sources of -

control failure. The equipment was tripped / locked out in original plant design for EDG load
management. The EDGs have been upgraded, and calculations performed to assure that they will
not be overloaded when control complex cooling equipment is kept running. Simulator exercises
have demonstrated that control complex temperature management is jeopardized when.the
equipment is tripped by " secondary" ES actuations (after initial actuation, ES reset, and essential
equipment loading per EDG toad management requirements). The equipm:nt will still trip (as |
before Modification) on LOOP, and require operator action to restart. The MAR will eliminate -

trip and lockout w subsequent ES actuations, keeping the cooling equipment in operation.

Since the reliability of equipment important to safety is improved by this Modification, and |
adequate EDG loadirg margins are maintained, the probability of occurrence of malfunction of
equipment important to safety is not increased by this Modification.

1

4. Could the proposed activity increase the conse( x es of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

- This MAR does not change the function of the control compkx cooling equipment or the EDG, or
the method of performing that function. The only basic plant parameters which could be affected
by this Modification are control complex temperate, and EDG loading. Control complex
temperature control will be improved by this Modification, and EDG loading will be maintained !
within acceptable limits. This will improve the reliability of equipment which limits the
consequences of accidents (control complex control equipment and personnel), without reducing
the reliability of the EDGs. Control schematics for the cont ol complex cooling equipment are
simplified by e:iminating lockout contacts, so e potential failure mechanism for this equipment is
eliminated. No new types of malfunction or failure modes are introduced, and the probability or
consequences of failure of equipment is not increased. Therefore, the proposed activity cannot
cause an increase in the consequences of a malfunction of equipm.mt important to safety
previously evaluated in the SAR.

1

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than ny
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

This Modification has no arfect on system operation until after an accident has occurred (ES
Actuation). Before this Modification, on any LOOP. even without LOCA, the control complex
cooling equipment would trip and require operator action to restart; this is still truc. Post. accident
loss of control complex cooling could cause equipment failures which could exacerbate the
accident and its mitigation. This MAR increases the reliability of post. accident control complex
cooling, without alTecting its operation before the cccident. EDG loading has been confinned to
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be within acceptable limits. Therefore, this Modification cannot create the possibility of an
accident of a different type than previously evaluated in the SAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

This MAR does not introduce any new fluid, electrical, control or instrument interfaces or
mcrease operator burden and does ne' oduce any new failure modes. The function and method
of performing the function of the al complex cooling equipment or the EDGs has not been
changed during any mode of opc . or accident. The equipment will continue to perform its
designed safety function of control complex temperature management in the same manner as
before, with increased reliability in the post-accident environment. The ability of CP,EVs

-

equipment to be placed in recirc mode is not affected (ref. ITS 3.7.12). This Modification only
affects the shedding of the control complex cooling equipment on ES actuation with LOOP, by

| eliminating trip / lockout of the equipment on " secondary" ES Actuations. On ES Actuation
'

without LOOP, equipment operation is not affected. On LOOP without ES Actuation, equipment
operation is not affected. If a LOOP is experienced, and control complex equipment loaded onto
the EDGs, and a subsequent ES Actuation occurs, automatic ES start of EFP-1 could overload

EDG I A; this scenario is outside CR3's design basis and is not evaluated here. In summary, the
l'DGs are still adequately rated for their load, and their operation or function is not changed; this
document will be evaluated for appropriate procedure revisions per existing site Modification
control procedures. Therefore, this activity cannot create the possibility of a diffetent type of
malfunction of equipment important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR.

. 7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
TechnicalSpecification? No.

Proper maintenance of control comp %x temperature is essential to reliability of safety related
equipment which must function during normal plant operation and to mitigate accidents.
P,:rsonnel comfort related to temperature regulation can also affect the capability of operators to
react to accident developments. The function of "CREV"s equipment required for control
complex habitability (ref. ITS 3.7.12) is not affected in any mode. This Modification will increase
the post accident reliability of control complex cooling systems, without affecting operation

. during normal operation or LOOP. The Margin vi Safety of the (upgraded) EDGs is not affected,
as confirmed by Case Study to EDG loading calculations. Therefore, the margin of safety is not
reduced as defined in the bases for any Technical Specification since the increased control
complex cooling equipment post-accident reliability will add assurance that equipment is available
to mitigate an accident, EDG reliability is not affected, and no new failure modes are introduced.
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SA/USQD Subject: MAR 97-1108-01 (Molded Case Circuit Breakers FWV-29 and 30)

DescriDtion

The magnetic trip molded r se circuit breaker (Motor Circuit Protector) for FWV40 has failed, its " sister"
valve, FWV 29, has nuisance tripped on starting. This MAR will replace the failed' obsolete ITE circuit
breakers in the combination starters for these two valves with new Westinghouse units with slightly higher
trip range. The trip setpoints will be increased from the existing setpc n'.s per criteria developed in MARi

97 10 11 01. These critena for setting and "-1ng CR3 magnetic trip circuit breakers are inteaded to
assure ampic circuit protection without spurious topping during normal and extreme plant conditions (such
as high voltage), by providing for the worst case timing of the circuit breaker clost '(voltage equal zero)
and a starting power factor of approximately 15% which eqt_ates to a DC offset allowance of 1.6. The i

iexisting design criteria provides for a trip setting tolerance of 10% of locked rotor currem while the revised
design criteria developed in MAR 9710-1101 provides for a circuit breaker trip setting tolerance of 25%
and a motor nominal locked rotor tolerance of 10%. Testing will be required on the replacement circuit
breakers to verify trip setting tolerances.

Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination (10 CFR $0.59)

1. Could the proposed activity inc ease the probablity of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The circuit breakers probability of failure to open when operatad os automatically tripped, or
failure to close when operated he.s not been increased by replacing the circuit breakers or
increasing the circuit breakers trip 3etting. However, the probability of the circuit breaker failing
due to spuriously trippmg has been decreased since the purpose of increasinF the circuit breaker
trip settings is to ensure the equipment supplied by the circuit breakers is available to perform
their ftmetion. The circuit breakers possible failure modes are unchanged for the different modes
of concern (normal operation, acciden conditions and post accident conditions). The circuit
breaker's safety function is to provide powei to safety related loads and a circuit breaker failure is
not an accident initiator. Therefore, the MAR does not increase the probability of occurrence of
an accident previously evaluated in the S AR.

2. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
SAR? No.

The higher breaker trip setpoint being perfonned by this MAR will ensure circuit breakers do not
trip when FWV 29 and -30 are started by adding additional conservatism to the calculated
minimum circuit breaker trip setting. The new design criteria provides for the worst case timing
of the circuit breaker closure (voltage equal zero) and a starting power factor of approximately
15% which equates to a DC c.Tset allowance of 1.6. The existing design criteria provides for a
trip setting tolerance of 10% oflocked rotor current while the revised desigr. cnteria will provide
for a circuit breaker trip setting tolerance of 25% and a motor nominal locked rotor tolerance of
10%. Coordination of the trin settings between the upstr a ei-cuii breakers (short time trip
settings) and the branch circuit's circuit breakers with increased instantaneous trip settings is
maintained and ensures that the increased trip setting does not cause the loss of other equipment
due to the upstream circuit breaker tripping for a fault at the branch circuit level. The increased
circuit breaker trip setting ensures spurious tripping does not occur which would cause equipment
to be unavailable for accident mitigation. Therefore, the increased circuit breaker trip settings will
ensure ths.: equipment required for accident mitigation is not ,icopardized and there are no
increases in the consequences of an acc| dent previously evaluated in .he SAR.
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3. Could the proposed activity increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The MAR replaces obsolete / failed circuit breakw ith higher trip range units, and increases their
trip settings to ensure against unexpected circuit breaker trips, but does not change any existing
system interfaces. The purpose of the circuit breaker's autorr.d uip is to isolate the circuit for an
electrical fault, prevent the supply bus from being impacted by the fault and limit equipment
damage. Since the replacement circuit breakers do not increase the probability of the equipment
failure (similar equipment to that being replaced and of common use in the plant) or cause a loss

/ of coordination between the branch circuit's circuit breaker and the upstream circuit breaker, the
replacement breakers do not increase the probability of occurrence of malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR.

The increases to the trip settings ensures the circuit breakers do not cause equipment to be
unavailable for conditions other than an electrical fault (for an electrical fault the equipment is
already unavailable). Ti<erefore, the only malfunction the circuit b caker could cause is to not
isolate the MCC bus from an electrical fault and cause the upstream circuit breaker to perfonn the
electrical fault isolation. Low impedance fault currents will be isolated rapidly at even the highest
trip settings and credible high impedance electrical faults which are below the threshold of the
branch circuit's circuit breaker trip setting will continue to be isolated by the motor's overloads or
the fault will escalate into a low impedance fault that trips the branch circuit's circuit breaker.
Since increased circuit breaker trip settings will prevent equipment from malfunctioning due to an
unexpected circuit breaker trip and not decrease the probability of the circuit breaker to isolate a
faulted circuit, the increase in circuit breaker trip settings does not increase the probability cf
occurrence of a malfunction oi equipment ir-' ant to safety previously evaluated in the SAR.
The tolerances used in deriving the new t"p setting criteria in the MAR adds :onfidence that the
spurious tripping due to starting current will not occur, while still providing adequate circuit
protection under normal and extreme plant conditions. These tolerances will be further validated
by the testing performed by the MAR.

4. Could the proposed activity increase the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the SAR7 No.

The MAR does not change the function of the circuit breakers or the single failure criteria to
which the safety related system is designed to. The MAR does provide additional conserva'. ism in
the circuit breaker's trip setting to ensure a common mode event such as overvoltage will not
defeat the single failure design criteria. If a circuit breaker fails to isolate a circuit fault (a second
failure), then the upstream circuit breaker will isolate the supply bus from the fault and the
redundant safety related electrical bus will continue to supply the redundant equipment trains
important to safety. If a circuit breaker trips (fails open), the redundant safety related equipment
is available as designed to the single failure criteria. Therefore, the proposed activity will not
cause an increase in the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to safety,

previously evaluated in the SAR.

5. Could the proposed activity create the possibility of an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated in the SAR? No.

- The MAR does not create any new failure modes for the electrical system or change the function
of the circuit breakers being replaced. FWV 29 and -30 circuit breaker trip settings are increased
to ensure the circuit breakers trip only for a circuit fault and not when the equipment is started.
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The circuit breaker replacements provide a trip range which will allow a setting that will ensure
the equipment ratings are properly coordinated and do not introduce a new failure mode.
Therefore, the increased circuit breaker settings along with the circuit breaker replacements will
not introduce the possibility of an c:cident of a different type previously evaluated in the SAR.

6. Could the proposed activity create ti a 40ssibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment
important to safety than any previousiy evaluated in the SAR7 No.

This MAR does not introduce any new fluid, etc .rical, control or instrument interfaces or
'

increase operator burden and does not introduce any new failure modes. The function and
operation of the replacement circuit breakers have not been changed. The replacement circuit
breakers with revised trip settings will continue to isolate the ES bus from faulted equipment, limit
damage to the faulted equipment and allow normal operation of the valves. The replacement
circuit treakers will be tested to verify their tolerances, and FWV 29 and -30 will be functionally
tested to demonstrate operability aller the trip setting is changed. Therefore, the circuit breaker I

replacement and increase in circuit breaker trip do not create the possibility of a different type of f

malfunction of equipment important to safety than any previously evaluated in the SAR.

7. Could the proposed activity reduce the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any improved
Technical Specification? No.

Additional conservatism in the circuit breaker trip settings bounds the worst case normal operating
conditions and continues to isolate circuit faults from the IE distribution system. Selective
coordination is maintained between the branch circuit's circuit breakers and the upstream feeder
circuit breakers. Credible high impedance electrical faults which are below the threshold of the
branch circuit's circuit breaker trip setting will coritinue to be isolated by the motor's overloads or
the fault will escalate into a low impedance fault that trips the branch circuit's circuit breaker.
Therefore, the margin of safety is not reduced as defined in the bases for any Technical
Specification since the increased circuit breaker trip settings will ensure equipment is available to
mitigate an accident and no new failure modes are introduced.

,
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